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Abstract
To attribute authorship means to identify the true author among many candidates for samples of
work of unknown or contentious authorship. Authorship attribution is a prolific research area for
natural language, but much less so for source code, with eight other research groups having published
empirical results concerning the accuracy of their approaches to date. Authorship attribution of source
code is the focus of this thesis.
We first review, reimplement, and benchmark all existing published methods to establish a con-
sistent set of accuracy scores. This is done using four newly constructed and significant source code
collections comprising samples from academic sources, freelance sources, and multiple programming
languages. The collections developed are the most comprehensive to date in the field.
We then propose a novel information retrieval method for source code authorship attribution. In
this method, source code features from the collection samples are tokenised, converted into n-grams,
and indexed for stylistic comparison to query samples using the Okapi BM25 similarity measure.
Authorship of the top ranked sample is used to classify authorship of each query, and the proportion
of times that this is correct determines overall accuracy. The results show that this approach is more
accurate than the best approach from the previous work for three of the four collections.
The accuracy of the new method is then explored in the context of author style evolving over time,
by experimenting with a collection of student programming assignments that spans three semesters
with established relative timestamps. We find that it takes one full semester for individual coding
styles to stabilise, which is essential knowledge for ongoing authorship attribution studies and quality
control in general.
We conclude the research by extending both the new information retrieval method and previous
methods to provide a complete set of benchmarks for advancing the field. In the final evaluation,
we show that the n-gram approaches are leading the field, with accuracy scores for some collections
around 90% for a one-in-ten classification problem.
1
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The topic of this thesis is inherently related to the analysis of writing style. Writing style of any
individual begins to develop from an early age and continues to develop throughout life. Each writ-
ing style is different and is influenced by many factors, such as schooling, family, and community.
Therefore, it should be possible to determine the author of an unattributed piece of work based on the
writing style of the candidates. This is known as authorship attribution.
A common misconception is that authorship attribution will fail if writing style is strongly in-
fluenced. Moreover, interpretation of results of authorship techniques such as the cusum technique
has at times brought the field under dispute, as it has been claimed that this technique is “extremely
subjective and is open to ad hoc interpretation” [Holmes and Tweedie, 1995]. It might be thought
that a class of students being taught by the same English teacher for an extended period of time would
adopt the same writing style. This is unlikely to cause authorship attribution to fail, since there are
sufficient components in writing that are always open to personal choice.
Writing elements that may offer little personal choice are those documented in style guides such
as the “Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association” by the American Psycho-
logical Association [2009] and “Writing for Computer Science” by Zobel [2004b]. These books
cover rules that are widely accepted concerning punctuation, citation, capitalisation, abbreviations,
and even preferred spelling. A specific example that was addressed in the development of this thesis
concerned when numbers should be expressed as numerals or words.
Many elements of writing style still remain open to personal choice, however. Perhaps the most
obvious example is word choice. It is always the decision of the individual concerning the words
that make up each sentence, as there are a multitude of ways that each idea can be expressed. For
example, during the development of this thesis, the frequent use of the word “contribution” stood
out as a preference, whereas others might have preferred to use alternatives more frequently such as
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“approach”, “research”, or “work”.
At the individual word level, the basic restriction is spelling rules. Preference can also be exhib-
ited at the phrase level, providing that grammatical correctness is maintained. Such phrases could be
as short as word pairs or as long as full sentences. Again referring to the development of this thesis
as an example, it was noted that the author had strong preference to use certain phrases for sentence
beginnings, and work was undertaken to introduce more variety.
Word-level and phrase-level preferences may be particularly obvious when mistakes are made.
For example, particular spelling errors or unusual grammatical structures may also strongly demon-
strate personal traits. Moreover, general preferences concerning various parts of speech such as
nouns, verbs and conjunctions can indicate stylistic preferences. These preferences may be observed
statistically at the word level, or by observing common patterns at the phrase level, demonstrating
preferred language constructs.
Writing style, preference, and idiom, are not restricted to natural language writing as discussed
above, but also feature in other forms of “writing” such as computer language source code. It might
be thought that programming languages are too prescriptive for individual style to be demonstrated
in source code, since coding standards provide guidelines for aspects of programming style such as
comments, layout, naming conventions, source file organisation, and general readability. Moreover,
a program must follow rigid syntactic rules to compile.
Despite the need to satisfy coding standards and compilation rules, there is much freedom and
choice that goes into writing software. Using the choice of standard library functions as an example,
there are usually many ways to process standard data input and to output data to files and the con-
sole. Another example is interchangable looping and branching constructs, such as “if/else” versus
“switch/case”, and “for” versus “while” versus “do-while” in C-like languages. Yet another example
is the use of compound statements, such as replacing “a = a + b” with “a += b”. Perhaps the most
freedom is given with the use of white space for indentation, the placement of curly braces for code
blocks, and commenting.
There are two clear areas of previous authorship attribution research, for natural language and
source code respectively. Natural language authorship attribution is a mature area of research with
many publications. For example, the seventy-four contributions summarised by Koppel et al. [2009]
spanning 1887 to 2008 comprise many of them. Conversely, the first source code authorship attri-
bution empirical contribution was presented by Krsul [1994], and there are only eight prior research
groups who have published empirical results in this area to the best of our knowledge, apart from our
own work.1
1Our comprehensive literature review comprised the use of search engines, digital libraries, and resource bibliographies.
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Authorship attribution can help solve many practical and adversarial problems. The following
types of questions are typical examples of investigations requiring source code authorship attribution,
whether they be in academia, industry, or in general:
1. Who was the original author in this pair of plagiarised programming assignments?
2. Who was responsible for writing this defective code?
3. Who was the author of this particular computer virus?
4. Who wrote this unattributed software?
These questions are all authorship attribution problems as they have a “who” component. Other
questions that belong to related topics concern “when”, “where”, “why”, and “how many”, and are
generally beyond the scope of authorship attribution and hence this thesis.
This thesis offers several new contributions in the field of source code authorship attribution,
which enables questions such as the above four to be better answered. In Sections 1.1 to 1.5, we
review the research problems that we address in Chapters 3 to 7.
1.1 Collections
Following the thesis background material in Chapter 2, in Chapter 3 we explain that the first step in
any authorship attribution study is the construction of suitable collections. However, care must be
taken concerning the criteria that should be used to construct such collections. For example, we want
to ensure that our work is applicable to a variety of problem settings, thus it is important that our
collections represent multiple programming languages, and come from a variety of sources. The first
contribution of this thesis is the presentation of our list of eleven criteria for collection construction,
based on our review of the previous work. These criteria are used when documenting our collections
and those in previous work.
We next describe the construction of four large source code collections, which meet our criteria
as best as possible, using data from a school student assignment submission archive and a code
sharing web site. When comparing the properties of our collections to those of the previous research
groups, we show that our collections are the most comprehensive to date, making them the basis of
an excellent evaluation framework for advancing the field.
We conclude our review of the collections by sharing the location of our data and instructions
for reproducing the collections. The data release comprises single-token and token-pair occurrence
statistics for the four collections, allowing others to reproduce parts of the work in this thesis, whilst
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keeping the samples sufficiently scrambled to satisfy intellectual property and ethics requirements.
We also present a guide for reproducing the code-sharing web site collections, since we cannot pub-
lish the links due to the likelihood of some later becoming dead, or pass on the original samples due
to the terms and conditions of the web site.
1.2 Benchmarking Previous Contributions
Our contribution in Chapter 4 is to comprehensively review and reimplement previous work in the
field, and then benchmark the contributions against one another to establish the leading methods.
We begin with a summary of the literature from related areas such as plagiarism detection, genre
classification, and natural language authorship attribution, which serves to identify any key ideas
missing in the source code authorship attribution literature. The bulk of the literature review then
focuses on the collections, methods, and results from eight other research groups that have previously
published empirical results in source code authorship attribution.
Direct comparison of the published work is difficult, as few of the feature sets, similarity mea-
sures, and machine learning classification algorithms have been evaluated on the same collections. To
address this problem, we reimplement the previous work as closely as possible, to enable evaluation
using our collections. By doing this, we developed a consistent set of benchmarks for comparison to
our new information retrieval method for source code authorship attribution, introduced in Chapter 5.
The results to this point show that the coordinate matching approach using counts of byte-level
source code segments (or n-grams) [Frantzeskou et al., 2006a] is more effective than approaches
based on the use of software metrics as features, and machine learning algorithms for classification.
Coordinate matching achieves around 85% accuracy for a one-in-ten classification problem using
our largest collection from the code sharing web site, compared with the leading approach from the
software metric family of approaches, which achieves an accuracy of around 75%.
1.3 Applying Information Retrieval
In Chapter 5, we introduce an information retrieval approach to source code authorship attribution.
A clear conclusion from our literature review is that the use of n-grams is underexplored for source
code authorship attribution. Therefore, in our next contribution we aim to determine whether a new
implementation motivated by the information retrieval approach for source code plagiarism detection
by Burrows et al. [2006] is effective for source code authorship attribution. The method involves
indexing token-level n-grams of source code features (such as operators and keywords), so that we
can classify samples that are represented as queries to the index. The output returned from query
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requests is a ranked list of samples, ordered from most relevant to least relevant based on stylistic
similarity. These lists can then be post-processed to identify the most likely author represented in the
index.
To implement the method described above, we need to establish optimal settings for the choice
of n-gram length, information retrieval similarity measure, feature set, and method for classifying
authorship of the query samples using the ranked lists. We initially use common information retrieval
metrics to gauge the quality of the returned ranked lists to make suitable decisions for the parameters
above. We identify that the Okapi BM25 similarity measure using token-level operator, keyword, and
white space features, is effective when combined in n-grams of length n = 6, which helps to preserve
the locality of the features.
We conclude Chapter 5 by exploring methods for making classification decisions using the ranked
lists. We evaluate a method that uses the top-returned sample from the ranked list, and two other
methods that use the whole lists. We find that the method that uses only the top-returned sample is
the most effective. This finding suggests that authors commonly have some samples that are either
unhelpful or misleading for making authorship decisions, therefore not using the whole set seems to
be a good decision.
1.4 Effectiveness Parameters
After implementing and evaluating the information retrieval approach described above, in Chapter 6
we investigate how our method performs when manipulating key parameters that were kept constant
in the development of our approach, such as the number of authors, number of samples per author, and
sample length. Other variables investigated are the stylistic maturity of authors, and the timestamps
of samples. We expect these factors to affect the accuracy of our approach, and we explore each in
turn in separate experiments.
Previous source code authorship attribution research has assumed a stable feature set over time.
We investigate timing effects using a specially constructed collection of student assignments with
guaranteed relative timestamps established from a sequential chain of courses from our school. We
find that coding style is particularly unstable early in a programmers career. This finding suggests
that it takes one semester for programmers to develop a consistent coding style, which is interesting
for people who deal with source code quality control.
It is also unclear which individual features will be of most value for making accurate authorship
decisions, thus we explore their effect individually. We make use of entropy [Shannon, 1948] as a
measure of information content for this work. We find that white space plays an important role, and
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adjust tokenisation to make best use of the white space features.
1.5 Improving Contributions in the Field
The goal of Chapters 5 and 6 is to develop and evaluate our information retrieval approach. Therefore,
the first results we present in Chapter 7 concern the overall performance of our approach compared
with the previous work. Results show that the Frantzeskou et al. [2006a] approach is around 85%
accurate when using our largest code sharing web site collection for the one-in-ten classification
problem, and we find that our approach has advanced the state-of-the-art to around 90% accuracy.
Moreover, when considering the full set of four collections, our approach is the most accurate for
three of the four collections.
In the remainder of Chapter 7, we describe refinements to the previous work by other researchers.
First, we consider the effect of exchanging the types of string patterns (n-grams) used in our work and
that of Frantzeskou et al. [2006a]. We find that these are interchangeable, however the Frantzeskou
et al. [2006a] method requires a different n-gram length and omission of the profile truncation step to
be more effective.
The accuracy scores for the remaining combinations of machine learning classification algorithms
and software metric feature sets are then evaluated. We find that the neural network and support
vector machine classifiers are the most effective classification algorithms, and that combining the
feature sets proposed by the previous research groups is more effective than the individual parts.
We also determine whether counts of n-gram occurrences normalised by sample length are effec-
tive when combined with the classification algorithms. We find that increased numbers of n-grams is
effective, but we do not establish a single recommendation, as we find that accuracy continues to in-
crease as the number of n-grams used increases up to the largest number of n-grams tested. Given the
time required to complete this experiment, the recommendation for future work is to find a classifier
with the best compromise between accuracy and time.
The final section of this chapter includes a comparison of all results in a single table for all
combinations of feature set and classification method explored. These provide a comprehensive set
of benchmarks for future work, and clearly identify the methods attempted to date in source code
authorship attribution.
1.6 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, we provide background material
important for understanding the remainder of the thesis. This includes definitions, additional motiva-
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tion, methods for measuring authorial style, and fundamentals of information retrieval and machine
learning. In Chapters 3 to 7, we present our contributions as outlined in Sections 1.1 to 1.5. We con-
clude in Chapter 8 with a summary of the outcomes and an agenda for future work. Four appendices
follow in Appendices A to D, which can be referred to when cited in the body of the thesis.
9
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Chapter 2
Background
Authorship attribution in itself is not a new problem. There is a wealth of prior work in natural lan-
guage authorship attribution, and related areas such as plagiarism detection and genre classification.
There are also eight prior source code authorship attribution contributions with published empirical
results. Gaps in previous work have in part motivated the new research questions and contributions in
this thesis. This chapter covers all the necessary background material to lead into our contributions
presented in Chapters 3 to 7.
This chapter begins in Section 2.1, with definitions of and differentiations between the key prob-
lems areas in and related to our research. In Section 2.2, we motivate the importance and relevance of
the authorship attribution problem by covering practical application areas in academia and industry.
We provide a discussion about writing style, coding style, and their differences, plus issues related to
evolving style due to the maturing of authors in Section 2.3, which forms a large part of Chapter 4.
Given the importance of style, in Section 2.4 we review several types of style measurements and tech-
niques such as metrics, n-grams, and watermarks. In Section 2.5 we cover the background material
essential to our information retrieval approach to source code authorship attribution introduced from
Chapter 5. In Section 2.6, we cover the machine learning background material essential for reimple-
menting the existing source code authorship attribution contributions in Chapter 4, and our extensions
in Chapter 7. A series of machine learning classification algorithms are reviewed in Section 2.7 that
have appeared in previous source code authorship attribution contributions. Finally in Section 2.8,
we conclude this chapter by summarising the background work, highlighting the gaps in the previous
work, and by outlining our way forward to fill some of those gaps, with our contributions following
in Chapters 3 to 7.
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2.1 Definitions
Our definition of authorship attribution for this thesis is as follows:
Authorship attribution is the process of assigning authorship of an unattributed or con-
tentious sample of work to its correct author amongst a finite pool of authors.
There are many definitions of authorship attribution that are sometimes inconsistent with one
another. Therefore, we begin this section by defining the broader computer forensics and software
forensics fields that authorship attribution fits within. We then take care in reviewing subproblems,
alternative definitions, and synonyms that fall under the umbrella of authorship attribution, given the
inconsistency in the literature. Definitions of plagiarism detection, near-duplicate detection, genre
classification, stylochronometry, phylogeny, ontogeny, and identity resolution are provided in con-
clusion to this section, which should not be confused with authorship attribution.
2.1.1 Computer Forensics
Hall and Davis [2005] collated eight definitions of computer forensics in the literature including the
following by Abraham and de Vel [2002]:
“Computer forensics undertakes the post-mortem, or ‘after-the-event’ analysis of com-
puter crime. Of particular importance is the requirement to successfully narrow the po-
tentially large search space often presented to investigators of such crimes. This usually
involves some form(s) of guided processing of the data collected as evidence in order
to produce a shortlist of suspicious activities. Investigators can subsequently use this
shortlist to examine related evidence in more detail.”
Forensics in general concerns the collection of evidence to assist with legal proceedings. Hall
and Davis [2005] presented a computer forensics case concerning a road contractor who received se-
vere injury and disability after the heavy machinery he was operating surged forward after changing
gears. Hall and Davis [2005] investigated the roles of the contractor, machine supplier and manufac-
turer, hardware component designer and supplier, and the control system programmer to determine
legal liability for compensation purposes. This is a good example of a computer forensics case study,
as the investigation reviewed many types of legal artefacts including machinery, hardware, compo-
nents, data, design documentation, and source code.
12
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2.1.2 Software Forensics
Software forensics is a sub-area of computer forensics dealing with programs and source code. In the
case study by Hall and Davis [2005] above, the software forensics component was the investigation
of the source code produced by the programmer. Another good example is the floating-point error
that caused the $500 million Ariane rocket to explode in 1996 [Marc Jezequel and Meyer, 1997]. Hall
and Davis [2005] collated four definitions of software forensics in the literature, including the one
by Slade [2004]:
“Software forensics involves the analysis of evidence from program code itself. Program
code can be reviewed for evidence of activity, function, and intention, as well as evidence
of the software’s author.”
It is clear from this definition that the field of software forensics is also divided into several sub-
areas. For example, Gray et al. [1997] described software forensics as having four distinct areas:
author identification, author discrimination, author characterisation, and author intent determination.
Author identification is the descriptor used by Gray et al. [1997] that we use to define authorship
attribution. That is, it deals with the problem of assigning authorship of a work sample based on other
available work samples of known authorship.
Author discrimination is the task of deciding whether one or several authors created a piece of
work. For example, this was used in the investigation of the malicious WANK and OILZ worms
that attacked numerous networks such as NASA in 1989 [Longstaff and Schultz, 1993], where there
were three suspected authors. Author discrimination is also related to collusion where students, for
example, sometimes work together inappropriately to complete assessment tasks [Bull et al., 2002].
Author characterisation uses programming style to gain an understanding of personal traits such
as educational background [Gray et al., 1997]. This area is also known as personality profiling [Kop-
pel et al., 2009]. Profiling practitioners aim to identify as much information as possible above and
beyond just authorship of a document, such as “demographic and psychological information” [Kop-
pel et al., 2009]. Krsul [1994] also noted the partial overlap with psychology.
Author intent determination can be used to find the reasons for software faults. Some software
faults may be simple oversights on behalf of programmers, but others may arise from malicious
intent. For example, a disgruntled employee may include a destructive statement that is set to go
off after leaving their place of employment [Spafford, 1989a]. Similarly, a programmer may create
deliberately confusing code to enhance job security, as no-one else would have the skills or knowledge
to maintain it [Spinellis, 2009]. Identifying deliberate faults amongst accidental ones is critical in
maintaining business integrity.
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Author discrimination is not discussed in this thesis, as the scope is restricted to single-author
problems. We also do not focus on author characterisation or author intent determination problems,
as these are beyond the scope of this thesis. This leaves us with authorship identification — or
authorship attribution — as explored in this thesis.
2.1.3 Authorship Attribution
The authorship attribution definition given in Section 2.1 concerns a fixed set of candidate authors.
It is also possible that some candidate authors may be outside this set. Juola [2006] described these
two problems as closed-class and open-class respectively. Juola [2006] described the closed-class
problem as: “given a particular sample of text known to be one of a set of authors, determine which
one”. The open class problem is: “given a particular sample of text believed to be one of a set of
authors, determine which one, if any” [Juola, 2006]. This second problem is much harder, as the
sample in question may not be represented in the collection at all. Interestingly, this problem remains
unattended in source code authorship attribution literature, as none of the previous contributions
reviewed in Chapter 4 have attempted this problem. This thesis also deals with the closed-class
problem, and the open-class problem remains as future work for source code authorship attribution.
Juola [2006] also described a third problem, which does not fit under the open-class and closed-
class definitions above; that is, all other problems that aim to infer more than just the author of the
program, such as the number of authors, and the background of the authors. This has already been
described as author discrimination and author characterisation by Gray et al. [1997] above, and Juola
[2006] referred to these areas as profiling and stylometry. Moreover, the three problems described
by Juola [2006] have been grouped under the heading of authorship analysis by de Vel et al. [2001].
Stein et al. [2007] introduced authorship identification as their umbrella to cover their definitions
of authorship attribution and authorship verification. Koppel and Schler [2004] and Koppel et al.
[2007] have also used authorship attribution and authorship verification definitions in the same way
as Stein et al. [2007] above, but without the authorship identification umbrella. Therefore we must
now distinguish authorship verification from authorship attribution.
In the Stein et al. [2007] report, the authorship attribution definition matches the closed-class
definition by Juola [2006] as discussed above. The definition for authorship verification by Stein
et al. [2007], however, is related to the open-class definition by Juola [2006], but has key differences
concerning the number of candidate authors in the problem. Stein et al. [2007] gave the following
definition for authorship verification: “one is given examples of the writing of a single author and is
asked to determine if given texts were or were not written by this author”. This definition essentially
asks the question: “Does this sample belong to this author?”, whereas the definition by Juola [2006]
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essentially asks: “Does this sample belong to any of these authors?” The definitions are similar as
they both include the possibility of the correct author being outside the candidate author set. The
only difference is the size of the author set: Stein and Meyer zu Eissen [2007] discussed a one-class
problem whereas Juola [2006] discussed a multi-class problem.
The above discussion regarding problem sizes clearly indicates that the difficulty of authorship
verification problems vary considerably, which is also true for authorship attribution. Figure 2.1 gives
an example of a (closed) three-class authorship attribution problem, where the query sample on the
left is known to belong to one of Author A, B, or C. Therefore there is a 13 chance to identify the author
by random chance alone. Generally speaking, the closed authorship attribution problem varies from
two classes up to any number of classes. The largest previously attempted source code authorship
attribution problem, in terms of the number of authors, is forty-six-class [Ding and Samadzadeh,
2004]. Note that the one-class problem size does not make sense for the closed problem, as there is
only one correct answer that would be chosen for every problem.
In the open authorship verification problem, the unattributed sample must not only be compared
to the given candidate authors (as in Figure 2.1), but consideration must also be given for the sample
to potentially not belong to any of the authors. In authorship attribution, authorship can be assigned
to the author deemed to be the most similar using computed measurements of their style, such as
word usage and part of speech statistics. However, in authorship verification the similarity threshold
must be carefully considered to decide if the unattributed sample should be deemed to not belong
to any of the authors in the candidate set. In addition, the problem size is also unbounded, as there
could be any number of candidate authors, plus the possibility of the work belonging to none of them.
However, unlike authorship attribution, the one-class authorship verification problem is realistic and
practical.
This thesis is concerned with the authorship attribution problem, and not the authorship verifi-
cation problem. Therefore, we do not discuss authorship verification further. Similarly, we do not
discuss open-class or closed-class problems further. We just use the term authorship attribution, as
authorship attribution is implicitly a closed-class problem.
2.1.4 Related Areas
In this section we describe the similarities and differences between authorship attribution and six
related areas: plagiarism detection, near-duplicate detection, genre classification, stylochronometry,
phylogeny/ontogeny and identity resolution.
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Author AProfile A
Work A1 Work A2 Work A3
Author BProfile B
Work B3Work B2Work B1
Profile C Author C
Work C1 Work C2 Work C3
?
?
?
Work X
Author ?
Figure 2.1: A typical authorship attribution problem where an unattributed piece of work is being
assigned to one of three possible authors. With three candidate authors, this problem is described as
three-class. The circle, triangle, and square shapes in each work sample are metaphors for writing
style. Therefore the unattributed work sample is likely to belong to Author C, given that both the
unattributed sample and the Author C profile samples have many squares, which indicates similar
style.
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Plagiarism Detection
RMIT University [2002] defined plagiarism as “the presentation of the work, idea, or creation of
another person as though it is your own”. iParadigms [2010] provide six specific examples of types
of plagiarism incidents:
• “Turning in someone else’s work as your own.
• Copying words or ideas from someone else without giving credit.
• Failing to put a quotation in quotation marks.
• Giving incorrect information about the source of a quotation.
• Changing words but copying the sentence structure of a source without giving
credit.
• Copying so many words or ideas from a source that it makes up the majority of
your work, whether you give credit or not.”
To distinguish the difference between plagiarism detection and authorship attribution, we describe
plagiarism detection as being concerned with document content, and authorship attribution being
concerned with document style. To make this difference clear, we must review the three different
kinds of plagiarism problems in the literature: hermetic plagiarism detection, external plagiarism
detection, and intrinsic plagiarism detection.
Mozgovoy [2007] described hermetic plagiarism detection systems as those that can process “lo-
cal collections of documents”. Therefore hermetic plagiarism detection refers to the inward-looking
or intracorpal problem. In practice, hermetic plagiarism detection involves the comparison of all sam-
ples from a class to one another in turn. Popular existing systems of this nature include JPlag [Prechelt
et al., 2002], MOSS [Bowyer and Hall, 1999], and Sherlock [Joy and Luck, 1999]. Therefore, in a
class of s students there will be the following number of comparisons:
c =
s−1∑
i=1
i (2.1)
Conversely, external plagiarism detection [Grozea et al., 2009] is an outward-looking or extra-
corpal problem. This problem involves two collections of documents comprising a query set and a
reference set. The problem now is to determine whether there are any similarities between the sam-
ples in the query set and reference set. The query set can be the same collection of samples from a
class described above. However, there are really no restrictions on what can make up the reference
set. For example, a reference set could be a collection of student samples from a previous offering
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of a course, where the aim is to determine whether previous students have passed work on to current
students. The reference set could also be documents obtained from external sources, such as the
Internet, to determine whether work has been obtained online.
Hermetic and external plagiarism detection is often combined. For example, the Turnitin aca-
demic integrity vendor [iParadigms, 2007b] conducts inward comparisons of batches of uploaded
assignments, and also compares these to their enormous database including books, journals and pre-
vious assignments. The exact algorithm is not known, as the inner-workings of the software are
commercial in confidence. However, Mozgovoy et al. [2005] noted some collection statistics that
were available on the Turnitin web site around the time of their publication in November 2005; they
reported that the “database consists of over 4.5 billion pages which is updated daily with 40 million
pages”.
Authorship attribution can assist with academic and legal investigations involving hermetic and
external plagiarism detection discussed above. For example, consider two types of plagiarism shown
in Figures 2.2 and 2.3: the authorship mismatch and the co-derivative match respectively.
An authorship mismatch occurs when one author obtains work by another. For example, Fig-
ure 2.2 demonstrates an incident where similar work samples were identified from Author B and
Author C. In this case, Author C is determined to be the receiving author, as the style of the work
sample was found to be stylistically similar to previous work samples by Author B. With this fact es-
tablished, the investigation can continue to determine if the work was stolen or provided willingly to
Author C. Plagiarism detection software will regularly detect authorship mismatches provided both
samples are present in the collection. However, authorship attribution is required if the investigation
needs to differentiate the original author and the receiving author. This is critical in conducting aca-
demic integrity investigations and legal proceedings to determine blame and responsibility. Figure 2.2
demonstrates that if profiles of writing or coding style can be constructed from previous samples of
work by the authors in question, then the original and receiving authors can be differentiated.
The co-derivative match scenario can arise when neither party has colluded with one another,
but instead independently obtained the same content from a third party. A plagiarism detection in-
vestigation can identify the similar content, but finding this may be coincidental if the authors were
working independently from one another. Figure 2.3 demonstrates a co-derivative match scenario,
where similar work has been identified between Author B and Author C. In this example, an author-
ship analysis could confirm that neither of the writing styles of samples Work B and Work C match
their typical work, represented in Profile B and Profile C. This means that the authorship mismatch
scenario shown in Figure 2.2 can be eliminated from any investigation.
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Figure 2.2: Author C has potentially plagiarised work belonging to Author B. That is, Work C was
probably written by Author B, not Author C. This is an authorship profile mismatch. The circle,
triangle and square shapes in each sample and profile are metaphors for writing style. Therefore the
Work C sample represents and authorship profile mismatch, since the style matches the wrong profile.
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Figure 2.3: Authors B and C have potentially plagiarised work from an external source. The Work B
and Work C samples do not match previous examples of work by those authors in Profile B and
Profile C. This is a co-derivative match. The circle, triangle, square, and hexagon shapes in each
sample and profile are metaphors for writing style. Therefore Work B and Work C samples represent
a co-derivative match, since their styles match one another but not the profiles.
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The authorship mismatch and co-derivative match scenarios in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 demonstrate
that plagiarism detection can only solve within-collection problems. For example, the authorship
mismatch problem may be undetectable with plagiarism detection techniques if one author was not
represented in the collection. This may occur if an outsider was hired to complete work. In this ex-
ample, an authorship analysis may still be able to determine that work was written by another party,
even if the identify of the other party remains unknown. Similarly, the co-derivative match problem
may also be undetectable with plagiarism detection techniques if only one co-derivative sample is
represented in the collection. This may occur if no other authors represented in the collection used
the derived work due to chance. Again, an authorship analysis may still be able to determine that the
work is not original. In summary, plagiarism detection techniques are very complementary with au-
thorship attribution techniques, which can help answer additional questions that plagiarism detection
techniques cannot.
Having reviewed hermetic and external plagiarism problems, we must now review the final prob-
lem: intrinsic plagiarism detection. Intrinsic plagiarism detection is a completely different problem to
hermetic and external plagiarism detection as it does not use a reference collection [Meyer zu Eissen
and Stein, 2006]. Instead, the problem is to identify document chunks that demonstrate inconsistent
style with the remainder of the document, if any, to indicate potentially plagiarised components [Stein
and Meyer zu Eissen, 2007]. Therefore each document chunk is essentially treated as a separate and
potentially suspicious document in turn. This problem is synonymous with the open-class authorship
verification problem described previously in Section 2.1.3, with a key additional problem introduced
concerning the methods that should be used to determine the chunk boundaries.
The only plagiarism detection problem that has little overlap with authorship attribution is the
self plagiarism problem [Collberg and Kobourov, 2005]. Self plagiarism detection can be applied
in academia to identify recycled and unoriginal publication content. It does not make sense to use
authorship attribution techniques for self plagiarism detection if the problem only concerns work
written by one author. However, there may be authorship discrimination applications for papers of
multiple authorship.
All of the plagiarism detection problems discussed above concern detecting incidents after they
have occurred. Other research in preventative plagiarism detection concerns avoidance through edu-
cation [Hamilton et al., 2004] and use of editors and integrated development environments to make
copy-and-paste incidents more difficult to commit [Vamplew and Dermoudy, 2005]. However, pre-
ventative plagiarism detection is unrelated to authorship attribution and is mentioned here for com-
pleteness only.
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Near-Duplicate Detection
Near-duplicate detection is closely related to plagiarism detection, in that this problem also seeks
to identify verbatim content. The key difference is that near-duplicate detection concerns whole
documents and large portions of content that are identical or near-identical. We also note that near-
duplicate detection is synonymous with copy detection [Shivakumar and Garcia-Molina, 1995].
Near-duplicate detection for the Web is a very large problem, as redundancy of documents on
the Web is estimated to be a large fraction. Broder et al. [1998] reported that “experiments indicate
that over 20% of the publicly available documents on the web are duplicates”. Broder [2000] later
added that “the fraction of the total WWW collection consisting of duplicates and near-duplicates has
been estimated at 30 to 45%”. Broder [2000] stressed the importance of near-duplicate detection on
the Web for two key reasons. First, near-duplicate detection is critical in search engines to remove
or cluster redundant and highly similar query results, so that the results pages can be more useful to
users. Second, it is also critical to remove redundancy to improve efficiency.
Johnson [1993] reported on a near-duplicate detection prototype that was applied to detect re-
dundancy in over 300 megabytes of source code. Johnson [1993] described four main applications
of redundancy detection in source code: enhancing program understanding, information measures,
data compression, and distributed configuration management. First, redundancy detection can en-
hance program understanding, as “noting which text occurs multiple times in a large source tree can
facilitate understanding of the source” [Johnson, 1993]. Second, information measures can help dif-
ferentiate copy-and-paste content changes from normal development. Third, data compression can
reduce the size of the stored code. Finally, distributed configuration management tools for version
control benefit from being able to easily distinguish new from old content.
Genre Classification
Like plagiarism detection, genre classification also has many similarities to authorship attribution.
Genre classification problems aim to classify samples to one of many categories similarly to how
authorship attribution problems aim to classify samples to one of many authors.
Many types of categories have appeared in the genre classification literature. A common two-
class problem is spam detection where the classes are spam and non-spam. Spam detection — also
known as unnatural language detection [Lavergne, 2006] — can be applied to email [Drucker et al.,
1999], and spamdexing, which refers to “any deliberate human action that is meant to trigger an unjus-
tifiably favourable relevance or importance for some web page” [Gyongyi and Garcia-Molina, 2005].
Other two-class problems include gender classification [Argamon et al., 2003a], fiction/non-fiction
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classification [Koppel et al., 2002], and machine-created/human-created content classification [Dalk-
ilic et al., 2006].
Meyer zu Eissen and Stein [2004] conducted a user study for an eight-class genre classification
problem to help with the identification of eight web page genres: article, discussion, download, help,
link collection, non-private portrayal, private portrayal, and shop. Santini [2007] instead used another
collection for a different set of seven web page genres: blog, e-shop, frequently asked question, online
newspaper frontpage listing, personal home page, and search page. There is some overlap, as “shop”
is similar to “e-shop”, and “private portrayal” is similar to “personal home page”. The motivation
to classify web pages into categories such as the above, is to ensure that search engines can deliver
content of the desired type. This functionality is present in current and widely-used commercial
search engines, in the form of searches for specialised content categories, such as news articles,
scholarly articles, and blogs. Other multi-class genre classification problems include age, dialect,
nationality, and region [Burger and Henderson, 2006; Juola, 2006].
For source code, perhaps the most important genre classification problem is malicious software
detection [Maloof and Kolter, 2004]. This is a two-class problem where executables or source code
samples are classified as malicious or benign. Abou-Assaleh et al. [2004b] discussed that virus detec-
tion software not only has to detect known patterns and variations of existing viruses, but real-time
anti-virus detection requires heuristics to identify new viruses. The problem is made additionally
difficult with harmful software that masquerades as legitimate software.
Finally, topic (or subject) classification [Bae Lee and Myaeng, 2002] is a closely related problem
to genre classification. The key difference is that each genre can have content on many different
topics. For example, the article genre discussed in the Meyer zu Eissen and Stein [2004] study above
could have content on arts, business, or information technology topics.
Stylochronometry
Stylochronometry is used to determine when documents were created. Knowing when a document
was written can be crucial in determining the creating author, when the originality of work is under
dispute. Juola [2006] mentioned that this area of research is sometimes in conflict with authorship
attribution, as determining the time of creation undermines any idea of a fixed “authorial fingerprint”.
This thesis addresses this conflict by exploring authorship attribution accuracy on collections with
relative timestamps in Chapter 6.
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Phylogeny and Ontogeny
Phylogeny and ontogeny are related to stylochronometry in that they also deal with time. Phylogeny
concerns the understanding of evolutionary history [Bennett et al., 2003], whether it be for biological
species [Goldberg et al., 1998], or documents and source code. Ontogeny is related, but it concerns
understanding evolutionary history from an origin. For example, Braine [1963] conducted a study of
the ontogeny of the first English phrases learned by young children.
Identity Resolution
Identity resolution is the process of merging references to people that appear similar but are in fact
the same person. Therefore unlike authorship attribution, which is a classification problem, identity
resolution is a clustering problem. For example, references to a person by first name only in several
emails on the same topic within an organisation may suggest that all the emails belong to the same
person. Identity resolution is valuable in criminal and terrorism-related investigations [Wang et al.,
2007]. Related to identity resolution is entity resolution, which can be applied to similar problems
for clustering organisational data.
2.2 Rationale
The applications of authorship attribution are numerous. In this section we motivate the need for au-
thorship attribution by presenting case studies and examples, where authorship attribution techniques
have been applied, or could be applied. In addition, we present statistics based upon actual incidents,
and surveys in the literature, to quantify the need for authorship attribution.
2.2.1 Academic Dishonesty
As discussed in Section 2.1.4, there are many academic integrity questions that authorship attribution
can answer, which plagiarism detection cannot answer by itself. Therefore authorship attribution is
crucial for assisting with cases of academic dishonesty.
The reports and statistics of the prevalence of plagiarism in the literature are plentiful. Marsden
et al. [2005] described the results of a comprehensive study of 954 students from four Australian
universities, where 81% admitted to having engaged in some form of plagiarism. Moreover, Ale-
mozafar [2003] described the increasing trend at Stanford University, where the Office of Judicial
Affairs witnessed violations of the honour code increase by 126% between 1998 and 2001.
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Perhaps the most comprehensive statistics can be found in the Dick et al. [2003] study, which
summarised twelve other studies of plagiarism rates from 1964 to 2001. These plagiarism rates range
from 40% to 96%, and are largely based on “student self-reporting”.
Other studies have interviewed academic staff about the prevalence of plagiarism. Bull et al.
[2002] found that 50% of respondents agreed that there “has been an increase of plagiarism in recent
years”, in their study of 321 respondents. Only 15% disagreed and 35% did not know.
Culwin et al. [2001] described another study where representatives from fifty-five higher educa-
tion computing schools completed a questionnaire. They found that 89% of institutions surveyed felt
that source code plagiarism was either a “minor nuisance”, a “routine headache”, or “bad and getting
worse”. Only 11% felt that it was either “not a problem”, or “under control”.
Several cases of plagiarism have attracted media attention or prompted extraordinary action by
academic staff. Ketchell [2003] described a case at RMIT University School of Computer Science
and Information Technology, where staff were alerted to suspicious pin-up advertisements offering
tutoring and extra help. The investigation found significant numbers of highly similar or identical
assignments written by the advertiser. Some of the students involved were shocked to find that iden-
tical copies of their purchased solutions were also sold to their classmates. Zobel [2004a] discussed
some steps in the investigation that involved both a tip-off and luck. This case may not have been
solved had the offender been more careful. Zobel [2004a] hypothesised about a challenging scenario
whereby a tutor could produce fresh solutions for each client. Only an authorship attribution app-
roach that profiles student work could detect a scenario such as this. The seriousness of this case
resulted in legal action. Zobel [2004a] provided further detail on this case above, named “mytutor”.
The proliferation of information on the Web is clearly making plagiarism easier, and contributing
to the high statistics above. Table 2.1 summarises twenty code sharing web sites with easily acces-
sible content, identified through search engine keyword search and link directories. The content is
available in social networks, wikis, search engines, and code repositories, with much user-contributed
content. Moreover, there are even web sites with (sometimes dubious) advice on how to avoid being
caught for plagiarism:
“And if your assignment is writing a computer program, just copy someone else’s, and
change all of the variable names to be players from a well known football team. This
cunning ruse will throw anyone marking your assignment off the scent. In fact, so much
so that you can even turn up to class the next day wearing a jersey and scarf from said
team, and nobody will suspect a thing.” [Halavais, 2006]
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Name Type URL
C Programming Code Repository http://www.cprogramming.com/
Code Snippets Code Repository http://codesnippets.joyent.com/
Free VB Code Code Repository http://www.freevbcode.com/
Java Homepage Code Repository http://java.sun.com/
Java2s Code Repository http://www.java2s.com/
JavaScript Source Code Repository http://javascript.internet.com/
Mud Bytes Code Repository http://www.mudbytes.net/
Mud Magic Code Repository http://mudmagic.com/codes/
PHP.net Code Repository http://www.php.net/
Planet Source Code Code Repository http://www.planet-source-code.com/
Programmer’s Heaven Code Repository http://www.programmersheaven.com/
Snipplr Code Repository http://snipplr.com/
Source Codes World Code Repository http://archive.devx.com/sourcebank/
The Free Country Code Repository http://www.thefreecountry.com/
W3 Schools Code Repository http://www.w3schools.com/
Codase Search Engine http://www.codase.com/
Happy Codings Search Engine http://www.happycodings.com/
Sourcebank Search Engine http://archive.devx.com/sourcebank/
DZone Snippets Social Network http://snippets.dzone.com/
Code Codex Wiki http://www.codecodex.com/
Table 2.1: A list of twenty code sharing web sites demonstrating the wealth of publicly available
source code in February 2010. This code is freely available and can be easily plagiarised.
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2.2.2 Software Development Marketplaces
D’Souza et al. [2007] described another independent source of plagiarism — software development
marketplaces — and reported two cases of plagiarism where solutions were bought on the RentA-
Coder web site [Exhedra Solutions Inc., 2010c] (Figure 2.4). Users of this web site can post work
specifications to attract competitive bidding from independent contractors. The two cases described
finalised deals for assignment solutions valued at US$200 and AU$35, which may be affordable
prices to many students. To demonstrate the severity of this problem, D’Souza et al. [2007] presented
a list of twenty-three such web sites that function as software development marketplaces. These types
of incidents can be impossible to detect with plagiarism detection software alone, as the solutions
produced may be novel, which makes authorship attribution very important.
The problem exists equally for natural language assignments in the form of paper mills. Nu-
merous examples exist such as Assignment Centre [2009], Custom Writing [2009], and Essay Dom
[2010], which purportedly create novel work in return for a fee. Use of web sites such as these is
again difficult to detect with plagiarism detection software. Other web sites offer pre-made essays
for free, such as the searchable essays at School Sucks [2010], which advertises the availability of
100,000 essays as of July 2010.
The above problems have also penetrated social networking web sites such as Facebook [2010].
For example, aliases similar to the following are representative of the problem: Assignment Desk,
Assignment Helper, Customised Assignment, English Assignment, and Essay Assignment.
2.2.3 Dispute, Litigation, and Theft
Authorship attribution has also been used widely outside of academia to resolve disputes, litigation,
and theft. Perhaps the most well-known authorship attribution dispute is that of the Federalist pa-
pers [Mosteller and Wallace, 1963]. This case involves seventy-seven newspaper essays “published
anonymously in 1787-1788 by Alexander Hamilton, John Jay and James Madison to persuade the cit-
izens of the State of New York to ratify the Constitution” [Mosteller and Wallace, 1963]. Authorship
of these papers is generally agreed, except for twelve, which could have been written by Alexander
Hamilton or James Madison. The problem has become popular for linguists, as the correct answer is
believed to be just one of these two authors for each of the samples, making the problem well con-
tained. Bosch and Smith [1998] reported that “through the use of statistical interference, Mosteller
and Wallace came to the conclusion that the odds are overwhelmingly in favour of Madison having
been the author of all twelve of the disputed papers”, but this has not prevented others from also
attempting this classical problem [Zhao and Zobel, 2007a].
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Figure 2.4: The RentACoder web site is a software development marketplace where users can submit
software project proposals for competitive bidding between prospective developers. The web site
has sometimes been used for academic dishonesty [D’Souza et al., 2007]. Permission to use this
screenshot was provided by Ian Ippolito from Exhedra Solutions on 7 May 2010.
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Other well known disputes have concerned the works of Shakespeare. The success of his plays
and poems has motivated others to claim authorship of some of his work, whether rightly or wrongly.
According to Elliott and Valenza [1991], there are fifty-eight claimed “true authors” of Shakespearean
work, of which thirty-seven are testable [Elliott and Valenza, 1996]. Other studies have instead ex-
plored the verification problem, to attempt to attribute newly discovered works to Shakespeare [Ko-
lata, 1986].
Many more recent cases demonstrate that courts of law may be required to resolve plagiarism
claims, copyright infringement, and authorship disputes, between parties that may result in litiga-
tion [Krsul and Spafford, 1997]. These often involve a manual inspection process where experts draw
conclusions about any combination of writing skill, coding skill, or motive.
In one case, Wong [2004] described an incident where a publisher suspected plagiarised work
by a text book author. The iThenticate service confirmed the plagiarism, but the publisher chose to
revise later editions of the work to protect the author. iThenticate [iParadigms, 2007a] is a version
of Turnitin previously described in Section 2.1.4, which is targeted towards publishers, lawyers, and
corporations.
Similarly, our research also has application to unauthorised code reuse in the corporate sector. For
example, one role of members of the Software Freedom Law Centre [2010], is to investigate possible
violations of software licences, such as the GNU General Public License. It is difficult to discover
well-hidden violations using manual code inspections, and there is a need for tools to determine if
one project is the derivative work of another.
MacDonell et al. [2004] reported on a suspected theft case, where they were approached to de-
termine whether a former employee stole and incorporated code in a product from a rival company.
The two systems were examined for similarity, and it was found that the degree of similarity was no
more than coincidental. The investigation also considered that both products originated from public
domain efforts. With this knowledge, the company decided to withdraw from litigation.
There is also a need for whole organisations to protect themselves against plagiarism and copy-
right infringement. For example, the inheritor of Unix operating system intellectual property — SCO
Group — sued IBM for more than one billion dollars, for allegedly incorporating Unix code in its
Unix-like AIX operating system in March 2003 [Shankland, 2003].
In another case, Edward Waters College in Jacksonville, Florida, had its accreditation revoked
in 2004, after plagiarised content was found in documentation sent to its accreditation agency [Bollag,
2004]. Accreditation was regained six months later after legal proceedings [Lederman, 2005]. This
incident resulted in reduced enrolments and threatened current students with loss of funding.
The above incidents are largely plagiarism-focused, but there is still much need for authorship
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attribution. Again, we mention that plagiarism detection software is of no help if the offending
samples are not in the same collection. Taking source code for example, authorship disputes can
arise since “programmers tend to feel a sense of ownership of their programs” [Glass, 1985], which
can lead to code reproduction in successive organisations. Therefore it is imperative for organisations
to monitor their coding styles, to identify code that is potentially obtained inappropriately to avoid
problems later. Likewise, authorship attribution is relevant in proving the violation of no-competition
contract clauses, whereby programmers are forbidden to work for rival companies for a fixed period
after the end of an employment arrangement by identifying the author [Lange and Mancoridis, 2007].
Stamatatos [2008] described two other important uses of authorship attribution with legal implica-
tions. First, it is very helpful in the intelligence community to identify and relate authors of terrorism
messages. Moreover, it is helpful in criminal law to identify authorship of harassing messages and
suicide notes.
Finally, we warn that great care needs to be taken when using authorship attribution techniques in
legal proceedings, as there have been some failures that have undermined confidence. For example,
the cusum (cumulative sum chart) technique uses writing statistics such as verb frequencies, sentence
lengths, and word classes, for evidence of changes in writing style over intervals in writing [Holmes
and Tweedie, 1995]. This technique has been historically used to gather writing statistics to prove or
cast doubt over the authorship of works presented to court, and has been problematic when explaining
evidence to judge and jury. In another case, work described as “banal” was initially incorrectly
attributed to Shakespeare, which infuriated scholars [Grieve, 2005].
2.2.4 Malicious Software Tracing
Authorship attribution efforts have historically attempted to identify the authors of malicious soft-
ware, whether it be viruses, worms, Trojan horses, or logic bombs [Gray et al., 1997]. For exam-
ple, Longstaff and Schultz [1993] studied the malicious WANK (Worms Against Nuclear Killers)
and following OILZ worms that attacked the “NASA Space Physics Analysis Network, and the De-
partment of Energy’s High-Energy Physics and Energy Science networks”. The study did not identify
the authors, but suggested that three authors were involved, which were responsible for proliferation,
damage, and assembly roles respectively. This study demonstrated a concerning trend of virus writers
pooling their resources together to maximise the damage that their viruses can create.
Another published case was the unnamed Internet worm of November 1988 [Spafford, 1989b].
This worm clogged system resources, effectively disconnecting machines from the Internet. Spafford
[1989b] mentioned that “various officials” obtained early versions of the worm from the account of
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the author, which would have motivated the authorship investigation, however the author was not
proved despite speculation in the media.
Both of the above cases are after-the-fact incidents, and ideally these cases should be detectable
before they can infect their hosts. Several papers have investigated this line of research by identifying
small patterns of suspicious content (or n-grams, as discussed in Section 2.4.2) to potentially detect
malicious executables in real time [Abou-Assaleh et al., 2004a; Maloof and Kolter, 2004].
Real-time misuse detection [Krsul, 1994] is a related authorship attribution application, whereby
locally compiled programs are compared to the style of previous samples of the same author, and
malicious programming traits. However, Krsul [1994] cited two barriers towards the successful ap-
plication of such systems. First, interpreters, compilers, other tools, and operating systems, would all
need to implement these metrics. Second, code must be compiled locally, so that external systems
could not be used to avoid malicious action.
2.2.5 Pseudonymous Authors
Pseudonyms are used to identify users of email services, newsgroups, forums, social networks, and
so forth. They are also sometimes used to deliberately mask user identity of inappropriate or illegal
behaviour [Koppel et al., 2007]. This is relevant in authorship attribution, as collections with authors
using multiple pseudonyms could affect authorship attribution accuracy when the pseudonyms used
by each author are unknown.
2.2.6 Large Software Project Maintenance
Authorship attribution techniques can also be helpful in large software project maintenance [Krsul,
1994] for projects that have contributions by multiple authors over many years. When maintenance
of a code segment is needed, the identification of the original author may be required if the code
is lacking authorship documentation. Similarly, there is prior work in concept location for source
code [Marcus et al., 2004; Mishne and de Rijke, 2004], which is similar to topic classification as
discussed in Section 2.1.4.
2.2.7 Exploring Evolutionary History
Studies concerning the evolutionary history of work samples are important when accounting for
changes in writing or coding style in authorship attribution work. These are often specified as phylo-
genetic trees (or dendograms) [Westhead et al., 2002, p. 99], with leaves and branches showing each
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work sample version, and the relationships to other versions. This area has been studied in bioin-
formatics in the analysis of “species, populations, individuals or genes” [Lesk, 2002, p. 196]. More-
over, Karim et al. [2005] used phylogeny models to help analyse potential malware. This is important
as new viruses are often variations or fragments of previous viruses [Goldberg et al., 1998]. Bennett
et al. [2003] has also applied phylogeny to chain letters.
2.2.8 Authorship Attribution Competitions
The importance of authorship attribution has been highlighted by two international competitions.
First, the 2004 Ad-hoc Authorship Attribution Competition [Juola and Sofko, 2004] comprised au-
thorship attribution, authorship verification, stylochronometry, cross-genre, and cross-lingual prob-
lems. These areas comprised thirteen natural language tasks of varying lengths. The best average
success rate was 71%.
Second, the annual PAN workshop included another natural language competition [Potthast et al.,
2009], which commenced in 2007. PAN stands for Plagiarism, Authorship identification and Near-
duplicate detection. The last component was replaced by social software misuse from 2008. The
PAN initiative also introduced the first international plagiarism detection competition in 2009, with
external plagiarism detection and intrinsic plagiarism detection tasks. Success was measured using
a combined metric incorporating precision and recall (defined in Section 2.5.4), and granularity (a
measure to penalise redundant results). The external plagiarism task results were strong, with the
top-finishing run achieving precision of 0.7418, recall of 0.6585, and granularity of 1.0038 (a perfect
score is 1.0000). The intrinsic plagiarism task was much more difficult, and the results showed this,
with only one of the four submitted result sets obtaining more effective results than the baseline.
The baseline benchmark is non-trivial for this one-class problem, as it is not clear if the benchmark
should consider all documents to be plagiarised or legitimate. Potthast et al. [2009] reported that
it is commonly understood that all documents should be assumed to belong to the author of the
“target class”, which is the author of the legitimate components. The competition continues in 2010
with a combined external plagiarism detection and intrinsic plagiarism detection task, plus a new
task concerning vandalism detection on the Wikipedia online encyclopedia [Wikimedia Foundation,
2010], which is the first social software misuse competition task.
2.3 Style
Authorship attribution relies on stylistic analysis to identify common authorship. This is unlike re-
lated fields such as plagiarism detection, which have the easier task of finding common content.
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Given the importance of style in authorship attribution, this section provides background material on
writing style, coding style, and their differences. We then discuss how style evolves over time, and
practices that are used for style obfuscation and general wrongdoing.
2.3.1 Writing Style
All authors exhibit personal preferences in their writing, as outlined in the Chapter 1 introduction.
Examples can be evidenced with measurement between parts of language and writing structure of
samples of single authorship. For example, Koppel et al. [2003] demonstrated how individual style
comes about using the following three similar sentences:
• “John was lying on the couch next to the window.”
• “John was reclining on the sofa by the window.”
• “John had been lying on the couch near the window.”
These sentences all have some key words that remain unchanged (such as “John” and “window”),
but there are others that are easily interchangeable such as the function words. Function words, such
as conjunctions, are the common words that act as glue between other words in natural language,
and have little meaning of their own. Function words are also known as stop words in informa-
tion retrieval, as discussed in Section 2.5.1. Given that all authors need to use function words as
the glue in their writing, the way that they are used can indicate individual style and idiom. An ab-
sence of function words might indicate unnatural content comprising “word salads” for search engine
spamdexing [Lavergne, 2006].
2.3.2 Coding Style
The “John/window” example above demonstrates that there are some free components in natural
language sentence structure where stylistic preference can be expressed. However, some people
may argue that individual style cannot be expressed in source code, particularly when coding stan-
dards [Cannon et al., 1997; Geotechnical Software Services, 2008; Sun Microsystems, 1997] are
followed. However, there are numerous common source code components (such as operators and
keywords), which effectively act as function words that can be used to form a coding style.
Soloway [1986] reported that research involving novice programmers “suggests that language
constructs do not pose major stumbling blocks for novices learning to program. Rather, the real
problems novices have lie in ‘putting the pieces together’, composing and coordinating components
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of a program”. Therefore the way that even novice programmers use language constructs and put
them together demonstrates individual style.
The presence of coding standards also generates stylistic differences in itself, as there is a “lack
of consensus” between publications on programming style and standards [Oman and Cook, 1990],
and “no guidelines on how to resolve conflicts between rules” [Oman and Cook, 1988].
2.3.3 Similarities and Differences between Writing and Coding Style
Oman and Cook [1988] argued why writing style and programming style are similar. They explained
that “effective writing is more than observing established conventions for spelling, grammar and
sentence structure”, similar to how effective programming is more than just following style guides.
In writing there is “perception and judgement a writer exercises in selecting from equally correct
expressions, the one best suited to his material, audience, and intention” [Oman and Cook, 1988].
Similarly, a programmer must choose the appropriate operators, keywords and library functions from
which many equally correct options could be chosen. Moreover, Oman and Cook [1988] explained
that some books on programming style have been derived from books on natural language style.
A key difference between writing and coding style is the lower amount of flexibility that can
be demonstrated when coding, as “computers are far less forgiving than humans of imprecision and
difference in usage” [Michaelson, 1996], and “in computers the compiler and run-time system are the
ultimate arbiters of program acceptability” [Michaelson, 1996].
Another key difference is the disparity between the vocabulary size in natural language and the
number of constructs in code. For example, there are around one million English words today [Ling,
2001], which is far more than the number of features in the C programming language, with thirty-
two keywords, thirty-nine operators, and fifteen modest header files, containing the standard library
functions and constants [Kelly and Pohl, 1997]. The disparity may be further increased with the
introduction of words with spelling mistakes in natural language, since there is less scope for mistakes
in source code that must follow strict syntax rules for compilation.
2.3.4 Evolving Style
Since authorial writing style evolves over time, the earliest work samples become the least reliable
indicators of current writing style. For example, Can and Patton [2004] studied the changes in writ-
ing style of two Turkish authors spanning twenty-seven and fifty-six years respectively. With work
samples organised into “old” and “new” categories, they found a statistically significant difference in
the average word length between these categories.
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In another study, Pennebaker and Stone [2003] found that as individuals age, they “use more
positive and fewer negative affect words, use fewer self-references, use more future-tense and fewer
past-tense verbs, and demonstrate a general pattern of increasing cognitive complexity”.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous research for empirical evaluation of evolving
programming style for programmers. Instead, Kemerer and Slaughter [1999] researched the evo-
lution in twenty-three software projects, spanning a twenty year period and 25,000 change events.
However, this is not helpful for studying the evolution of programming style in individuals. Kemerer
and Slaughter [1999] noted that “it is not surprising that empirical research on software evolution is
scarce. The researcher has to collect data at a minimum of two different points in time. This cre-
ates practical difficulties in terms of sustaining support for the project over this period and/or finding
an organisation that collects and retains either relevant software measurement data or the software
artefacts themselves”. Therefore, we expect that our work in Chapter 6 is the first to empirically
evaluate the evolution of programming style in individuals, with our experiments that use a collection
of student programming assignments spanning six distinct points in time.
2.3.5 Dishonest Style
Kacmarcik and Gamon [2006] demonstrated that substituting just 14 words per 1,000 is sufficient
to reduce correct authorship attributions by 83%. The key is to “identify the features that a typical
authorship attribution technique will use as markers and then adjust the frequencies of these terms
to render them less effective on the target document”. Kacmarcik and Gamon [2006] have also com-
mented that “idiosyncratic formatting, language usage and spelling” are tell-tale signs of authorship,
and that simple use of spelling and grammar checkers, for example, will return documents to “con-
ventional norms” making authorship attribution more difficult.
All of the above strategies can be used to mask authorship when dealing with law enforcement.
But there are also more legitimate reasons for anonymisation, such as organisational whistle-blowers
who feel the need to report bad behaviour and wish to avoid drawing attention to themselves [Kac-
marcik and Gamon, 2006].
Palkovskii [2009] wrote about counter plagiarism detection software that has been used to obfus-
cate assignments, so that plagiarism detection software is rendered useless. These algorithms involve
substituting characters from one natural language to another that appear identical to the human eye,
but are from different character sets and are hence treated differently in plagiarism detection software.
For example, the Greek letters ‘α’ (alpha) and ‘ν’ (nu) closely resemble English letters ‘a’ and ‘v’.
However, some differences cannot be discerned at all by the human eye. For example, Palkovskii
[2009] suggested the replacement of the English letter ‘o’ with a similar circular Russian charac-
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ter. Likewise, other substitutions involve replacing all spaces with a non-space character in a white
colour, so that it visually appears as a regular space. Methods to detect the use of this kind of soft-
ware include transforming the content into ordinary ASCII text, so that obfuscations that are effective
in word processing software would be undone. Authorship attribution software needs to be robust
against the substitutions described above. The use of n-grams is a robust method we use in Chapter 5
as introduced in the next section.
2.4 Measuring Style
In this section we review the methods used to quantify coding style. We begin by discussing software
metrics, which is by far the most common approach. We then review n-grams, watermarking, and
existing automated tools. This section is concluded with a brief overview of other methods used for
measuring style in natural language.
2.4.1 Metrics in the Literature
Software metrics are important in measuring aspects of source code such as correctness, efficiency,
readability, understandability, modifiability, and verifiability [Harold, 1986]. They are used in project
management for predicting development effort [Gray and MacDonell, 1997]. They are also valuable
in authorship attribution when measuring style.
A very comprehensive description of software metrics is the chapter by Conte et al. [1986,
chap. 2]. This chapter organises metrics in the literature under a taxonomy of eight headings: size
metrics, data structure metrics, logic structure metrics, composite metrics, software science compos-
ite metrics, effort and cost metrics, defect and reliability metrics, and design metrics, which we now
discuss in turn.
Size metrics are generally simple count-based metrics such as lines of code, token counts, and
function counts. Further examples are the well-known Halstead metrics [Halstead, 1972], including
number of unique operators n1, number of unique operands n2, total occurrences of operators N1,
and total occurrences of operands N2. Another well-known example is the COCOMO (COmparative
COst MOdel) metric [Kemerer, 1987], for estimating effort based on the proportion of new and reused
code in a project.
Data structure metrics refer to how data is used. Examples include the amount of input and
output data processed by a program, live variables, variable spans, and data sharing between modules.
This category should not be confused with programmatic data structures, such as lists, trees, and
hashtables.
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Logic structure metrics relate to the use of branching and looping constructs such as decision
counts, minimum number of paths, component reachability, nesting levels, and unnatural program
flow such as the use of goto statements [Dijkstra, 1968]. This category also includes Halstead’s
cyclomatic complexity measure [Halstead, 1972]. This metric measures the complexity of a program
represented as a graph, with decision statements represented as nodes and pathways represented by
edges.
We list the last five categories in the taxonomy very briefly: composite metrics refer to metrics
consisting of multiple components; software science composite metrics refer to new metrics devel-
oped from Halstead’s basic n1, n2, N1, and N2 measurements; effort and cost metrics refer to mea-
sures concerning time and money; defect and reliability metrics refer to measurements for creating
error-free and robust software; and design metrics refer to high-level concepts such as coupling and
cohesion.
The above categories are very specific, and there are many general properties that the metrics
share. First, some of the above metrics are based on raw counts such as “number of functions” and
“number of decision statements”. These metrics are sensitive to the amount of code. That is, larger
source code samples will generally provide higher measurements for these metrics. Therefore it
becomes important to use normalised variations in some applications such as authorship attribution.
Normalised metrics are important as they capture intrinsic properties of code such as function density,
rather than other properties such as source code length.
Other metrics can be measured on a continuous scale and can therefore be represented as his-
tograms with one bar for each measurement. For example, Lange and Mancoridis [2007] discussed
the line-len example, whereby the line lengths of source code samples are recorded with one bar for
every measurement from zero characters up to the longest line length. This technique can generate
very large numbers of measurements from just one metric such as the line-len example. This can be
managed by comparing entire histograms against one another using distance-based measures such as
the nearest neighbour measurement [Lange and Mancoridis, 2007]. Another technique to manage the
feature space is discretisation for grouping individual measurements, as discussed in Section 2.6.4.
An alternate implementation of software metrics is the use of linguistic labels instead of num-
bers. Gray and MacDonell [1997] referred to these as “fuzzy logic” metrics. Gray and MacDonell
[1997] suggested that fuzzy logic metrics provide “considerable benefits in terms of reducing com-
mitment, making full use of knowledge and improving interpretability”. For example, fuzzy logic
metrics could specify a “large number of screens” or a “low level of system complexity” [Gray and
MacDonell, 1997]. These examples require numeric measurements using hard boundaries between
classes, so describing these metrics as “fuzzy” may seem counter-intuitive. The use of linguistic
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labels is essentially a discretisation mechanism as described in Section 2.6.4. Other fuzzy metrics
are used to remark on how well comments match code, and how meaningful the identifiers are, for
example [Kilgour et al., 1997].
2.4.2 N-Grams
N-grams are sequences of adjacent tokens of length n. That is, a sequence of t tokens will generate
t− n+ 1 n-grams. N-grams are useful in capturing information about tokens that occur near one an-
other, which the stand-alone metrics discussed in Section 2.4.1 above cannot do. They are also robust
to changes in the content, as any content substitution will only affect a few overlapping n-grams. For
natural language, n-grams have been used for characters [Cavnar and Trenkle, 1994], words [Barron-
Cedeno et al., 2009], and parts of speech [Lioma, 2007] such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs,
conjunctions, and pronouns. For source code, they have been used for characters [Frantzeskou et al.,
2006a], bytes from executables [Maloof and Kolter, 2004], and tokens such as operators and key-
words [Burrows et al., 2006].
2.4.3 Watermarking
Watermarking refers to hiding authorship information within work. Source code watermarks, for
example, can be identifying patterns of space and tab characters [Daly and Horgan, 2005] at the end
of a file, which do not affect software execution. To successfully implement watermarking, trust
is needed in the party that resolves disputes, and there must be guarantees that dispute winners are
indeed rightful authors [Adelsbach and Reza Sadeghi, 2003]. Watermarking can potentially make
other means of measuring style redundant if successfully deployed, since the meaning of unmodified
watermarks should be absolute.
2.4.4 Automated Tools
Authorship attribution is very time-consuming to conduct manually, so any software tool that can aid
the process is highly valuable. For example, expert witnesses may be required to give evidence to
explain authorship traits, and computer software may be used to expedite the collection and summary
of evidence.
The Java Graphical Authorship Attribution Program (JGAAP) [Juola et al., 2006] is an example
of a natural language authorship attribution package, providing “textual analysis, text categorisation,
and authorship attribution” functionality [Juola, 2010]. Other researchers have discussed the use of
natural language authorship attribution software at the prototype stage only [Cook, 2003; Kar, 2001].
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Such software does not yet exist for source code authorship attribution. The closest available
work is software that expedites the collection of software metrics, which can be used as features
for making authorship decisions. The pmccabe software does “McCabe-style function complexity
and line counting for C and C++” [Bame, 2010]. The CCCC software (C and C++ Code Counter)
“is a tool which analyses C++ and Java files and generates a report on various metrics of the code.
Metrics supported include lines of code, McCabe’s complexity and metrics proposed by Chidamber
& Kemerer and Henry & Kafura” [Littlefair, 2010]. The Essential Metrics software “is a command
line metrics tool for C/C++ and Java software projects” [Power Software, 2010]. Counting metrics,
Halstead metrics, complexity metrics and object-oriented metrics are included. This is a commercial
product, but a trial version is available. Finally, the IDENTIFIED package [Gray et al., 1998] has
been used to compute twenty-six metrics by MacDonell et al. [1999] in their source code authorship
attribution work. The metrics in part relate to white space usage and normalised counts of individual
tokens.
2.4.5 Natural Language Measurements
Measuring style in natural language is beyond the scope of this thesis, so we just mention this area
briefly. Measurements for natural language include word length, sentence length, distribution of
syllables, parts of speech, function words, and word frequencies [Holmes, 1994]. Koppel et al. [2003]
showed that “frequent but unstable features are especially useful for style-based text categorisation”.
2.5 Information Retrieval Fundamentals
Manning et al. [2009] defined information retrieval as follows:
“Information retrieval (IR) is finding material (usually documents) of an unstructured na-
ture (usually text) that satisfies an information need from within large collections (usually
stored on computers).”
Since search engines are an important application of information retrieval, this section begins
with an overview of search engine architecture. We then follow with detail about the indexing and
querying components and models that are of most relevance to our work. This section concludes with
an overview of measures for evaluating the effectiveness of search engines.
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Figure 2.5: A centralised search engine architecture comprising an interface, query engine, index,
indexer module, and a crawler. This figure is modelled on a diagram by Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-
Neto [1999, p. 374].
2.5.1 Search Engines
Industry-scale search engines have numerous components that work together to facilitate indexing
and querying of content [Brin and Page, 1998]. The search engine requirements in this thesis are less
onerous, given that we are not using search engines to index billions of documents, which requires
a distributed architecture for extreme scalability, and redundancy to mitigate failure. Instead, we use
a centralised architecture that is described by Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto [1999], as comprising
an interface to users, a query engine, an index, an index module, and a crawler to harvest content as
shown in Figure 2.5.
The crawler module is responsible for traversing and obtaining content from the Web for index-
ing. However, we mention this component for completeness only, since this is the only component
that we do not use in our work.
The indexer module is responsible for extracting term and occurrence data from crawled pages.
Pre-processing often takes place before data is stored in the index, such as stopping, stemming, and
case-folding [Witten et al., 1999, pp. 145–150].
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Stopping involves omitting very common terms, which offer little value when retrieving docu-
ments. For example, Kelk [2010] listed the five most common UK English words as “the”, “and”,
“to”, “of”, and “a”, which are all good candidate stop words identified from a collection of twenty-
nine literary works. However, care needs to be taken that any stop list does not adversely impact
queries consisting of stop words. For example, the band name “The Who” and the Shakespearean
phrase “to be or not to be”, both consist of words that could all be potentially stopped.
Stemming involves transforming words to common base forms by eliminating prefixes and suf-
fixes, so that word variations can be equated. For example, the words “plays”, “played” and “playing”
can all be reduced to the root form “play”. However, care needs to be taken that word meaning is not
lost. For example, stemming “replay” to “play” is less appropriate in the above example. In addition,
“flies” and “flying” stem to a nonsensical word “fl”.
Case folding involves transforming character case to a consistent case for ease of processing.
For example, capitalised words would be treated equivalently as those typed entirely in lower case.
Finally, other pre-processing is often necessary such as removing punctuation and correcting spelling
errors.
The index module is for storing term and occurrence data for efficient lookup. The index is often
referred to as an inverted index, as the organisation of its data is in reverse to the norm. For example,
a standard book is organised by page number with headings, paragraphs, sentences, and words on
each page. Conversely, the inverted index is organised by term with occurrence data to follow, which
is more akin to an index of terms at the end of a text book. Index structures and components are
described in detail in Section 2.5.2.
The query module is responsible for receiving keywords provided by the user in the interface
module, and retrieving document identifier and term occurrence data from the index. Keyword pre-
processing is again performed as necessary (stopping, stemming, and case-folding) to be consistent
with the pre-processing steps performed in index construction. After receiving candidate documents,
the query module (or a separate module) is then responsible for ranking the documents from most
relevant to least relevant [Arasu et al., 2001]. Ranking is performed using a similarity measure to
quantify document relevance. Several similarity measures are described in detail in Section 2.5.3.
Finally, the ranked list of documents is returned to the interface module for viewing by the user.
The interface module is responsible for generating web pages for the user. Initially, this will sim-
ply be a page with a text form field and a submit button for entering keyword searches. When a search
is submitted and a ranked list of results is returned, the interface module will then render the results as
a list with clickable items. Additional functionality will typically be present in industry-scale search
engines, such as the ability to automatically run related searches, view cached documents, and view
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similar pages.
2.5.2 Index Structures
Figure 2.6 shows an example of an inverted index created from the contents of two documents. The
content of these documents simply comprises one sentence each from Section 2.5.1. Case-folding
has been applied to these documents, and punctuation has been removed. However, no stopping or
stemming has been applied in this example.
The inverted index contains two essential components: the lexicon and the inverted lists. The
lexicon comprises a sorted list of all terms in the collection with one entry per term.
The inverted lists contain term occurrence data for each term in the lexicon including the collec-
tion frequency ( ft), document identifier (d), and within-document frequency ( fd,t). In a collection of
N documents, the inverted lists can be generically represented as: ft : [d1, fd1,t], [d2, fd2,t], ..., [dN , fdN ,t].
The collection frequency ( ft) tells us the number of documents that the term occurs in. The doc-
ument identifier (d ∈ d1, ...,dN) is a code to uniquely identify a document Dd. The within-document
frequency ( fd,t ∈ fd1,t, ..., fdN ,t) tells us the number of times term t appears in document Dd.
Other data can be included in the inverted lists. For example, pre-computed values for com-
ponents of some similarity measures described in Section 2.5.3 can be stored, which only require
computation once per document. The inverted lists can also include term offset information in the
documents, which is useful in identifying adjacent terms in phrase queries [Bahle et al., 2002]. For
example, the inverted list for the term “for” with offsets is “2 : [1,1, 〈5〉], [2,2, 〈4,10〉]”, with the first
term in each document being assigned a zero offset.
Inverted lists are usually also highly compressible. For example, an inverted list for a common
stopword in a large document collection would be very long. Therefore, document identifiers and
offsets can be stored as small gaps relative to one another instead of large whole numbers. Higher
compression is achieved with this approach, as the number of distinct integers is reduced. This tech-
nique is known as d-gaps in the literature [Anh and Moffat, 2005], but we do not discuss compression
further as it is beyond the scope of this work.
2.5.3 Models for Query Matching
Models for query evaluation aim to assign a similarity score between queries and documents, with the
documents having the highest similarity scores being deemed the most relevant. Similarity measures
implement some or all of the following core ideas: term frequency, inverse document frequency, and
inverse document length, which we now discuss.
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Figure 2.6: An inverted index showing the lexicon and inverted lists created from the content of two
example documents in the left of the figure.
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When evaluating the similarity of a query to a pool of documents, some documents will have
more instances of the query term(s) than others. Therefore documents with a higher term frequency
should be weighted higher.
In addition, since documents will usually have a mixture of common and rare terms, it is ex-
pected that rarer terms that appear in fewer documents are more suitable for distinguishing relevance.
Therefore documents with a higher inverse document frequency should be weighted higher.
Moreover, it is expected that documents will be of unequal length, and longer documents should
not be considered more relevant simply due to having more words that can potentially match query
terms. Therefore documents with a higher inverse document length should be weighted higher.
This thesis in part explores the Cosine [Witten et al., 1999, pp. 185–188], Okapi BM25 [Sparck-
Jones et al., 2000a;b], language modelling with Dirichlet Smoothing [Zhai and Lafferty, 2004], and
Pivoted Cosine [Singhal et al., 1996] measures, which implement the above ideas to varying extents.
Therefore we review the above similarity measures now. These are chosen because they are imple-
mented in the Zettair search engine [Search Engine Group, 2009], which forms part of the experi-
mental setup used in this thesis. A more complete review of information retrieval similarity measures
can be found in the book by Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto [1999]. For reference, common symbols
in information retrieval are summarised below [Zobel and Moffat, 1998].
t: A term.
q: A query identifier.
Q: A query.
|Q|: Query length (number of terms in query Q).
d: A document identifier.
Dd: A document with identifier d.
|Dd |: Document length (number of terms in document Dd).
N: Number of documents in the collection.
fq,t: Within-query frequency (number of occurrences of term t in query q).
fd,t: Within-document frequency (number of occurrences of term t in document d).
ft: Raw document frequency (number of documents in which term t appears).
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Ft: Collection frequency (number of occurrences of term t in the collection).
F: Total number of terms in the collection.
These terms form part of the information retrieval glossary in Appendix A.2.
Cosine
The Cosine similarity metric is based on the vector space model in which queries and documents
are plotted in multi-dimensional space with one dimension per term. Similarity is computed using
the angle between the vectors. The query and document pair that has the smallest angle will give
the largest Cosine value. The largest possible Cosine value is obtained when there is zero degrees
between vectors [Witten et al., 1999, p. 186]. Witten et al. [1999] defined the Cosine measure as:
Cosine(Q,Dd) = 1WqWd ×
∑
t∈Q∩Dd
wq,t ×wd,t, where (2.2)
Wq =
√
n∑
t=1
w2q,t, Wd =
√
n∑
t=1
w2d,t, wq,t = ln
(
1+
N
ft
)
, wd,t = 1+ ln fd,t, and
• Wq is the Euclidean length (or weight) of the query,
• Wd is the Euclidean length (or weight) of document d,
• wq,t is the query-term weight, and
• wd,t is the document-term weight.
In this formula, WqWd implements inverse document length, wq,t implements inverse document
frequency, and wd,t implements term frequency.
Okapi BM25
The Okapi BM25 metric is based on the probabilistic model. Sparck-Jones et al. [2000a] gave a
simplified account of the development of the probabilistic model from the probabilistic theory. They
define the probability of relevance as:
“What is the probability that this document is relevant to this query?” [Sparck-Jones
et al., 2000a]
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Sparck-Jones et al. [2000a] then introduced the following two events based upon document Dd
and query Q as a starting point to guiding the reader through the theory and mathematics:
1. “L, that Dd is liked, i.e. is relevant to Q”, and
2. “ ¯L, that Dd is not liked, i.e. is not relevant to Q”.
With these definitions, it would then be useful to calculate the probability that a document de-
scription Dd is liked L for judging relevance. Therefore, the remainder of the Sparck-Jones et al.
[2000a] overview discusses how to calculate P(L|D), and then introduces probabilistic theory for
individual terms. The final model is defined as:
OkapiBM25(Q,Dd) =
∑
t∈Q
wt ×
(k1+1) fd,t
K + fd,t ×
(k3+1) fq,t
k3+ fq,t , where (2.3)
wt = ln
(
N − ft +0.5
ft +0.5
)
, K = k1 ×
(
(1−b)+ b× |Dd |
|Davg|
)
, and
• |Davg| is the average document length, and
• b, k1 and k3 are free parameters.
In this formula, wt implements inverse document frequency, (k1+1) fd,tK+ fd,t implements term frequency,
and K implements inverse document length.
Parameters b, k1 and k3 are used to modify the effect of inverse document length, document-
term frequency, and query-term frequency respectively. Parameters b and k1 are commonly assigned
values b = 0.75 and k1 = 1.2 [Robertson and Walker, 1999]. Parameter k3 is assigned k3 = 0 for short
queries such as web queries, otherwise a large number is used such as k3 = 7 or k3 = 1,000, which is
“effectively infinite” [Robertson and Walker, 1999].
Okapi BM25 [Robertson and Walker, 1999; Sparck-Jones et al., 2000a;b] has been developed in
the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) competitions [National Institute of Standards and Technology,
2010] with known relevance judgements. The formula given above is the one to be used in the absence
of relevance judgements [Sparck-Jones et al., 2000a;b].
Language Modelling with Dirichlet Smoothing
Dirichlet smoothing is a method to smooth a language model. The idea of language modelling ap-
proaches “is to estimate a language model for each document, and to then rank documents by the
likelihood of the query according to the estimated language model” [Zhai and Lafferty, 2004]. Based
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upon the earlier work by Ponte and Croft [1998] and Zhai and Lafferty [2004], we provide the defini-
tion that best uses our notation from Appendix A.2 by Bernstein et al. [2005] whom define the model
as:
log(P(Q|Dd)) = |Q| × ln
(
µ
µ+ |Dd |
)
+
∑
t∈Q∩Dd
ln
(
F × fd,t
µ×Ft
+1
)
, where (2.4)
• µ is the smoothing parameter.
The smoothing parameter is used to provide a mechanism to compensate for words that do not
appear in documents [Zhai and Lafferty, 2004]. This can occur regularly for short documents in
particular. Therefore, the smoothing parameter creates a balance between the language model of the
document and the language model of the whole collection. The Dirichlet smoothing parameter is µ,
which has been shown to produce effective results when set to 1,500 [Bernstein et al., 2005].
Pivoted Cosine
Singhal et al. [1996] noted that “better retrieval effectiveness results when a normalisation strategy
retrieves documents with chances similar to their probability of relevance”. The balance between
probability of relevance and probability of retrieval can be upset in the Cosine measure, for exam-
ple, due to “the long held belief that Cosine normalisation tends to favour short documents in re-
trieval” [Singhal et al., 1996]. Therefore, a pivot is a applied to correct the imbalance on the existing
normalisation scheme, by tilting the normalisation scheme at the pivot point so that the scheme is
boosted on one side of the pivot, and reduced on the other. For example, the normalisation scheme in
the Cosine measure is wq,t ×wd,t, therefore the pivoted normalisation for Cosine can become:
PivotedNormalisation = (1− slope)× pivot+ slope× (wq,t ×wd,t). (2.5)
The slope is the gradient of the line that passes through the pivot point [Singhal et al., 1996].
The implementation in the Zettair search engine [Search Engine Group, 2009] suggests using a pivot
of 0.2.
2.5.4 Effectiveness Quantification
Having covered indexing, querying, and search engines in general, it is now necessary to discuss how
to measure search engine effectiveness. Effectiveness is measured by the quality of search engine
results as judged by users or determined by relevance judgements. Numerous measurements are
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Y ZX
Retrieved Relevant
W
Figure 2.7: Visual representation of definitions for precision and recall [Moffat and Zobel, 2008].
X is the set of relevant documents that have been retrieved (true positives), Y is the set of retrieved
documents that were not relevant (false positives), Z is the set of relevant documents that were not
retrieved (false negatives), and W is the set of documents that were neither retrieved or deemed
relevant (true negatives). According to this diagram, precision is |X|
|X|+|Y | and recall is
|X|
|X|+|Z| .
available for quantifying effectiveness, and this thesis covers precision, recall, reciprocal rank, and
average precision. Other measures such as normalised discounted cumulative gain [Jarvelin and
Kekalainen, 2002], and rank-biased precision [Moffat and Zobel, 2008], are not covered.
Precision and Recall
Precision and recall are simple and commonly used evaluation metrics. Numerous definitions are
available, but perhaps one of the best explained is the Venn-diagram representation by Moffat and
Zobel [2008] reproduced in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7 represents a pool of documents, some of which are retrieved by an information retrieval
system (Region Y), and others that are judged relevant (Region Z). In the perfect scenario, these
two sets will overlap exactly, but this is difficult to achieve. Precision is defined as the proportion
of retrieved documents that are relevant
(
|X|
|X|+|Y |
)
, and recall is defined as the proportion of relevant
documents that are retrieved
(
|X|
|X|+|Z|
)
. Region W represents irrelevant documents that have not been
retrieved, which does not take part in precision or recall calculations.
A variation of precision is P@X or precision at cutoff X, where X is a fixed number of retrieved
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documents. Common uses are P@10 for evaluating the relevance of the first page of results returned
by current, popular Internet search engines, and P@1 for evaluating just the correctness of the top
result.
Finally, the F-measure [Rennie, 2004] (or F1 score) is used to generate a value that represents a
compromise between precision and recall:
F1 =
2× precision× recall
precision+ recall (2.6)
Reciprocal Rank and Mean Reciprocal Rank
Reciprocal rank measures the reciprocal value of the position of the first relevant (or correct) result
from a ranked list. So if the first correct result was position 3, then the reciprocal rank would be 13 .
Then, Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is used to average multiple reciprocal rank scores to measure
overall system performance.
Average Precision and Mean Average Precision
Average precision measures the precision of every relevant (or correct) result from a ranked list and
takes the average. For example, if correct results are at positions 2, 3, and 9 in a ranked list of ten
documents, then average precision is
(
1
2 +
2
3 +
3
9
)
/3 = 12 . Similar to MRR, Mean Average Precision
(MAP) is used to average multiple average precision scores to measure overall system performance.
2.6 Machine Learning Fundamentals
Cunningham et al. [1997] described a purpose of machine learning as “to devise algorithms that can
supplement, or supplant, domain experts in knowledge engineering situations”. Cunningham et al.
[1997] also mentioned a key link between information retrieval and machine learning that forms a
significant component of this thesis:
“Using learning algorithms to automate information retrieval processes such as docu-
ment classification ... can alleviate the workload of information workers and reduce in-
consistency introduced by human error.”
This section provides an overview of machine learning to ensure that enough is understood for
classification in authorship attribution. We begin by describing the training and testing phases for a
typical classification problem. Then we cover cross-validation, feature selection, and discretisation
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topics that specifically arise in this thesis. Numerous text books are available such as the data mining
book by Witten and Frank [2005] for further reading on machine learning.
2.6.1 Training and Testing
This thesis introduces information retrieval ranking for source code authorship attribution in Chap-
ter 5. However, most of the prior source code authorship attribution work (covered in Chapter 4), has
used machine learning classification algorithms to learn how to attribute authorship. Therefore, we
begin by discussing how machine learning algorithms can be used to attribute authorship.
A training phase is needed so that a classification algorithm can learn how to classify existing
work samples of established authorship. Therefore, when a new sample is presented, the classification
algorithm can assign authorship to the most likely author based on the learned traits. In experimenta-
tion, this step is a separate testing phase, where the effectiveness of multiple classification algorithms
are often compared to one another, in order to identify the most suitable algorithm for the problem at
hand.
For authorship attribution with machine learning methods, accuracy is defined as the proportion
of times the classification algorithm assigns the testing samples to the correct author. The specific
classification algorithms that appear in this thesis are covered in Section 2.7.
2.6.2 Cross Validation
When classification experiments are organised into training and testing phases, a separate data set
is needed for each component. If accuracy scores were only reported for the trained data, the re-
sults would then be overfitted to that data, and not representative of results obtained for new unseen
problems.
The simplest way to organise an experiment into training and testing phases is to divide the data
in half, and use one part for training and the other for testing. However, this approach is problematic
for small data sets in particular, as the amount of test data is reduced by half.
A solution is to repeat the above experiment a second time with the roles of the data reversed.
That is, use the testing half for training and the training half for testing for a second fold, and then
combine the results with the first fold. This approach allows every sample to be used for testing in
turn, which increases the size of the result set. This experiment design is known as two-fold cross
validation [Witten and Frank, 2005, pp. 125–127].
Another problem still persists when using two-fold cross validation. That is, half of the data is
unavailable for training. This is particularly problematic when conducting source code authorship
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Fold Instances
1 A1 B1 C1 D1 E1
2 A2 B2 C2 D2 E2
3 A3 B3 C3 D3 E3
4 A4 B4 C4 D4 E4
5 A5 B5 C5 D5 E5
6 A6 B6 C6 D6 E6
Figure 2.8: Thirty instances and five classes (A-E) spread across six folds. All folds have a document
from each class, therefore and all classes are perfectly stratified.
attribution experiments on student programming assignments, for example, as their coding styles
may be still evolving, and only some training samples may be truly helpful when attributing each
sample. It may be particularly difficult if the best samples are in the testing set when each sample in
the training set is classified in turn.
To overcome this second problem, the size of the training fold needs to be increased such that
more samples are available when constructing a model for classification. This can be done by simply
increasing the two-fold experiment design to a larger number of folds, such as ten-fold. In ten-fold
cross validation, nine of the folds are used for training, and the remaining fold is used for testing.
This is then repeated nine more times, where the remaining folds are treated as the test fold in turn.
The size of the training set is therefore increased from 50% to 90% of the samples in the collection.
Another problem concerns collection properties such as the number of samples per author. For
example, consider a scenario with thirty samples in a collection, where the samples belong to five
authors with six samples per author each. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 depict what the folds could look like
when this collection is organised into six folds and ten folds respectively. There is a problem here, in
that when one fold is separated for testing, there is a 527 chance to identify the author using a six-fold
experiment design (Figure 2.8), and a 525 chance to identify the author using a ten-fold experiment
design (Figure 2.9), when working by random chance.
To alleviate this third problem, another cross-validation design is available called leave-one-out
cross validation [Witten and Frank, 2005, pp. 127–128]. In this variant, the number of folds is
maximised and set to the number of samples in the collection. This variation causes an efficiency
trade-off, as it can be slower to execute since the number of folds has been maximised. However,
this experiment design maximises the amount of training data, and is more suited to dealing with
collections with a varying number of samples per author, since problems demonstrated in Figures 2.8
and 2.9 cannot occur. The leave-one-out cross validation experiment design is used throughout this
thesis.
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Fold Instances
1 A1 B5 D3
2 A2 B6 D4
3 A3 C1 D5
4 A4 C2 D6
5 A5 C3 E1
6 A6 C4 E2
7 B1 C5 E3
8 B2 C6 E4
9 B3 D1 E5
10 B4 D2 E6
Figure 2.9: Thirty instances and five classes (A-E) spread across ten folds. Each fold is only repre-
sented by three of the five classes.
2.6.3 Feature Selection
The purpose of feature selection is to “identify and remove as much irrelevant and redundant informa-
tion as possible prior to learning”, which can generate “enhanced performance, a reduced hypothesis
search space, and, in some cases, reduced storage requirement” [Hall and Smith, 1998]. This is con-
tradictory to the idea of monotonicity that asserts that “increasing the number of features can never
decrease performance” [Hall and Smith, 1998]. However, this often does not apply to machine learn-
ing, since “adding irrelevant or distracting attributes to a dataset often ‘confuses’ machine learning
systems” [Witten and Frank, 2005, pp. 232].
Feature selection algorithms involve processes such as adding or removing one feature at a time
to a model until no further change improves classification accuracy. Alternatively, the value of indi-
vidual features can be evaluated one at a time for possible inclusion in a model. However, we do not
go into this further, as this thesis mostly uses existing feature set classes instead of exploring the use
of feature selection algorithms in detail.
2.6.4 Discretisation
Machine learning algorithms often need to process features with discrete or continuous values. Dis-
crete features are categorical. For example, gender as a feature has two categorical values: “male”
and “female”. Conversely, features that require measurement are often continuous such as height.
Continuous features can prove difficult for machine learning algorithms to process, and a solution
is to organise the possible values into a number of fixed ranges. This process is called bucketing,
binning, or discretisation [Shevertalov et al., 2009]. For example, when using height as a feature for
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human adults, the bins could be 140-149cm, 150-159cm, 160-169cm, 170-179cm, 180-189cm, 190-
199cm, and so on.
Several methods are available to determine bin boundaries such as the range, frequency, and ge-
netic algorithm methods [Shevertalov et al., 2007]. Range-based discretisation uses fixed boundaries
for the set of possible values such as the height example above. Frequency-based binning uses incon-
sistent ranges to keep the number of items in each bin roughly consistent. Genetic algorithm binning
uses machine learning techniques to determine effective bin combinations. We use range-based dis-
cretisation in Chapter 4 when reimplementing some of the previous work.
2.7 Classification Algorithms
This section presents an overview of the machine learning algorithms that have appeared in previ-
ous source code authorship attribution studies with empirical evaluations. The classifiers covered
are decision trees, nearest neighbour methods, neural networks, case-based reasoning, discriminant
analysis, regression analysis, support vector machines, voting feature intervals, Bayesian networks,
and simplified profile intersection. We do not attempt to cover all classification algorithms exhaus-
tively as there are simply far too many. For example, version 3.5.8 of the Weka machine learning
toolkit [Holmes et al., 1994; Witten and Frank, 2005] that we use in our experiments has 114 classi-
fication algorithms available. Chapter 4 describes how the classifiers are used in the previous source
code authorship attribution work.
2.7.1 Decision Trees
A decision tree classifier is a tree structure with tests on the internal nodes and classes on the leaf
nodes. A document is classified by executing the tests and following the branches from the root level
until a leaf-level node is reached. Care must be taken that the tree does not become too large, as
lengthy branches may be too specific to be of general use to new unseen cases for classification [Se-
bastiani, 2002]. Numerous learning algorithms are available for decision trees, and this thesis uses
the C4.5 decision tree [Sebastiani, 2002], which has appeared in one previous source code authorship
attribution study [Elenbogen and Seliya, 2008].
2.7.2 Nearest Neighbour Methods
Nearest neighbour methods classify work based on patterns of the nearest sample using a distance
measure in vector space, for example. Storing all available samples can be prohibitive for large
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problems, so improvements to the basic algorithm attempt to reduce the number of stored comparison
samples [Kukolich and Lippmann, 2004].
A variation of the nearest neighbour algorithm is the K-Nearest Neighbour classifier (KNN).
This algorithm considers multiple nearest samples (K samples) instead of just one identified using
the Euclidean distance, and then voting is used to classify the testing sample based on the most
represented class in the set of nearest neighbours analysed [Kukolich and Lippmann, 2004].
2.7.3 Neural Networks
Neural networks are akin to “biological nervous systems” [Kukolich and Lippmann, 2004]. Like
the human brain, a neural network is based upon a series of interconnected units where signals can
pass from unit to unit [Gray and MacDonell, 1999]. When implemented as a document classification
algorithm, there are inputs that are the features such as term frequencies or higher level language
statistics, there are outputs that are the classes of interest (such as candidate authors), and there are
“dependence relations” that are weights for the connections in between [Sebastiani, 2002]. That is,
the term weight data is first populated in the input units, the data flows through dependence relations
in the network, and the output unit(s) make the authorship decision [Sebastiani, 2002].
2.7.4 Case-Based Reasoning
Case-based reasoning (also known as analogy) involves using “specific knowledge of previously ex-
perienced, concrete problem situations” for solving new similar problems [Aamodt and Plaza, 1994].
A key difference to other machine learning algorithms is that case-based reasoning models are often
developed incrementally, as new cases are tested and added to the pool of previous cases [Aamodt
and Plaza, 1994]. This machine learning method also does not require an explicit model, since the
key idea is to determine meaningful features for representing cases [Watson, 1995]. For authorship
attribution, a “case” is an author. Authorship of new unseen samples can be assigned to the “case”
with the most features in common or nearest features.
2.7.5 Discriminant Analysis
Lachenbruch and Goldstein [1979] defined discriminant analysis as assigning “an unknown subject
to one of two or more groups on the basis of a multivariate observation”. In authorship attribution,
the multivariate observation can be a collection of measurements taken from software metrics. When
dealing with more than two candidate authors, the problem is referred to as multiple discriminant
analysis [MacDonell et al., 1999]. Another variation is canonical discriminant analysis as used in
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previous feature selection research [Ding and Samadzadeh, 2004], where features were reviewed one
at a time for inclusion in a final model, until the addition of further features no longer increased the
effectiveness of the model significantly. Terminating the inclusion of features in this manner prevents
the model from becoming bloated, which is the fundamental idea of canonical discriminant analysis.
Related to discriminant analysis is principal component analysis. Principal component analysis
is a method for obtaining meaningful facts from difficult or bloated data [Shlens, 2005]. That is, it
allows high dimensional data to be reduced to fewer and simpler dimensions. This method is again
particularly useful for identifying critical features for authorship attribution tasks.
2.7.6 Regression Analysis
Multiple regression analysis is based on prediction output variables from a series of input vari-
ables [Stamatatos et al., 2000]. For authorship attribution, we just need the author as the dependent
variable, so (single) regression analysis is applicable here. The ability to examine the model is an
advantage of regression analysis. This could therefore be considered a white-box technique, which
also provides a mechanism to allow the modeller to verify the model [Stamatatos et al., 2000].
2.7.7 Support Vector Machines
Support vector machines can be used to separate work samples using a hyperplane in n-dimensional
space [Diederich et al., 2003]. A margin is used to separate positive and negative samples with the
maximum possible gap. New work samples are confirmed as belonging to an author if they fit on
the correct side of the hyperplane. Diederich et al. [2003] cited scalability as a major advantage for
support vector machines, as they are able to “process many thousand different inputs”.
2.7.8 Voting Feature Intervals
The voting feature interval classification algorithm represents each training sample as a vector with
measurements for each feature and a class label. Then all values for each feature in the training set
are bucketed into fixed intervals. When a new unseen example comes along in the testing phase,
the candidate classes receive votes each time their feature interval matches that of the unseen ex-
ample. Then the class with the most votes is deemed the correct class. See the work by Demiroz
and Guvenir [1997] for more information on the algorithm. This is somewhat similar to coordinate
matching [Uitdenbogerd and Zobel, 2002], with the additional step of organising the feature space
into intervals.
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2.7.9 Bayesian Networks
Bayesian probability is based on the “degree of belief” of an event, rather than statistical deduc-
tion [Heckerman, 1996]. For example, the outcome of a coin flip can be determined statistically,
but the degree of belief in a tennis player winning a major tennis tournament is much harder to
evaluate. Bayesian probability is of use when modelling multiple variables, such as trying to fig-
ure out the probability a tennis player has of winning a grand slam in any given calendar year. The
Bayesian network can handle this as it can represent a “joint probability distribution” from the vari-
ables involved [Heckerman, 1996]. This classifier has numerous benefits such as the ability to handle
incomplete data [Heckerman, 1996], but it is not one of the most scalable since the “asymptotic cost
is exponential” [Zhao et al., 2006].
2.7.10 Simplified Profile Intersection
The Simplified Profile Intersection (SPI) classification algorithm [Frantzeskou et al., 2005], is also
known as co-ordinate matching in information retrieval literature [Uitdenbogerd and Zobel, 2002].
This measure simply counts the number of features that are common between the testing sample
and the combined samples of each candidate author. To keep the comparisons fair, the samples are
truncated at a fixed profile length L of the L most common features. A disadvantage of this approach
is that the L parameter is collection-sensitive.
To increase the feature space, this method can be applied on n-grams of features, which results
in the number of features in the feature space being increased to the power of n. This method was
motivated by earlier work on a relative distance metric that included frequency information of the
n-grams [Keselj et al., 2003], however Frantzeskou et al. [2006a] showed that relative distance was
less accurate, particularly for low values of n.
2.8 Summary
In this chapter, we reviewed the background literature necessary for understanding our contributions
in the remainder of this thesis in Chapters 3 to 7. We have reviewed the definitions of authorship
attribution and related areas, motivated the need for authorship attribution, discussed the differences
in writing and coding style, reviewed methods for measuring style, and covered necessary background
material in information retrieval, machine learning, and classification algorithms. Next, in Chapter 3
we present the comprehensive set of collections used for evaluating all empirical contributions in this
thesis.
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Collections
The first step in any authorship attribution study is the gathering of examples and possible collection
construction. Since we are not dealing with the author discrimination problem, the samples obtained
for constructing our collections must foremost be single-author. Moreover, the samples should ideally
be obtained from a source where they are organised by author, instead of title or year, so that all
samples by any author can be obtained without risk of omitting some.
Obtaining samples for constructing source code collections is more challenging than for natural
language collections, since there are fewer sources of significant single-author samples. For example,
Stamatatos [2008] summarised many significant natural language collections such as the Reuters
collection, TREC collections, and other collections, which were built from newspaper articles, email,
forum messages, and blogs. Moreover, any online service with an author index is helpful for building
new natural language collections, such as browsing e-book authors at Project Gutenberg [Hart, 2010],
or bibliographic services such as the Digital Bibliography and Library Project (DBLP) [Ley, 2010].
Concerning source code samples, the bulk of the previously used collections are academic sam-
ples based on student programming assignments, which cannot be shared for intellectual property
reasons. Moreover, large software efforts tend to be collaborative in nature, which limits the avail-
ability of meaningful single-author samples. The collaborative software projects hosted on Source-
Forge [Geeknet Inc., 2010] is a good example of this. Initiatives for structured text such as the
Initiative for Evaluation of XML Retrieval (INEX) [Geva et al., 2009] for XML data exist, but there
is no equivalent for source code.
Given the limitations of existing source code collections, and limited sources to generate new
source code collections, this chapter introduces four new and significant collections for source code
authorship attribution, which are the largest used to date. We make the data as accessible as we can
by releasing the data that is not covered by copyright or intellectual property concerns. Moreover, we
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provide detailed statistics concerning the properties of the collections, and we document procedures
for the reproduction of our collections where applicable.
We begin this chapter in Section 3.1 by reviewing good practice of collection construction. We
introduce our four new collections in turn in Section 3.2, showing consideration to the good practice
topics. Next, we provide a summary of all key collection properties of our collections in Section 3.3,
which allows effective evaluation of results between collections in Chapters 4 to 7. The comparison of
our new collections to those used by other researchers follows in Section 3.4, where we demonstrate
the need and value of the collections we have put together. We explain the different purposes of our
collections in Section 3.5, and details concerning collection sharing and recreation in Section 3.6.
We conclude this chapter in Section 3.7, with a summary of the work covered and an introduction to
Chapter 4, where the first experiments that use our new collections appear.
3.1 Important Criteria for Collection Construction
Researchers constructing collections for authorship attribution should consider the following desir-
able properties: number of authors, number of samples per author, sample lengths, chunking avoid-
ance, representativeness, multiple author types, multiple languages, single authorship, correct author-
ship, no identifying features, and availability. We now explain each of these in turn.
Having a higher number of authors in an authorship attribution experiment makes the problem
harder. For example, there is a 10% chance to identify the author by random chance in a ten-class
experiment, but the chance is reduced to 1% in a 100-class experiment, hence the naive baseline of
these two experiments differs by 9%. However, having more authors provides more flexibility in
experiment design. For example, having a large number of authors does not imply that all have to be
used at once, which means that random sampling could take place to allow additional runs. This can
in turn lead to more statistically significant outcomes.
Using more samples per author is almost always desirable, as this increases the amount of train-
ing data available to model author style. In addition, it is desirable to keep the number of training
samples per author consistent if possible, to eliminate bias towards the most prolific authors. How-
ever, any method to exclude training samples must be carefully considered. For example, simply
removing samples at random could result in some of the best training samples becoming unavailable.
Similar to having more samples per author, having longer sample lengths is also advantageous, as
this property again increases the amount of training data available. Keeping consistent sample lengths
can reduce bias towards prolific authors, but it is not obvious where samples should be truncated if
this is to take place. Keeping sample lengths consistent may require unusual collection design.
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Chunking refers to breaking complete samples into smaller parts, whether they are fixed-length
at the character or line level, or variable-length at the function or source file level. Chunking in-
troduces a trade-off in that it can increase the number of samples per author whilst reducing the
sample lengths. Both previous empirical contributions in source code authorship attribution with
chunking have shown that authorship attribution accuracy is reduced when chunking is used [Ding
and Samadzadeh, 2004; Kothari et al., 2007]. This is not surprising, since single-author software
projects, such as student programming assignments, are often modest in length, hence reducing the
sample lengths of these samples may adversely affect the amount of training data. This thesis does
not require the use of chunking, since we use a large numbers of samples per author. However, we
do not dismiss chunking universally, as it has been shown to be effective in other applications such as
passage retrieval [Kaszkiel and Zobel, 1997].
Representativeness [Biber, 1993] is key to maintaining sampling consistency across demographic,
social, and other factors. For example, the student authors identified when building a collection with
a large number of samples per author may not be representative of a typical student author, as the
prolific authors identified are more likely to be students who have done more than one degree, or have
repeated courses. However, representativeness may be unachievable if identifying or demographic
data is not available.
Collections should ideally represent multiple author types such as student, freelancer, and pro-
fessional author types. Some researchers have built collections comprising samples from authors
of varying backgrounds combined together [Ding and Samadzadeh, 2004; Krsul and Spafford, 1997;
MacDonell et al., 1999], which may have been necessary in some experiments where data was scarce.
However, we suggest it is preferable to use separate collections for work obtained from multiple au-
thor types, so that varying programmer experience within any individual collection can be removed
as a confound. For example, we would expect student-based collections to be more difficult to clas-
sify given the lower skill level and developing programming styles of these individuals. We show
supporting evidence of this in Chapter 6.
Testing multiple languages is also important as the features available in each language will de-
termine the authorship markers that can be used. Programming languages that are more feature-rich
will increase the number of authorship markers available, and hence increase the difficulty of an
experiment. Feature-rich languages are those with more language features such as keywords and
operators.
Samples must be of single authorship for authorship attribution. Collections with samples of mul-
tiple authorship are only of value in authorship discrimination problems as discussed in Section 2.1.2.
This property can be difficult to satisfy as many software projects are collaborative in nature.
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Samples must also be of correct authorship without copied, reused, reproduced, or plagiarised
content. This property is sometimes difficult to meet in cases where citation and quotation practices
are poor, such as in student assignment work. Moreover, any sample that has legitimately reused
content should be questioned as to whether the sample should be used at all, since the reused content
is only representative of the cited author. For example, Clough et al. [2002] discussed the METER
collection with legitimate journalistic text reuse, which would be unsatisfactory for an authorship
attribution experiment. Clough and Stevenson [2009] have also created a collection with simulated
plagiarism fragments inserted, but simulating legitimate writing may not be possible.
Collection data must also have no identifying features such as name, contact details, or affiliations.
Effort is needed to omit these details so that authorship attribution experiments can rely on writing
style alone as intended.
Finally, collection availability is also important so that other researchers can reproduce the work
and avoid duplication of effort. This property is challenging to achieve, as copyright and intellectual
property must be considered, permissions must be sought, and some data simply cannot be released
at all due to privacy reasons.
The properties discussed above were identified in our literature review. In the following sections,
we next see how these properties have been accommodated for the collections used in this thesis.
3.2 Collections in the Thesis
The four large collections employed in this thesis are labelled Coll-A, Coll-T, Coll-P, and Coll-J.
In this section, we discuss the sources of the data and the methods for building the collections for
each collection in turn.
3.2.1 Collection Coll-A
We constructed our first collection — Coll-A — based upon previously submitted programming as-
signment work from the School of Computer Science and Information Technology at RMIT Univer-
sity. The school has two main submission repositories, comprising an online learning management
system named WebLearn [Fernandez, 2001], and Unix-based command-line submission software
named turnin [Untch et al., 2005]. We obtained our data from the turnin repository for our experi-
ments, as this repository contains the most C programming assignments. We used a snapshot of the
turnin repository spanning 1999 to 2006.
We aimed to build Coll-A by retrieving work samples from the 100 most prolific authors of
C programming assignments represented in the turnin archive. Shell scripts were used to traverse
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the submission repository and shortlist the 500 authors with the largest number of samples. Then
we decompressed all of those submissions, and selected the 100 authors with the largest number of
samples containing C source code.
We found that the organisation of the turnin folder was far from ideal. There was a great deal of
redundancy as this space was also used for assignment marking in the past. Therefore, we removed
all byte-identical duplicates to eliminate much of the redundancy.
We also anonymised all samples to comply with the ethical requirements of the Human Research
Ethics Committee of our university. This meant removing all comments and output strings from the
source code and renaming all files. The existing file names conveniently contained our authorship
ground truth of the samples with student numbers, and these were modified to use a simple numeric
identifier for each author. Having made these changes, there were no personal details remaining
such as names and student numbers that could bias judgements of the data.
We also note that no discrimination was made between undergraduate assignments, postgraduate
assignments, and year level during collection construction. Therefore Coll-A contains a mixture of
assignments from all levels of ability.
Finally, we mention that we did not attempt to analyse the individual assessment tasks over the
eight-year snapshot of the turnin archive. Given that some of the assessment tasks were created over a
decade earlier than the time of writing of this thesis, some of the knowledge had unfortunately moved
on with members of staff no longer with the school. This meant that old assignment specifications
could not be retrieved without significant gaps.
In the end, 1,597 assignments were obtained for Coll-A with 14 to 26 samples per author for
the 100 authors. We found that the distribution was left-skewed with 67 of the 100 authors having
between 14 and 16 samples each. The number of authors in this collection could have been easily
increased, however there would be trade-off with the minimum number of samples per author figure,
since we had already identified the 100 most prolific authors.
We found that Coll-A contained a large range of sample lengths from a near-empty sample with
a single line of code up to a very large sample of 10,789 lines of code. We did not omit outlier
samples of very short or long lengths to ensure the collection still remains representative of real life.
The mean length is 830 lines of code, but we note that the distribution of sample lengths was skewed
towards shorter samples, as we have a median of 650 lines of code.
While some programs in this collection may be plagiarised from other sources, we consider our
collection design to be valid, since much research in information retrieval and authorship attribution
relies on imperfect ground truth. For example, Amitay et al. [2007] described collections obtained
from online sources where manual verification of data was infeasible, but where some authors may
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By answering ‘yes’ to the following prompt you agree to the following terms:
1. I/We hold a copy of this assignment, which can be produced if the original is lost/damaged.
2. This assignment is my/our original work and no part of it has been copied from any other
student’s work or from any other source except where due acknowledgement is made.
3. No part of this assignment has been written for me/us by any other person except where such
collaboration has been authorised by the lecturer/teacher concerned.
4. I/We have not previously submitted this work for any other course/unit.
5. This work may be reproduced and/or communicated for the purpose of detecting plagiarism.
6. I/We give permission for a copy of my/our marked work to be retained by the School for review
by external examiners.
I/We agree with and understand the definition of plagiarism presented at http://www.rmit.edu.au/
browse;ID=sg4yfqzod48g1;SECTION=3
Do you agree with the above terms and conditions (yes/no)?
Figure 3.1: A series of terms that all students must agree to when submitting work electronically in
the School of Computer Science and Information Technology at RMIT University using the turnin
submission software [Untch et al., 2005].
have created work under multiple aliases. In addition, Arwin and Tahaghoghi [2006] described pla-
giarism detection experiment design where an existing plagiarism detection system was treated as
a ground truth baseline to avoid exhaustive manual ground truth work. However, imperfect ground
truth should be minimised, as new students in the School of Computer Science and Information Tech-
nology at RMIT University are required to participate in a workshop providing education concerning
plagiarism, copyright, and academic honesty [Hamilton et al., 2004]. Moreover, all students are re-
quired to acknowledge that their work is original at the time of submission by answering “yes” or
“no” when prompted to agree to a series of terms (Figure 3.1).
After analysing our collection, we suspect there is some bias towards weaker students. For ex-
ample, our collection has many samples from our first semester C programming course entitled Pro-
gramming Techniques [RMIT University, 2010a]. We found that approximately 12% of samples over
nine consecutive summer and normal semesters of Programming Techniques were from repeat stu-
dents who submitted in more than one semester. However, we expect some of the strongest students
who pursue further coursework programs to also submit more assignments than average.
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1 2
Semester 1
Task 1 Task 2
Semester 3
Task 2Task 1
Semester 2
Task 2Task 1
3 4 5 6
Time
Figure 3.2: Timeline showing how the six key assessment tasks are divided between the three course
semesters and two tasks per course.
3.2.2 Collection Coll-T
Our second collection — Coll-T (for temporal analysis) — was constructed with consideration for
the experiments in Chapter 6 that require timestamp data. Krsul [1994] motivated this area of research
by stating that “further research must be performed to examine the effect that time and experience
has” on authorship attribution effectiveness. This note for future work by Krsul [1994] has not been
undertaken since this statement, hence source code authorship attribution research that uses times-
tamps is still lacking. Therefore, we wanted a new collection with guaranteed relative timestamps
since this was not a consideration for Coll-A.
Coll-T was sourced from the same school assignment archive as Coll-A, and was again consisted
of C programming sources. The school submission archive is known for unreliable timestamps, since
it has historically been used as a working space for assignment marking. Therefore, we instead chose
to approach the problem by building a collection of guaranteed relative timestamps.
To guarantee relative timestamps, our collection had to comprise only subject matter that was
known to form part of a pre-requisite chain. We identified Programming Techniques [RMIT Uni-
versity, 2010a], Algorithms and Analysis [RMIT University, 2010b], and Database Systems [RMIT
University, 2010c] that form a chain of three C programming courses that we simply refer to as
Semester 1, Semester 2 and Semester 3 respectively. Importantly, these three courses form the pre-
requisite chain. That is, Semester 1 is a prerequisite for Semester 2, and Semester 2 is a prerequisite
for Semester 3. This sequence guarantees relative timestamp information.
These courses were also chosen since each generally has two major assignments, and across the
three courses this represents six unique time periods whereby relative timestamps can be established.
Figure 3.2 visually depicts the relationship between the six tasks within the three course semesters.
Constructing Coll-T from our school assignment repository posed additional challenges, since
we needed to organise the work samples by author, course, and task. We compiled a comprehensive
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Collection Average LOC
Coll-T1 667
Coll-T2 1,681
Coll-T3 836
Coll-T4 1,415
Coll-T5 1,138
Coll-T6 898
Coll-T 1,107
Table 3.1: Comparing average lines of code in Coll-T to the sub-collections Coll-T1 to Coll-T6,
which comprise samples of the six assignment tasks respectively.
list of keywords comprising course codes and course name abbreviations that are commonly used to
name the desired course folders. We traversed the archive to identify candidate file paths containing
the desired folders. These folders were examined, and we created another comprehensive list separat-
ing the first and second submissions. In some cases, course semesters had three or more assignment
submissions and we therefore selected two representative assignment samples to form the tasks. For
example, when we had three or four assignments we selected samples one and three and when we
had five or six assignments we selected samples one and four. These decisions allowed us to have a
representative sample from each half of each semester. We label all chosen samples as Task 1 and
Task 2 within each semester in Figure 3.2 for simplicity.
All candidate samples from the six assessment tasks were stored in temporary folders. We re-
moved all samples for authors that did not have a submission for all six assignment tasks. Then we
removed authors having one or more samples that did not contain C programming sources for assign-
ments that may have only been report-based. We were again mindful of byte-identical duplicates and
the assignments were anonymised to again comply with ethics requirements of our university.
After all of the above filtering took place, we were left with 1,632 assignments belonging to 272
student authors with exactly 6 samples per author each. The collection comprised an average of 1,107
lines of code per sample. There was some variation between the sub-collections for each assignment
task, with between 667 and 1,681 lines of code on average for the tasks as per Table 3.1.
Having a fixed number of samples per author is a key property of Coll-T. Fixing the number
of samples per author allows us to eliminate bias towards prolific authors, since each author has the
same number of training samples. The trade-off is having fewer training samples per author, but
this is somewhat mitigated by an increased average sample length (1,107 lines of code in Coll-T
compared with 830 lines of code in Coll-A).
We also meet the representativeness requirement, since each author is representative of the same
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six assessment tasks. With each author completing the same tasks at similar times in their academic
careers, we also expect that there is less difference in the ability of the authors in Coll-T compared
to Coll-A. Having many more samples per author in Coll-A may only be representative of multiple-
degree authors and repeating authors.
There is some overlap between the authors in Coll-A and Coll-T (forty-seven authors), and
in these cases the Coll-T samples represent a subset of the author samples in Coll-A. This is an
outcome of the methods that we used to select samples for inclusion in collections Coll-A and Coll-T
from the assignment repository.
3.2.3 Collection Coll-P
Our third collection — Coll-P (for Planet Source Code) — was built with the goal of extending our
collections to a second author type comprising work from freelance authors from the Planet Source
Code web site [Exhedra Solutions Inc., 2010a]. This community-based web site allows users to
register an account, and upload work samples from eleven different programming languages to share
with others. Site members and members can then comment, vote for, and download these samples.
We chose C/C++ work samples to form Coll-P that were organised together on Planet Source
Code. The construction of Coll-P was completed in February 2009 using work samples available on
the web site at that time. When constructing Coll-P, we queried for all C/C++ samples that were
zipped by their authors, and then individually downloaded samples from authors with many samples
from the author profile web pages.
During collection construction, we went through the samples alphabetically and we expect there
to be some bias towards software with names beginning with letters ‘a’–‘d’, since these linked sam-
ples were followed to identify all other samples by that author.
We also only considered samples organised in zip archives and ignored the other content types
(copy-and-paste source code snippets, articles, tutorials, and third party reviews), since we were only
interested in complete software. Some archives were omitted that were not correctly compressed,
or used an alternative extension other than *.zip. We simply chose to avoid attempts to decompress
samples that were compressed with rare or ambiguous file formats.
Samples from authors with public profile web pages were the only ones considered, as these pro-
file web pages have clickable links to find all samples by the author. This meant that we could process
one author in full at a time. These authors represented fewer than half of the entries considered, and
others may belong to authors that chose to not have publicly viewable profiles. Nevertheless, this pro-
cess allowed us to generate a far larger collection than any used by previous researchers for source
code authorship attribution.
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Finally, we ignored accounts that were clearly shared by multiple authors. For example, we
ignored account names with two clear author names included such as “Name1/Name2”, since author
discrimination is beyond the scope of this thesis.
The downloading of content continued until we had obtained 1,095 samples belonging to 100
authors with between 5 and 57 samples per author. We expect there to be more authors with 5 or
more samples, but at this point we were mostly encountering samples from authors we had already
processed. We omitted a further 120 authors with between 2 and 4 work samples per author to
maintain a reasonable amount of training data per author. The mean program length was 984 lines of
code with a median of 316, so the sample lengths were heavily left-skewed. In addition, byte-identical
samples and samples with no C/C++ sources were omitted and all samples were again anonymised
for consistency with the other collections.
When analysing Coll-P, we observed that the samples represented a wide variety of demograph-
ics. For example, the content is ranked using four tags being “beginner”, “intermediate”, “advanced”,
and “unranked”. In addition, the sampled profile web pages suggested that the samples belong to in-
dividuals such as hobbyists, high school students, higher education students, freelancers, industry
professionals, and occasionally technical text book authors. Some users have used aliases for their
account names representing company names, however in most cases these seem to belong to a single
author, judging by the author descriptions, making them suitable for our experiments.
The subject matter of the work samples varied greatly. Many samples are implementations of
small games such as tic tac toe, snakes, bricks, pong, and so on. Other samples provide implemen-
tations of fundamental algorithms and data structures. Further samples belong to common problems
such as calendars and calculators. We also found some samples that looked like programming as-
signments. Finally, a few samples are larger packages of sometimes unrelated programs, where the
authors have not made effort to separate their postings.
We note that the C and C++ content on Planet Source Code is branded together as “C/C++”, as
one of the content categories supported, so we did not attempt to separate the C and C++ sources.
Moreover, there are some C++ sources that partly or mostly consist of C code regardless, given that
most of C is a subset of C++. Using file name extensions as a definitive label, Coll-P comprises 14%
of C programs and 86% of C++ programs.
Finally, the number of samples that are modest variations of one another should be small, as
users are required to update existing samples instead of posting new variations, as instructed by the
moderators on rules of use pages.
For reference, explicit instructions with screenshots for reproducing Coll-P are given in Ap-
pendix B.
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3.2.4 Collection Coll-J
The final collection — Coll-J — was again generated from Planet Source Code content, but this time
using Java source files. The collection construction was again completed in February 2009 using the
same process described for Coll-P. The collection comprises 453 work samples by 76 authors with
between 3 and 36 samples per author. The Java content was scanned from end-to-end to identify
authors with many samples, but there were less Java samples than C/C++ samples available. As a
result, Coll-J is more modest with fewer authors, total samples, and a lower minimum number of
samples per author than Coll-P. However, this collection still has more authors and more samples
than the collections used by previous researchers, and this collection can simply be considered a more
difficult problem with fewer samples per author. The mean sample length was 667 lines of code and
the median was 250, thus the sample lengths were heavily left-skewed again similar to Coll-P.
All other steps for the production of Coll-J were the same for Coll-P. For example, we again re-
moved byte-identical duplicates, ignored samples without Java sources, and anonymised the sources.
Therefore, the instructions for reproducing Coll-P in Appendix B also apply for Coll-J.
There is potential for collections to be developed for other programming languages using Planet
Source Code content, provided that there is at least as many Java samples for those languages. How-
ever, we have chosen to set the scope to just C, C/C++, and Java for investigating cross-language
effects in this thesis.
3.2.5 Collections Coll-PO and Coll-JO
Coll-A and Coll-T had to be anonymised to comply with ethics requirements of our university by
stripping away source code comments and quoted strings. For consistency, we applied the same
procedures to Coll-P and Coll-J. However, since some of the source code authorship attribution
techniques by previous researchers have used comment-level and character-level software metrics in
making authorship judgements, we also need unmodified versions for at least some of our collections
when reimplementing that work. Therefore, we also use the original versions of Coll-P (named
Coll-PO) and Coll-J (named Coll-JO) for some comparisons in this thesis.
3.3 Analysis of the Collections
Our goal was to have representative collections across multiple programming languages and author
types. The collections constructed above met these goals with C, C/C++, and Java sources obtained
from both academic and freelance author types.
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We stress that the collections are large, and as a result we have only performed limited filtering
of undesirable samples. For example, we would expect some plagiarism incidents in the academic
collections that may mislead some classification decisions in our work. Moreover, we would expect
some authors sharing accounts and using multiple aliases in the freelance collections, however ac-
count sharing was somewhat alleviated by ignoring obvious shared accounts named in a format such
as “Name 1/Name 2”. Importantly, all approaches presented in this thesis (both our own and those
of previous researchers) are exposed to the same difficulties when compared to one another in bench-
marking experiments. We summarise that all reported results are likely to be slightly conservative, as
classification decisions would be easier if these problems did not exist.
It should be noted that Coll-A and (to a lesser extent) Coll-T are used in the development of our
approach in Chapters 5 and 6, and hence some critics may consider our approach to be overfitted to
these collections. We point out that all experiments in this thesis have been on random subsets of our
collections (except Section 6.1.1 (p. 136), which has an experiment using the full collection). For
example, there are
(100
10
)
≈ 1.73× 1013 possible subsets for the examination of ten-class author prob-
lems, and for any run it is unlikely that any of the approximately 1013 possible runs have been reused
within any single experiment. Moreover, Coll-P and Coll-J do not take part in the development of
our approach in Chapters 5 and 6.
We expect the quality of the work samples in Coll-P and Coll-J to be higher than Coll-A and
Coll-T. At Planet Source Code, there is motivation for the authors to submit good quality content, as
samples can be rated on a five-point scale from “poor” to “excellent”. These scores are then used for
the “code of the month” competitions and bragging rights. We have observed that some participants
even plead for votes in their profiles. The academic collections cannot receive that level of exposure
and scrutiny for academic integrity reasons.
Next, we note that Coll-T is remarkable as it is balanced, having exactly the same number of
samples for all authors. For unbalanced collections, we expect the authors with the most samples to
be easier to classify given the extra training data. With the bias removed from Coll-T, this thesis
importantly includes both balanced and unbalanced collections, which allows problems concerning
bias towards prolific authors to be explored.
The data in Table 3.2 provides a side-by-side comparison of all collections used in this thesis. It
is useful in accounting for differences in the accuracy scores between collections.
We have provided additional data regarding the number of samples per author in Figure 3.3 and
the lengths of the programs in Figure 3.4. In Figure 3.3 we show that Coll-A has the highest mini-
mum number of samples per author, and this additional training data may make classification deci-
sions easier when using Coll-A. Next, Coll-P has a minimum of five submissions per author and
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Property Coll-A Coll-T Coll-P Coll-J
Total Authors 100 272 100 76
Total Samples 1,597 1,632 1,095 453
Minimum Samples 14 6 5 3
Mean Samples 16 6 11 6
Maximum Samples 26 6 57 36
Author Type Student Student Freelance Freelance
Language C C C/C++ Java
Minimum LOC 1 61 8 9
Median LOC 650 849 316 250
Mean LOC 830 1,108 984 667
Maximum LOC 10,789 15,613 58,457 15,057
(a)
Property Coll-A Coll-T Coll-P Coll-PO Coll-J Coll-JO
Total Bytes 23,644,903 34,793,688 21,328,232 30,309,701 7,241,002 9,565,502
(b)
Table 3.2: Key collection properties for all collections. (a) Number of authors, number of samples,
mean and range of work samples per author, author type, programming language, and lines of code
(LOC). Collections Coll-PO and Coll-JO have the same lines of code as Coll-P and Coll-J respec-
tively, as anonymised lines were replaced with blank lines, hence the numbers of lines of code are not
repeated for these. (b) Sizes of the collections in bytes.
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Coll-J has just three. Finally, Coll-T is not shown as the distribution is uninteresting with exactly
six samples per author, however this consistency will reduce bias towards prolific authors.
In Figure 3.4 we show the distribution of sample lengths in hundreds of lines of code. Firstly,
this figure reveals that our freelance collections Coll-P and Coll-J have far higher proportions of
trivial samples with fewer than 100 lines of code compared with Coll-A and Coll-T, which may
make classification more difficult for the freelance collections. Figure 3.4 also shows that Coll-T has
a higher concentration of samples at the peak of the graph than in Coll-A, which may reflect more
consistency in the samples in Coll-T, since all authors in that collection completed the same tasks.
3.4 Comparison of Our Collections to Collections in Previous Work
Table 3.3 provides a comparison of the collections used in this thesis, and the collections used in all
eight previous source code authorship attribution contributions by other researchers that have pub-
lished empirical results in this field. Prior to the creation of our collections, the collection by Mac-
Donell et al. [1999] had the largest number of work samples (351), and the collection by Ding and
Samadzadeh [2004] had the largest number of authors (46). We have exceeded both of these with our
collections. In contrast, Lange and Mancoridis [2007] still have the largest average sample length in
their collection (11,166 lines of code), however the collection is otherwise modest with only 60 work
samples. The comparison given in Table 3.3 demonstrates that our collections are very suitable for
advancing the field.
Finally, we summarise the desirable properties of collections discussed in Section 3.1, which we
have been able to meet, partly meet, or not meet at all in relation to the collections by the other
researchers. For reference, the properties are number of authors, number of samples per author,
sample lengths, chunking avoidance, representativeness, multiple author types, multiple languages,
single authorship, correct authorship, identifying features, and availability, which we now summarise
in turn.
• We have met the number of authors requirement, as we have more authors in our collections
than any previous contribution in source code authorship attribution.
• We have met the number of samples per author requirement for Coll-A, as this collection has
the highest minimum number of samples figure of any collection as shown in Table 3.3.
• We have met the sample lengths requirement for Coll-A and Coll-T, as these collections have
the longest average sample lengths amongst all of the academic collections. We were not able
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(b) Coll-P (c) Coll-J
Figure 3.3: Histograms depicting the number of samples for each author for Coll-A, Coll-P, and
Coll-J respectively. Coll-T is not shown as Coll-T has exactly six samples for each author. (a)
Coll-A: All 100 authors are shown. (b) Coll-P: Five authors with thirty-two, thirty-nine, forty-two,
forty-four and fifty-seven samples are not shown for brevity. (c) Coll-J: One author with thirty-six
samples is not shown for brevity.
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(c) Coll-P (d) Coll-J
Figure 3.4: Distribution of sample lengths in all collections in hundreds of lines of code, truncated to
the nearest 100 lines. Collections Coll-PO and Coll-JO have the same lines of code as Coll-P and
Coll-J respectively, as anonymised lines were replaced with blank lines, hence they are not shown.
Note that samples with more than 5,000 lines of code are omitted from the graph for brevity: (a)
Coll-A: Four samples are not shown with the largest being 10,789 lines of code. (b) Coll-T: Six
samples are not shown with the largest being 15,613 lines of code. (c) Coll-P: Twenty-nine samples
are not shown with the largest being 58,487 lines of code. (d) Coll-J: Five samples are not shown
with the largest being 15,057 lines of code.
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ID Num Range Total Range LOC Average Exper- Lang-
Auth Work Work LOC ience uage
M07 7 5–114 351 †1–1,179 †148 Mixed C++
F08a 8 6–8 54 36–258 129 Low Java
F08b 8 4–29 107 23–760 145 High Java
F08c 8 2–5 35 49–906 240 High Lisp
F08d 8 4–5 35 52–519 184 High Java
T08 8 3–3 24 ‡200–2,000 ‡450 Low Java
E12 12 6–7 83 ‡50–400 ‡100 Low C++†
T12 12 3–4 ‡42 ‡100–10,000 ‡3,500 High Java
L20 20 3–3 60 †336–80,131 11,166 High Java
S20 20 3–3 60 †336–80,131 †11,166 High Java
K29 29 — 88 — — Mixed C
F30 30 4–29 333 20–980 172 High Java
D46 46 4–10 225 — — Mixed Java
Coll-J 76 3–36 453 9–15,057 667 High Java
Coll-P 100 5–57 1,095 8–58,457 984 High C/C++
Coll-A 100 14–26 1,597 1–10,789 830 Low C
Coll-T 272 6–6 1,632 61–15,613 1,109 Low C
Table 3.3: Comparison of our collections to those used by eight other research groups. Codes
are given in the first column indicating a surname initial and problem size: (M07) MacDonell
et al. [1999], (F08a) Frantzeskou et al. [2006a;b], (F08b) Frantzeskou et al. [2005; 2006b],
(F08c) Frantzeskou et al. [2008]; Frantzeskou [2007], (F08d) Frantzeskou et al. [2008]; Frantzeskou
[2007], (T08) Kothari et al. [2007], (E12) Elenbogen and Seliya [2008], (T12) Kothari et al. [2007],
(L20) Lange and Mancoridis [2007], (S20) Shevertalov et al. [2009], (K29) Krsul [1994]; Krsul and
Spafford [1996; 1997], (F30) Frantzeskou et al. [2006a;b], (D46) Ding and Samadzadeh [2004],
(Coll-J) Burrows et al., (Coll-P) Burrows et al., (Coll-A) Burrows and Tahaghoghi [2007]; Bur-
rows et al. [2009a]; Burrows et al., and (Coll-T) Burrows et al. [2009b]; Burrows et al.. For each
collection the remaining seven columns respectively represent the problem difficulty (number of au-
thors), range and total number of work samples, range and average lines of code of the samples,
level of programming experience of the sample owners (“low” for students, “high” for professionals,
and “mixed” for a hybrid collection), and programming language. To represent incomplete data, we
marked unobtainable data with a dash (—), and data obtained from personal communication with a
dagger (†), or double dagger (‡), where estimates were provided.
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to achieve this with our freelance collections, since many large projects tend to comprise team
efforts with multiple authors.
• We have been able to avoid the need to chunk our samples in any way.
• Our collections are representative in multiple respects. First, we have not removed outlier
samples of very short or long lengths, so that the full range of samples is represented. Moreover,
Coll-T is particularly representative, as every author has completed the same six tasks.
• We also have multiple author types (academic and freelance), multiple programming languages
(C, C/C++, and Java), no identifying features in the source code, and we have taken every
possible step to make the collections available.
The only remaining two properties that we cannot guarantee are single authorship and correct
authorship, as these relate to the honesty of the individuals. These properties could potentially be
met if the authors of the samples could be surveyed or interviewed, however this is likely to come
at the expense of the collection size, and therefore is a trade-off. However, we still consider the
experiment results presented in this thesis to be valid, as most large collections cannot be guaranteed
to be error-free, and margins for error must be considered when analysing results.
3.5 Roles of the Collections
Collections Coll-A, Coll-T, Coll-P, and Coll-J have been developed for different purposes. They
have also been used in different places in this thesis, which we explain here.
First, Coll-A is the training collection used when developing our information retrieval approach
for source code authorship attribution, and is used exclusively in Chapters 5 and Sections 6.1 (p. 135)
to 6.3. We only use one collection for developing our approach to avoid overfitting. That is, we
still want to have some unseen collections for reporting accuracy scores that are independent of the
development of our work.
Second, Coll-T is used for exploring the effect of timestamps on authorship attribution accuracy
in Sections 6.4 (p. 147) to 6.7. This work is also restricted to one collection as we deliberately limited
the number of samples per author we used in building Coll-T, to obtain a collection with reliable
timestamps. In all other collections we maximised the number of training samples per author, which
is generally preferable.
That leaves Coll-P and Coll-J exclusively for benchmarking experiments, which make up much
of the work in Sections 4.4 to 4.5 and Chapter 7. Nevertheless, we still report Coll-A and Coll-T
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results in these chapters for completeness. We believe that our random sampling experiment design
(discussed in Section 5.1, p. 110) essentially eliminates overfitting problems, as we have large collec-
tions available to sample. Therefore, we are not forced to use a whole collection for any individual
run, unlike all previous researchers in source code authorship attribution reviewed in Section 4.3.
3.6 Availability of the Collections
Given that benchmarking studies and reproducing the work of other researchers is a very time con-
suming exercise, we now discuss how we can share our collections with other researchers to reduce
future effort.
Concerning the academic Coll-A and Coll-T collections, we initially approached university staff
from the alumni office to contact past students, whose work appeared in those collections, to obtain
permission for use of their code for research purposes. This proved unsuccessful and we only ob-
tained a 4% response rate after waiting a few months.
We then explored how we could share the work samples in a way obfuscated enough such that
copyright is not breached. A safe approach is to share statistics about the number of each token
found in each sample and an identifier number for the author of that sample. We can also share
bigram statistics in a similar fashion, but we believe that any n-gram size greater than n = 2 would
risk the originals being reproducible. This means that only some of our work is reproducible for
Coll-A and Coll-T. The data is publicly available at http://hdl.handle.net/102.100.100/166.
Concerning the freelance Coll-P and Coll-J collections, the Planet Source Code web site terms
and conditions [Exhedra Solutions Inc., 2010b] stipulate that the content cannot be redistributed
without the permission of the original authors. Given that the Planet Source Code content spans
many years, we felt that trying to exhaustively contact individual authors using the email links on the
author profile pages would be similarly unsuccessful to our attempts with the alumni.
We also considered sharing lists of hyperlinks to the individual profile pages so that others could
collect samples from the same authors that we used. This is allowable since the terms and conditions
state that any “user may link to any of the pages in the site”, with the only exception being that
“linking may not be done when encased in a frame, without express written permission” of the web
site owner [Exhedra Solutions Inc., 2010b]. Providing links to the author profile pages would allow
fairly close replication of Coll-P and Coll-J, with the exception of dead links where profiles are
terminated or samples are removed. Moreover, this is an active web site and authors continue to
share their work and new authors continue to join often, therefore new samples will continue to
appear.
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Given the above problems, we suggest that researchers wishing to use collections similar to
Coll-P and Coll-J start afresh. In Appendix B we provide detailed instructions and screenshots on
how to reproduce these collections at Planet Source Code using the most up to date samples. More-
over, we have again released unigram and bigram statistics at http://hdl.handle.net/102.100.100/166.
Finally, we have recorded details of our collections on the Australian National Data Service
(ANDS) at http://services.ands.org.au/home/orca/rda/view.php?key=102.100.100/166. This service
maintains searchable content for collections of research data for Australian researchers.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the collections used in this thesis. In particular, we summarised impor-
tant criteria for collection construction, introduced the four collections in turn, compared the collec-
tions to one another and to those used by previous researchers, discussed the roles that each collection
plays, and provided details concerning the availability of our data. In short, we demonstrated that
these collections are highly suitable for the source code authorship attribution work in the remainder
of this thesis. Next, in Chapter 4 we review the previous work and compare the previous source code
authorship attribution approaches against one another.
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Benchmarking Previous Contributions
There is a vast amount of previous work in authorship attribution and closely related areas. We have
covered the necessary background material in Chapter 2, which leaves the individual contributions
from the previous work for review in this chapter. This chapter includes a literature review, followed
by our first experiments. First, we review the previous work in the field paying particular attention
to the individual methods, results, and outcomes. Second, we benchmark all previous source code
authorship attribution contributions using our collections introduced in Chapter 3 as a common set.
We begin the review in Section 4.1 by evaluating the approaches and results for related areas clos-
est to our work: plagiarism detection and genre classification. In Section 4.2, we review many natural
language authorship attribution approaches and their results. Then, all eight previous source code au-
thorship attribution approaches are reviewed in detail in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we explain our
methodology and how we reimplemented all the previous source code authorship attribution contribu-
tions to allow a fair comparison using our collections. The benchmarks for our information retrieval
approach presented in Chapter 5 are set in Section 4.5. We conclude this chapter in Section 4.6
by summarising our findings, and by highlighting the gap in the previous work for an information
retrieval approach for source code authorship attribution.
4.1 Related Areas
Two related areas introduced in Section 2.1.4 (p. 15) are of particular relevance to source code au-
thorship attribution research: plagiarism detection and genre classification. Plagiarism detection is
of interest as the use of software metrics has been popular in making both plagiarism and author-
ship decisions. For example, counting and complexity metrics have been used in both plagiarism
detection and authorship attribution. Genre classification is of interest as both the genre classification
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and authorship attribution problems have to deal with topic. For example, when distinguishing blog
and newspaper genres, it becomes important to not allow different topics such as sport, business, and
weather, to interfere with authorship decisions. We review each of these areas in turn paying attention
to the methods, results, and outcomes.
4.1.1 Plagiarism Detection
Frantzeskou et al. [2004] extended the source code authorship analysis four-heading taxonomy (au-
thorship identification, authorship characterisation, author intent determination, and author discrimi-
nation) by Gray et al. [1997], with a fifth category — plagiarism detection — to highlight the common
ground between authorship attribution and plagiarism detection. Plagiarism detection is concerned
with finding matching segments in work samples, whereas authorship attribution is concerned with
identifying the author of work samples using a trained model. The common ground between these ar-
eas is the use of metrics. Metric-based implementations have been used to analyse both stylistic traits
in authorship attribution and content similarity for plagiarism detection. However, comparison of au-
thorship attribution strategies to structure-based plagiarism detection systems such as JPlag [Prechelt
et al., 2002], is not appropriate, as these systems match contiguous work sample fragments against
one another. These approaches are not helpful in identifying authorship unless there are also non-
trivial chunks of matching content.
There are many tools to detect plagiarism in both natural language and source code. In particular,
source code approaches have been divided in the literature according to metric-based and structure-
based approaches [Verco and Wise, 1996]. We now review natural language plagiarism detection,
metric-based source code plagiarism detection, and structure-based source code plagiarism detection.
Natural Language Plagiarism Detection
Natural language plagiarism detection tools have been used on work such as essays and reports for
academic and corporate text-based domains. Hoad and Zobel [2002] described two methods for de-
tecting plagiarised text documents: ranking and fingerprinting. Ranking involves presenting the user
with a list of candidate answers sorted by similarity to a query; this approach is commonly used by
search engines to retrieve multiple answers to a query where there is not necessarily a single correct
answer. Ranking requires fast lookup of candidate documents using keywords through the use of an
inverted index. A similarity measure is employed to give a score for candidate documents [Witten
et al., 1999].
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Fingerprinting involves the computation of compact descriptions of documents, typically numeric
representations generated using a hash function. Selective fingerprinting can be used [Heintze, 1996]
to make the representation even more compact and hence more scalable. Selective fingerprinting can
be implemented with either fixed length fingerprints, where each fingerprint size is independent of
document length, or variable length fingerprints, where the fingerprints are relative to the size of the
full fingerprint. However, the selection of the document components that make up the fingerprint
is non-trivial. Fingerprint hashes can be chosen using random selection, which produces poor re-
sults [Heintze, 1996]. A better selection strategy is one that returns similar fingerprints for similar
documents by picking a fixed number of hashes with the lowest values [Heintze, 1996].
Concerning specific systems, Turnitin [iParadigms, 2007b] and iThenticate [iParadigms, 2007a]
are well-known text plagiarism detection tools. These systems compare submitted samples against
repositories of documents obtained from the Web and other sources. However, details of the inner-
workings of these systems are difficult to obtain due to commercialisation.
The EVE (Essay Verification Engine) plagiarism detection system [Stevens and Jamieson, 2002]
works similarly to Turnitin, as it compares documents to online sources. However, the comparison
is done using current versions of Web documents on the fly, instead of downloading the content into
a database. This means that although the content is fresh, the process is less efficient. Niezgoda and
Way [2006] alleviated this problem by identifying document passages with high average word lengths
in suspect documents, which were submitted as queries to the Google Web API for similarity analysis
to online documents. This approach is advantageous as only the most relevant candidate documents
are returned. However, there is an upper limit on the number of queries that can be processed from a
Google Web API account per day, so scalability is limited.
Concerning scalability, the repetition of a single sentence may be enough to indicate wrong-
doing or at least inappropriate or missing citation or quoting in plagiarism investigations. However,
scalability is a challenge in authorship attribution, as reasonable amounts of content are needed to
establish an authorial style. The exact amount is uncertain, as previous work has simply indicated
that increasing the amount of training data increases accuracy in general [Zhao and Zobel, 2005].
Scalability is also relevant when checking for plagiarism outside of a collection. An example
is comparing a collection of student essays to content that could have been copied online. There is
no authorship attribution software that is as scalable as existing out-of-collection plagiarism detec-
tion services, such as Turnitin [iParadigms, 2007b], which suggests that the scalability of authorship
attribution algorithms could be improved.
Plagiarism detection systems also need to be sensitive to proactive attempts to disguise inci-
dents. Mozgovoy [2007] used semantic analysis to gain an understanding of document parts of
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speech, and then substituted them with tokens indicating the presence of nouns, verbs, places, people,
(and other placeholders) to detect simple substitutions. However, we suggest that dissolving docu-
ments to parts of speech and other more generalised formats is unlikely to be helpful in authorship
attribution as individual word choices are important. For example, Kacmarcik and Gamon [2006] ex-
plained how the simple choice of “while” versus “whilst” represented good evidence in determining
the authorship of the Federalist papers [Mosteller and Wallace, 1963]. Reducing these words to a part
of speech (for instance, a conjunction token), would result in the loss of this stylistic trait.
Metric-Based Source Code Plagiarism Detection
Metric-based source code plagiarism detection systems use quantitative software measurements to
identify potentially plagiarised samples. The two most recent contributions in this area are the works
by Jones [2001] and Engels et al. [2007], which we now review.
Jones [2001] described an unnamed system based on a vector comprising a hybrid of three phys-
ical metrics (line, word, and character counts) and three Halstead metrics [Halstead, 1972] (token
occurrences, unique tokens, and Halstead volume) to characterise code. The Euclidean distance mea-
sure was used on normalised vectors of these measurements to score program closeness.
The Plague Doctor presented by Engels et al. [2007] is the only metric-based plagiarism detec-
tion system we have seen that has employed machine learning techniques. The key idea is to combine
the textual analysis techniques of widely accepted structure-based plagiarism detection tools, such as
MOSS (Measure of Software Similarity) [Schleimer et al., 2003] and JPlag [Prechelt et al., 2002],
with “cues that instructors themselves use when visually scanning two assignments for signs of pla-
giarism”, such as use of comments and white space that MOSS and JPlag ignore [Engels et al., 2007].
They proposed twelve software metrics that were used to train a neural network classifier for making
plagiarism decisions. The first metric is the output score of MOSS, which is the only representation of
a structure-based plagiarism detection system. The remaining metrics concerned differences between
duplicate source lines, misspelled words in comments, submission lengths, constants, string literals,
looping constructs, white space characters, and a random number as a sanity checking mechanism.
The work by Jones [2001] and Engels et al. [2007] are the only source code plagiarism detec-
tion systems using software metrics to appear more recently. The emphasis has since largely moved
towards structure-based systems. The earliest metric-based systems were amongst the first that im-
plemented electronic plagiarism detection, and some measured archaic features that are less relevant
to modern-day programming languages. However, the software metrics in this older literature are
still of interest, as these have driven almost all source code authorship attribution research to date.
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The other metric-based systems have employed between four and twenty-four metrics. The ear-
liest work is that of Ottenstein [1976], which used the n1, n2, N1 and N2 Halstead metrics [Halstead,
1972] (defined in Section 2.4.1, p. 36) to indicate possible plagiarised Fortran programs when the
four values were the same. Robinson and Soffa [1980] calculated the number of blocks, number of
statements per block, control structures used, and data types used in data structures, to eliminate pro-
gram pairs from contention that did not have measurement differences within heuristic ranges. Grier
[1981] built on the work of Ottenstein [1976] for Pascal programs with the introduction of three
new metrics: lines of code, variables used, and number of control statements. Dissimilarity of the
programs was then computed using the sum of the differences in the seven measurements. Whale
[1986] used a three-pass procedure to detect plagiarism in Pascal and Prolog programs; first, the
complexity of each source code block was computed with a complexity measure based on the indi-
vidual statements in the block; second, candidate samples were shortlisted with a nearest-neighbour
measure; and third, a variation of the longest common subsequence algorithm [Hirschberg, 1975]
was computed (a structure-based plagiarism detection component), to identify a final set of programs
for inspection. Finally, Faidhi and Robinson [1987] evaluated twenty-four counting metrics and in-
trinsic metrics (such as those dealing with flow control and modularisation), and found that the latter
category contributed more towards plagiarism detection.
All of the above approaches are relevant to authorship attribution due to the use of software
metrics. Even features that are easy to modify by plagiarists such as comments are of interest in au-
thorship attribution. These features are conversely a limitation in existing plagiarism detection work
such as that by Faidhi and Robinson [1987], as these are easy to modify to hide plagiarism. More-
over, authorship attribution features would benefit from being insensitive to program length, so that
measurements are not biased towards short or long programs. This is unlike the work by Donald-
son et al. [1981], which presented a metric-based plagiarism detection system for Fortran code with
summation metrics that are sensitive to program length.
Structure-Based Source Code Plagiarism Detection
Mozgovoy [2007] reviewed three kinds of structure-based plagiarism detection systems: fingerprint-
ing systems, string matching systems, and parse tree systems, which we now review in turn.
The fingerprinting approach has been demonstrated in the MOSS software [Schleimer et al.,
2003], which hashes n-gram representations of source code to single integers. The complete set of
hashed values is the initial fingerprint. The pool of hashed values is then reduced in size by applying
a fingerprint selection algorithm called winnowing. In this algorithm, a sliding window of size w is
positioned over each value in the sequence of hash values in turn, and the smallest value is selected
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provided that it was not present in one of the previous windows. The rightmost value is selected in
the event of duplicates. The final fingerprint is therefore highly compressible, since the smallest hash
values have been selected.
Prechelt et al. [2002] described the JPlag structure-based plagiarism detection system with string
matching. First, the source code samples are parsed and converted into token streams. Second, the
token streams are compared in an exhaustive pairwise fashion using the greedy string tiling algorithm,
as used in the YAP (Yet Another Plague) plagiarism detection system [Wise, 1996]. Collections of
maximally overlapping token streams above a threshold length are stored and given a similarity score.
Program pairs with similarity scores above a threshold percentage are made available to the user, with
links to pairs of interest for manual side-by-side inspection, as shown in Figure 4.1.
Parse tree comparison refers to making use of the hierarchy of programs for similarity calculation.
This has been demonstrated by Gitchell and Tran [1999] in the sim plagiarism detection tool that tries
to best align each program module between two programs and compare their similarity using global
alignment [Needleman and Wunsch, 1970]. Belkhouche et al. [2004] essentially implemented parse
trees by transforming the source code into tree-like structure charts. They then identified highly cou-
pled regions and compared the structural similarities of these regions with those of other programs.
Mozgovoy [2007] compared the speed and reliability of fingerprinting, greedy string tiling, and
tree-matching methods. They have expressed the performance of these categories as a trade-off be-
tween speed and reliability. The speed was expressed in terms of the runtime complexity of the
software that they analysed in each category. They suggested that fingerprinting is the fastest, fol-
lowed by string matching and tree matching respectively. Their observation was that speed comes
with a reliability trade-off, and hence the order of these categories for reliability is reversed.
In other work, Burrows et al. [2006] described a scalable code similarity approach that uses the
Zettair search engine [Search Engine Group, 2009], to index n-grams of tokens extracted from the
parsed program source code. At search time, the index is queried using the n-gram representations
of each program to identify candidate results. Candidate results above a similarity threshold are
then filtered using the local alignment approximate string matching technique [Smith and Waterman,
1981]. Burrows et al. [2006] showed that their work is competitive and highly scalable compared to
MOSS and JPlag.
Generally speaking, structure-based plagiarism detection systems such as the ones reviewed
above are unsuited to verify authorship, as they aim to identify functionally equivalent code, rather
than stylistically consistent code. However, since n-grams are typically used to represent small pat-
terns of adjacent features, their use can indicate general preference of features that regularly occur
near one another. Therefore, the use of n-grams is the construct we take from the above structure-
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Figure 4.1: The JPlag plagiarism detection system interface showing the similarity scores of various
program pairs with student numbers marked as “0000000”. Permission to use a JPlag screenshot
was provided by JPlag creator Guido Malpohl on 11 May 2010.
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based plagiarism detection literature for our information retrieval approach to source code authorship
attribution in Chapter 5. Moreover, since the work by Burrows et al. [2006] has demonstrated suc-
cessful use of information retrieval together with plagiarism detection, it raises the question on how
well information retrieval can be used with source code authorship attribution.
4.1.2 Genre Classification
Genre classification is of interest to our research, as it is another classification problem like authorship
attribution that has to go through similar key steps: collection construction, feature selection, training,
and classification.
Koppel et al. [2002] addressed the binary gender-classification and fiction/non-fiction classifi-
cation problems. Using function words and parts-of-speech n-grams together with the Balanced
Winnow classifier [Littlestone, 1988], they achieved “approximately 80%” accuracy for gender clas-
sification, and 98% accuracy for fiction/non-fiction classification.
Dalkilic et al. [2006] addressed the binary problem of distinguishing text written by people from
text generated by machines. Machine-generated text indexed by search engines is problematic, as
it can inflate search engine rankings and consume resources. Human-authored texts were obtained
from online journal archives, and machine-generated texts were created from a random paper gener-
ator and random permutations of the authentic texts. Using a support vector machine and either term
frequency or compression ratios as features, they classified authentic texts from samples generated
by a computer science random paper generator with at least 99.8% accuracy, but had mixed results
for their artificial documents based on character, word, and block-level transformations of legitimate
documents, with a few lower than the 50% random chance threshold. The strong result in distinguish-
ing authentic texts from the computer science random paper generator texts may be due to limited
variability exhibited in those samples.
Drucker et al. [1999] addressed the binary spam-detection problem. This problem is similar
to machine-generated text detection, but spam can also be written by people, hence they used a
collection of 3,000 email messages containing 850 spam messages, word occurrence features, and
boosting for classification. They achieved 98.76% classification accuracy for the full messages. Parts
of the messages were then explored in isolation such as the subject or body, but these variations were
less effective.
Abou-Assaleh et al. [2004b] addressed a typical binary genre classification for source code: mali-
cious code detection. They used a collection of Internet worms and a collection of binary executable
viruses, each mixed with benign code. An average of 91% classification accuracy was achieved
across both collections using the Common N-Grams (CNG) method. This method compares lists of
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the most common byte-level n-grams truncated at a fixed profile length. This method is based on the
work by Keselj et al. [2003], and is reviewed in Section 4.2.
Meyer zu Eissen and Stein [2004] conducted an eight-class genre classification experiment on a
collection containing the following web page genres: help, article, discussion, non-private portrayal,
private portrayal, link collection, and download, as mentioned in Section 2.1.4 (p. 22). They used
thirty-five features comprising ratios of HTML tags, closed word sets (such as average numbers of
currency, date, and name symbols), punctuation symbols, and parts of speech, using a support vector
machine classifier. They achieved “about 70%” accuracy.
Santini [2007] used a mixture of stop words, parts of speech tags, and HTML tags as features
for seven and eight-class genre classification of web pages. The eight-class collection and categories
are those by Meyer zu Eissen and Stein [2004] above. The seven-class categories are: blog, e-shop,
frequently asked question, online newspaper frontpage, listing, personal home page, and search page
mentioned in Section 2.1.4 (p. 22). Using a support vector machine classifier, they achieved 90.6%
accuracy for the seven-class problem and 68.9% accuracy for the eight-class problem.
Kanaris and Stamatatos [2007] used character-level n-grams and HTML tag frequency informa-
tion on the same seven-class and eight-class problems investigated by Santini [2007]. They achieved
96.5% accuracy on the seven-class problem and 84.1% accuracy on the eight-class problem, improv-
ing upon the previous benchmarks. These results are directly comparable to the work of Santini
[2007] due to the reuse of the collections.
The multi-class problems are of more interest when used to confirm the authorship of student
assignments than the binary problems reviewed above in this thesis, as the multi-class scenario has
to scale to many candidate authors. However, the two-class (or one-class authorship verification)
problem is also of interest, as it is applicable to legal proceedings where it can be applied to copy-
right infringement claims. Moreover, the multi-class and binary classification is often combined
when multi-class classification is implemented with multiple binary classifiers [Voloshynovskiy et al.,
2009].
4.2 Natural Language Authorship Attribution
Natural language authorship attribution is an extensive field, but too large for an exhaustive review
in this thesis. Instead, we now review several representative contributions in this area to allow us to
make some insightful comparisons to the source code authorship attribution literature.
Juola and Baayen [2005] collated seventy-two custom written texts belonging to eight student
authors in a prescribed set of genres (fiction, argumentative writing, and descriptive writing) and top-
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ics (such as telling a detective story, arguing the health risks of smoking, and providing a description
of soccer). Using a two-class experiment design for all author pairs, they achieved 86.9% accuracy
using cross-entropy. They found this technique to be more effective than comparable previous studies
using principal component analysis and linear discriminant analysis. They argued that the method
is valuable as only modest amounts of training data are required. In particular, they claimed that
“authorship of a disputed document can be determined using less than a page of data” [Juola and
Baayen, 2005].
Argamon et al. [2003b] conducted authorship attribution experiments using online discussion
board postings from three types of newsgroups, consisting of arts literature, computational theory,
and C programming content. This is a much more difficult problem, as newsgroup postings tend to be
quite short, and the average length for the postings was between 61 and 167 words, depending on the
collection. A further problem was quoted content, which had to be removed. Argamon et al. [2003b]
used function words, Internet abbreviations, capitalisation, word positioning/placement, word length,
and line length features, with the exponentiated gradient algorithm [Kivinen and Warmuth, 1997]
for classification. They achieved 66%, 73%, and 99% classification accuracy for the arts literature,
computational theory, and C programming collections respectively for the two-class problem, and the
scores degraded to 20%, 19%, and 33% respectively for the twenty-class problem.
Next, Grieve [2007] conducted a comprehensive study to evaluate the effectiveness of thirty-
nine types of features falling under the following headings: word length, sentence length, vocabu-
lary richness, character frequency, word frequency, punctuation frequency, word-level n-grams, and
character-level n-grams. A collection of newspaper opinion articles from forty authors was collected
for their experiments, which allowed the author to attempt several problem sizes ranging from two-
class to forty-class. Using a Chi-square statistic for classification across all feature sets, Grieve [2007]
found that the word and punctuation mark profile was the most effective with 95% accuracy for two-
class attribution, down to 63% accuracy for forty-class attribution. Some of the n-gram profiles for
character-level n-grams were nearly as effective, with the n = 2 and n = 3 sizes being the most effec-
tive.
Grieve [2007] concluded with an experiment that combined sixteen of the individual feature sets,
which comprised seven of the most effective individual sets and nine other sets representative of the
categories tested. Two voting models were tested to classify the work samples. In the first model,
authorship was attributed to the author that received the most votes from the sixteen systems, with
each vote having the same weight. In the second model, the vote weights were proportional to the
effectiveness of the individual feature sets evaluated previously. Both voting models were more effec-
tive than all of the individual models, with the weighted voting model achieving the highest accuracy
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scores with 97% for two-class attribution, down to 69% for forty-class attribution. This combined
feature set was the only aggregation, so an obvious experiment for future work is to combine all
thirty-nine together or as many as applicable.
In other work, a series of ten-class experiments were conducted on the same collections of Greek
newspaper articles in several papers [Stamatatos et al., 1999; 2000; 2001; Keselj et al., 2003; Peng
et al., 2003; 2004; Stamatatos, 2006], making comparison of those competing approaches possible.
The first collection comprises twenty samples of work from each of ten authors of journalistic arti-
cles, such as reports and editorials. These 200 samples are stratified into 100 for training and 100
for testing. Similarly, the second collection also comprises 200 samples from the same newspaper
containing scholarly articles, typically authored by writers of academic, rather than journalistic back-
ground, covering areas such as culture, history, and science. We refer to the first collection as the
journalistic collection, and the second collection as the academic collection henceforth.
In the first contribution [Stamatatos et al., 1999], the authors extracted twenty-two features con-
cerning use of sentences, punctuation, parts of speech, and higher-level language statistics. We refer
to these features as the non-lexical feature set henceforth, as inferred by Stamatatos et al. [2001].
They achieved 69% accuracy using multivariate linear multiple regression on the journalistic collec-
tion.
Stamatatos et al. [2000] extended the above work with the introduction of an additional classifi-
cation algorithm (discriminant analysis), the remaining collection (academic), and three new feature
sets. The first feature set comprised five vocabulary richness measures taken from five separate schol-
arly works, as summarised by Stamatatos et al. [2000]. The remaining two feature sets comprised
vectors of frequencies of the thirty and fifty most common words in the collections normalised by
sample length. They found that the non-lexical feature set resulted in the highest accuracy score when
used with discriminant analysis, with 72% accuracy on the journalistic collection and 70% accuracy
on the academic collection, which represents a modest improvement on the earlier controbution [Sta-
matatos et al., 1999].
Stamatatos et al. [2001] then repeated some of the above work on the academic collection using
a discriminant analysis classifier paired with the fifty most common words or the non-lexical feature
set. The fifty most common words received 74% accuracy, the non-lexical feature set received 81%
accuracy, and these feature sets combined received 87% accuracy. This finding that combining fea-
ture sets results in higher accuracy is consistent with the work by Grieve [2007] discussed above.
In other work by Spracklin et al. [2008] using ratio and entropy-based features, the finding was fur-
ther corroborated. Yet further agreement was found in the work by Zheng et al. [2003] for three
classification algorithms evaluated on collections of email and newsgroup messages.
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Peng et al. [2003] used a language model with character-level n-grams on the same collection
of Greek journalistic and academic articles. They increased the accuracy to 74% and 90% for these
collections respectively for these ten-class problems. Peng et al. [2003] reported that the journalistic
and academic Greek newspaper article collections are more heterogeneous and homogeneous respec-
tively, suggesting that language modelling on homogeneous collections is an effective approach based
on the 90% accuracy result. Peng et al. [2004] followed up with another incremental improvement
with 96% accuracy on the academic collection using a naive Bayes classifier, word-level n-grams as
features, and the n-gram length set to n ∈ 1,2,3,4.
Keselj et al. [2003] explored the Common N-Grams method (CNG) (the pre-cursor to the Simpli-
fied Profile Intersection (SPI) metric covered in Section 2.7.10, p. 56), which incorporated normalised
frequencies of n-gram occurrence measurements. Using the same Greek newspaper article data sets,
they achieved the highest accuracy score on the journalistic collection of 85% when using n-gram
size n = 3 and profile length L = 4,000. When using the academic collection, they achieved the
highest accuracy of 97% when using n-gram size n = 4 and profile length L = 5,000. The profile
length L = 5,000 was the maximum length tested, so it is not clear if larger profile lengths will lead
to even higher accuracy scores. Moreover, it is unclear which combinations of n-gram length and
profile length are statistically insignificant from one another, as no statistical significance tests were
reported.
Next, Stamatatos [2006] also used common n-grams like Keselj et al. [2003] above, but instead of
simply counting the number of n-grams in common regardless of normalisation, they instead treated
each common n-gram and its frequency as a feature for linear discriminant analysis. Normally, up to
10,000 features as used in this work is prohibitive for many classifiers, so they used a process called
exhaustive disjoint subspacing, where the pool of features is divided into a number of equal-sized
parts, and the inclusion of each feature in each part is chosen randomly. The smaller feature sets are
used for classification in turn, and the outcomes are combined to determine the overall most likely
author. Stamatatos [2006] again used the journalistic and academic Greek newspaper collections
described above. They showed that their approach was more effective than a support vector machine
baseline and indeed the other contributions above. The highest accuracy results were generally for
3-grams and feature set sizes of 6,000 to 10,000 n-grams, where they achieved 96% accuracy for the
journalistic collection and 100% accuracy for the academic collection. However like Keselj et al.
[2003] above, they also did not attempt to generalise their results and determine a single combination
of n-gram length n and number of features (or profile length L) that is effective in general. This makes
the choice of these parameters difficult for unseen problems.
Stamatatos [2007] proposed new variations of the CNG method including a variant labelled d2,
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which incorporates an average profile of all the training samples concatenated in its calculations.
This variant is advantageous as it can assign higher weight towards specific n-grams that deviate
more from the typical profile. Using Reuters collection data [Lewis et al., 2004], they concluded that
this alternative is preferred over SPI and CNG, particularly for the longest tested profile lengths of up
to L = 10,000. However, this contribution again did not explore beyond this boundary.
Next, the thesis by Zhao [2007] is a major benchmarking contribution for natural language au-
thorship attribution. The first paper incorporated in this thesis by Zhao and Zobel [2005], used a
collection of newswire articles from Associated Press that formed part of the TREC-2 evaluation
framework [Harman, 1995]. Effectiveness and scalability of naive Bayesian, Bayesian network, near-
est neighbour, k-nearest neighbour, and decision tree classifiers were evaluated using 365 function
words as features. In two-class to five-class experiments with either 50 or 300 samples per au-
thor, Zhao and Zobel [2005] found that the Bayesian network classified the samples most accurately,
whilst the decision tree classified the samples least accurately, and was most sensitive to changes
in the number of authors and number of samples per author. Results were also given for one-class
classification where a fixed number of positive samples (25 or 300) were mixed with increasing num-
bers of negative samples up to 1,600. The results showed that accuracy declined steadily as noise
increased, that the nearest neighbour classifier was most accurate when 25 positive samples were
used. The Bayesian network and both nearest neighbour classifiers were most accurate when 300
positive samples were used. Finally, they performed some timing experiments and found that the
fastest classifiers were the least accurate, so the choice of classifier is application dependent.
In their follow-up paper, Zhao et al. [2006] introduced Kullback-Leibler divergence and a support
vector machine to attribute authorship. They used book chapters from the Gutenberg project [Hart,
2010], and newswire articles from Reuters [Lewis et al., 2004], to form additional collections to
complement the Associated Press collection from the previous contribution [Zhao and Zobel, 2005].
They also introduced punctuation and parts of speech features to complement the existing function
word feature set. The Bayesian Network (the best performing classifier from the previous paper), was
inferior to both Kullback-Leibler divergence and the support vector machine, but the most effective
choice of these was dependent on problem size. Function words remained the most effective feature
set. The above results were for two-class classification, and the support vector machine was not
continued in the multi-class experiments as Zhao et al. [2006] claimed that “they cannot be directly
applied to multi-class classification”, but this has been shown to be untrue in other research for genre
classification [Meyer zu Eissen and Stein, 2004] and authorship attribution [Stamatatos, 2006]. Other
researchers have praised the use of support vector machines, with Joachims [1998] concluding that
they are ideal for problems with large feature spaces, and Diederich et al. [2003] going so far as
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stating that support vector machines are “currently the method of choice for authorship attribution”.
In remaining work, Zhao and Vines [2007] implemented a voting model based upon the results of
multiple classifiers and authorship is attributed to the author receiving the most votes. This combined
approach was shown to be more effective than the existing approaches. In the next paper, Zhao and
Zobel [2007b] explored the authorship search problem, where high scalability is needed to identify
other documents of the same authorship as query documents in very large collections. The best result
was 44.2% accuracy using P@10 on a collection of 500,000 documents. The final paper of Zhao and
Zobel [2007a] explored some classic literary questions such as whether or not Marlowe wrote any of
the works of Shakespeare, to which the conclusion was negative.
Recently, Koppel et al. [2009] proposed the use of meta-learning to address the scalability prob-
lem, or as they call it, the “needle in a haystack” problem. Using a collection of blogs from 10,000
authors, they achieved 56% accuracy using the 1,000 most frequent content features and the Cosine
measure to compute similarity. With random chance being just 0.01%, this result may seem remark-
able, but in practice a 56% success rate is not very helpful. Therefore they proposed a meta-learning
approach using a model based upon successful and unsuccessful sample/author pairs. Then, they
measured the closeness of new unseen pairs to the trained successful and unsuccessful groups, to ob-
tain a measure of confidence for attribution. Results showed that the 30% of the attributions closest
to the success group were correct 94% of the time, and when increasing recall to 40% they found
that those samples were attributed correctly 87% of the time. Other samples can be tagged as “do not
know”. The benefit of this approach is that it gives high confidence to a significant proportion of the
samples for this very large problem. Future work remains for further processing the “do not know”
cases.
One of the key findings of this section is that the combination of existing feature sets into larger
sets is generally more effective than the individual parts. However, this section is by no means an
exhaustive review of the natural language authorship attribution literature. For further reading on
natural language contributions, we refer readers to the appendix material by Koppel et al. [2009],
whom summarise seventy-four contributions spanning 1887 to 2008.
4.3 Source Code Authorship Attribution Contributions
The general process adopted by all previous contributions is outlined by the four-step diagram in
Figure 4.2. Step 1 is the collection construction step, where samples of code from many authors
are gathered to help classify new unseen samples. Step 2 is the feature selection and extraction
step, where suitable authorship markers are chosen and extracted from the samples. Step 3 is the
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Figure 4.2: General structure of a practical source code attribution system organised into four steps
for collection construction, feature selection, training and attribution. The bullet points under each
stage indicate the techniques that have appeared in the literature to date for the problem.
classification step that involves training a machine learning classification algorithm to classify the
new samples. Alternatively, similarity measurements can be used as distance measures between
sample pairs whether or not it is in the context of an information retrieval engine as per our work.
Step 4 is the attribution step, where authorship decisions are made based on the top ranked result, or
some voting scheme that combines several candidate results to assign authorship based on popularity.
We have identified works by eight other research groups for source code authorship attribution
that we now review. These are the works by Ding and Samadzadeh [2004] (canonical discriminant
analysis), Elenbogen and Seliya [2008] (C4.5 decision trees), Frantzeskou et al. [2006b] (nearest
neighbour measurement), Kothari et al. [2007] (Bayesian networks and voting feature intervals), Kr-
sul and Spafford [1997] (discriminant analysis), Lange and Mancoridis [2007] (nearest neighbour
measurement), MacDonell et al. [1999] (case-based reasoning, discriminant analysis, and neural net-
works), and Shevertalov et al. [2009] (nearest neighbour measurement). These contributions are later
treated as baselines in Section 4.5.
The majority of the previous studies outlined above used software metrics as features, such as
cyclomatic complexity [McCabe, 1976], Halstead metrics [Halstead, 1972], and object-oriented met-
rics [Ding and Samadzadeh, 2004], to capture stylistic traits. A collection of metrics is used as the
input to a classification algorithm to make authorship decisions, but the combinations of metrics have
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varied greatly in the literature. In this section we review the metrics and classification algorithms
deployed in the seven metric-based approaches [Ding and Samadzadeh, 2004; Elenbogen and Seliya,
2008; Kothari et al., 2007; Krsul and Spafford, 1997; Lange and Mancoridis, 2007; MacDonell et al.,
1999; Shevertalov et al., 2009].
For the eighth approach, Frantzeskou et al. [2006a] used n-gram features instead of software
metrics. In this work, the top L most frequently occurring byte-level n-grams were used to form a
profile for each author for comparison using the SPI measure reviewed in Section 2.7.10 (p. 56).
In sections 4.3.1 to 4.3.8 we chronologically describe in detail the methodologies of the eight
contributions above including their use of the classification algorithms and features. We make brief
remarks about other source code related work in Section 4.3.9. Finally, given that the approaches
also vary in terms of number of authors, number of samples per author, average program length,
programming language, and level of programming experience of the authors who contributed the
work samples, we also summarise the accuracy scores in Section 4.3.10 in consideration of these
variables.
4.3.1 Krsul and Spafford
Krsul [1994] created a taxonomy of sixty metrics derived from several sources on metric, style rule
and best practice topics. The taxonomy was divided into three parts comprising programming lay-
out metrics (such as white space use and placement of brackets), programming style metrics (such
as average comment length and average variable length), and programming structure metrics (such
as average function length and usage of common data structures). It is clear that some of the Krsul
metrics are provided for documentation and completeness purposes only. For example, some met-
rics required the programs to be executed to measure program correctness, however these metrics
are not helpful for non-compiling programs. Others required manual human intervention, such as
determining if the comments agree with the code, however this task would be too resource intensive
for large collections.
Using the above metrics, Krsul [1994] conducted a study using eighty-eight programs from
twenty-nine students, staff, and faculty members. Sixty-one of the programs were from student
projects, twenty-four were developed specifically for the initial pilot study phase of the project (eigh-
teen by students and six by experienced programmers), and the remaining seven were miscellaneous
samples created by faculty members. Krsul and Spafford [1996] reported that the programs devel-
oped by the faculty members averaged 300 lines of code each, but no data is provided about the
other groups. Krsul and Spafford [1996] achieved 73% accuracy using discriminant analysis. They
also tested all classification methods in the LNKnet software [Kukolich and Lippmann, 2004] and
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achieved 100% accuracy for a Multi-Layer Perceptron neural network. However, we believe that the
methodology for this later component is questionable, as they used four-fold cross validation with
approximately three samples of work per author. Some folds will thus have no data at all, which
may cause the classifier to function incorrectly. Therefore, we record the accuracy of this baseline
system as 73% from the discriminant analysis result alone (Table 4.1). Achieving 73% accuracy is
nevertheless a very good result given such a small collection, and it remains to be seen if this result
is repeatable for similar collections.
4.3.2 MacDonell et al.
MacDonell et al. [1999] used a collection of twenty-six metrics. Fourteen of these calculate the
number of instances of a particular feature per line of code. Several others deal with white space and
character-level metrics, such as the proportion of uppercase characters. The IDENTIFIED custom-
built software package was used to capture the metrics [Gray et al., 1998; Sallis et al., 1997].
Using the above metrics, MacDonell et al. [1999] used feed-forward neural networks, multiple
discriminant analysis, and case-based reasoning on a collection of 351 C++ programs by 7 authors.
Their best result came from a case-based reasoning model where they achieved 88% classification
accuracy. They also reported 81.1% accuracy from the other two methods. However, the collection is
problematic as the samples come from three different sources again: three programming text books
authors, three experienced commercial programmers, and a C++ compiler author. MacDonell et al.
[1999] provided data concerning the successful classification rates of the individual authors, but this
study had the smallest number of authors of all, and it remains to be seen if these good results are
repeatable with different authors. A further problem is the greatly varying number of samples per
author, as the authors created 5, 12, 26, 42, 68, 84, and 114 work samples respectively. We believe
this imbalance generates artificially inflated results, as the author with 114 samples will be easier to
classify given the large volume of work available. However, the author with five work samples will
be very difficult to classify, but this will hardly impact the overall reported success rate given the very
small number of work samples tested.
4.3.3 Ding and Samadzadeh
Ding and Samadzadeh [2004] used the same taxonomy as Krsul and Spafford [1996] to organise
candidate metrics under the programming layout, programming style, and programming structure
headings. The metrics obtained were from Krsul and Spafford [1996] and MacDonell et al. [1999] as
above, plus metrics described by Gray et al. [1998] in their paper about the IDENTIFIED software.
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These papers were all written about C and C++ metrics, so some language-specific metrics were
adapted for their Java collection. Ding and Samadzadeh [2004] used a stepwise discriminant analysis
feature selection algorithm to identify and remove metrics that contributed little or nothing towards
classification. However, the authors did not provide the final feature subsets in full or attempt to rank
all features, so it is difficult for other researchers to know which to use from this study. However,
they remarked that the layout metrics generally performed better than the style and structure metrics.
Using the above features, Ding and Samadzadeh [2004] used a collection of 225 Java programs
from 46 authors for fingerprint-based authorship attribution. They do not give exact figures concern-
ing the length of programs, but say that “the lengths of all of the sample programs in the collection
ranged from several hundred to several thousand lines of Java source code”. Moreover, the samples
belonging to the forty-six authors contained three distinct groups: forty authors were students from
computer science classes, five were creators of Internet shareware, and the final author was a gradu-
ate student. Ding and Samadzadeh [2004] commented that samples from the shareware and graduate
student groups exhibited high classification accuracy, but more work is required in this area given
that there were only five shareware authors and one graduate student author. They used canonical
discriminant analysis for classification, and in the best of their approaches, they achieved 62.7% ac-
curacy when separating individual source files within programs. Accuracy increased to 67.2% when
source files were kept together. The collection described predominantly contained computer science
assignments, so it is possible that they are first year projects, which may be difficult to classify due to
underdeveloped programming style.
4.3.4 Frantzeskou et al.
Frantzeskou et al. [2006a] distinguished themselves by implementing byte-level n-grams instead of
software metrics. This approach has the advantage of having a feature set that is independent of
programming language. That is, to apply the technique to programs in another language, the system
merely needs to generate n-grams for the collection, without consideration of the language constructs.
The authors experimented with a number of n-gram sizes and profile lengths when measuring
classification accuracy. They described a profile length L as being the L most frequent unique n-
grams, which means they are effectively comparing feature vectors truncated at length L. Therefore,
an author profile is created for each author, which is simply a list of the L most frequent n-grams in
the training data for that author. Authorship is attributed to the author whose profile has the highest
number of common n-grams from the profile of the query document; that is, the profile with the
highest SPI score (see Section 2.7.10, p. 56).
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The authors evaluated two similarity measures for classification, which were the Relative Dis-
tance (RD) measure by Keselj et al. [2003] and the SPI measure developed by themselves. They
found SPI to be effective particularly for the longest profile lengths evaluated, which was L = 3,000
reported in the paper by Frantzeskou et al. [2006a].
The experiment methodology separates each collection into training and testing parts of roughly
equal size, taking care to stratify the work samples as evenly as possible. The collections tested
contained between 34 [Frantzeskou et al., 2008] and 333 [Frantzeskou et al., 2006a] samples, with
varying programming language (C++, Java and Lisp), problem difficultly (from six-class to thirty-
class), and sources (student assignments and industry sources) [Frantzeskou et al., 2006a]. The re-
sults were best summarised by Frantzeskou et al. [2006b], where they explained that their method
achieved 88.5% accuracy on an eight-class student problem, 100% accuracy on an eight-class indus-
try collection problem, and 96.9% accuracy on a thirty-class industry collection problem. A problem
exists in that many n-gram sizes and profile lengths are tested and the most effective combinations
do not agree with one another between collections. Nevertheless, these classification rates are quite
exceptional, especially given that collections had modest mean program lengths of 129, 145, and 172
lines of code respectively.
The authors tested a range of values of n-gram length n and profile length L [Frantzeskou et al.,
2005; 2006a;b; 2007; 2008]. Depending on the experiment, different conclusions were drawn about
the most appropriate choices for these parameters, with values around L = 2,000 and n = 6 being
more common. The specific conclusions across five publications were as follows:1
• “... 4 < n < 7 and 1,000 < L < 3,000 provide the best accuracy results.” [Frantzeskou et al.,
2005];
• “The best result corresponds to profile size of 1,500” and n-gram length n = 7 [Frantzeskou
et al., 2006a];
• “... the best classification models are acquired for n-gram size 6 or 7 and profile size 1,500
or 2,000.” [Frantzeskou et al., 2006b];
• “The experimental results presented here indicate that the best classification models are ac-
quired for n-gram size 6 or 7 and profile size 1,500 or 2,000.” [Frantzeskou et al., 2007];
• The most accurate results were for 6 < n < 10 and 3,000 < L < 8,000 [Frantzeskou et al., 2008].
1Usage of the ‘<’ symbol was incorrect in these publications, and the recommendations should be read as though ‘≤’
was used instead.
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The values tested were in the ranges 2 ≤ n ≤ 10 and 200 ≤ L ≤ 10,000 across all publications
combined, but we suspect that the most accurate combinations are still unclear, as there were multiple
results reporting 100% accuracy in the experiments, and some were on the boundaries of the n and L
ranges listed above. This is addressed in Section 7.2 (p. 175).
A limitation of this approach is the existence of the profile length parameter L that must be
tuned to each individual problem. For example, some profiles may be shorter than a chosen L,
indicating that some samples will be truncated while others are left alone. This creates bias towards
the truncated profiles of maximum length. Additionally, profile lengths longer than the largest profile
are superfluous unless this is intended as a way to avoid truncating profiles. Therefore, statistics about
the distribution of profile lengths in a collection are needed up front.
4.3.5 Kothari et al.
Kothari et al. [2007] tested two sets of metrics on two classifiers. The first set of metrics consisted
of feature histograms based on six metric classes. However, the number of measurements for each
class are unbounded and depend upon the collection content. For example, the “leading spaces” class
counts the number of times each level of indentation occurs. The bounds depend upon the values
that appear at least once, which indicates there may be thousands of measurements made on each
program. For example, an indentation metric would have individual measurements for lines that have
zero, one, two, three (and so on) spaces for indentation. The number of measurements required for
this indentation metric could be very large, since any indentation level is allowed. Six metric classes
were chosen consisting of the distributions of leading spaces, line length, underscores per line, tokens
(or words) per line, semicolons per line, and commas per line.
The second metric set measures occurrences of byte-level n-grams. So it is similar to Frantzeskou
et al. [2006a] above, but the approach measures occurrences of the metrics instead of matching co-
ordinates. The n-gram length n = 4 was derived empirically. Byte-level 4-grams that did not appear
in at least two author profiles were omitted from consideration, and with eight-class and twelve-class
problems in their work, this represents about 20% of the authors in the general case. For our col-
lections, there are 6,184 (Coll-A), 3,610 (Coll-T), 3,713 (Coll-P), and 2,954 (Coll-J) candidate
byte-level 4-grams that appear in 20% or more of the author profiles for the collections respectively,
as summarised in Figure 4.3.
These numbers of features are clearly too many, thus Kothari et al. [2007] used entropy to identify
the fifty most discerning metrics for each author. Entropy was calculated for the frequency of occur-
rence of each feature for the samples belonging to each author, and the author profiles in the whole
collection. The author entropy scores were divided by the whole collection entropy scores for each
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Figure 4.3: Frequency of byte-level 4-grams in author profiles. Note the maximum x-axis values
vary according to the number of authors in the collection. We note that some values for Coll-T and
Coll-P could not be plotted due to some zero-frequency points and the use of logarithmic scales.
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metric, and the top fifty were selected. In a ten-class experiment, this results in the pool of metrics
being set to 500 for example.
Kothari et al. [2007] did not combine the fifty metrics per author together. Instead, the sets of fifty
metrics are kept separate, with classification taking place on each set. Confidence scores are taken
for the results belonging to the author of the metrics used for each classifier. The confidence scores
are then pooled and ranked, with the highest result being used for each attribution.
This approach is possibly the least scalable of all the previous studies we have evaluated. For
example, if the problem size increases from 10-class to 100-class, then the number of classification
steps increases proportionally. The Kothari et al. [2007] work is the only approach we have seen that
requires an increase in the number of classification models as the pool of authors increases.
Concerning collections, two Java collections were used in the study. The first was a collection of
single-author projects by twelve authors, with three to four samples per author. The other collection
consisted of samples from eight undergraduate students with each contributing three assignments.
Finally, the two sets of metrics were passed through naive Bayes and voting feature interval
classifiers in the Weka machine learning toolkit [Witten and Frank, 2005]. The accuracy results for
the byte-level n-gram metrics were higher than the class-based metrics, so we just report the former
here. However, the byte-level n-gram results were split between the two classifiers. For the open
source collection, 61% accuracy was achieved for the naive Bayes classifier, and 76% accuracy was
achieved for the voting feature interval classifier. For the student collection, the naive Bayes classifier
achieved 69% accuracy and the voting feature interval classifier achieved 59% accuracy.
4.3.6 Lange and Mancoridis
Lange and Mancoridis [2007] used eighteen metric classes for generating feature histograms for
comparison. Each class contained a group of related features, such as the number of times each
flow control construct appears, hence they can be represented as histograms. The chosen metrics
included program features at the text level, where the code is simply treated as a series of strings,
and at the software metric level, where a full understanding of the programs is needed. Some of
the metric classes are finite such as the “comment” category, which counts the number of each type
of Java comment (inline, block, or JavaDoc), but others are somewhat unbounded; for example, the
indentation categories count the number of times each level of indentation occurs for spaces and tabs
similar to the work by Kothari et al. [2007] above. The metric classes used are almost a superset of
those used by Kothari et al. [2007], except for the semicolons per line and commas per line classes.
The full list consists of the use of access statements, brace positions, comment tokens, control flow
statements, spaces/tabs for indentation, inline spaces/tabs, trailing spaces/tabs, periods, underscores,
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switch statements, switch/case blocks, words per line, first character of words, word length, and line
length.
Using the above metric classes, Lange and Mancoridis [2007] used a nearest neighbour classifica-
tion method on histogram representations of these metrics, where each bar is a counter for the number
of times that a particular measurement appears in a given sample. The above process is then refined
with the use of genetic algorithms to reduce the feature space. The most effective feature combination
derived from the genetic algorithm consisted of eight of the metric classes and gave a classification
accuracy of 55%, which is fairly low. Considering the low number of training samples per author,
we believe that the SourceForge projects may have been a problematic choice, since it is likely that
the creators of these samples reused code from publicly available sources, which would weaken in-
dividual authorship traits. Such code reuse may be less prevalent in academic student projects, for
example, where students are given explicit instructions to avoid plagiarism and code reuse.
4.3.7 Elenbogen and Seliya
The work by Elenbogen and Seliya [2008] is perhaps best described as a proof of concept. It in-
corporates just six metrics chosen from heuristic knowledge and personal experience: lines of code,
number of comments, average variable name length, number of variables, fraction of for-loop con-
structs compared with all looping constructs, and number of bits in the compressed program using
the WinZip compression software [WinZip Computing, 2009].
Elenbogen and Seliya [2008] used a C4.5 decision tree for classification and a collection contain-
ing samples belonging to twelve students with seven samples per author, except for one that had six
samples. They achieved 74.7% classification accuracy, but they noted the preliminary nature of this
study, and future work is suggested for constructing larger collections.
4.3.8 Shevertalov et al.
Shevertalov et al. [2009] took four of the Lange and Mancoridis [2007] metrics classes (leading
spaces, leading tabs, line length, and words per line), and used genetic algorithms to determine the
most effective way to discretise the measurements. The major contribution of this work is regard-
ing how to implement discretisation with genetic algorithms. Using a nearest-neighbour classifier
in Weka, they reduced 2,044 bins down to 163, but they did not provide details on this final set,
nor how they are shared between the metric classes. Using the SourceForge collection of Lange
and Mancoridis [2007], they achieved 75% classification accuracy. This was more effective than
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frequency-based discretisation (70% accuracy), range-based discretisation (65% accuracy), and us-
ing no discretisation at all (60% accuracy).
This contribution used a very small collection of sixty samples, of which twenty were used for
testing and no cross-validation was used. Therefore, just one different result would change an accu-
racy score by 5% alone. To mitigate this, Shevertalov et al. [2009] repeated the above experiments
with the samples in each project separated at the source file level to create additional training sam-
ples. Ding and Samadzadeh [2004] already demonstrated that this approach results in reduced accu-
racy, but Shevertalov et al. [2009] used this to confirm their earlier results and found that the results
of the file-level experiment came out in the same order as the previous experiment.
4.3.9 Other Work
Kilgour et al. [1997] described an approach using fuzzy logic metrics for authorship analysis, how-
ever this is only a preliminary analysis using just eight samples of work, so we do not report these
results, as meaningful trends cannot be discerned with this amount of data.
We found no further literature containing experiment results for source code authorship attribu-
tion, and to the best of our knowledge the eight contributions reviewed in Sections 4.3.1 to 4.3.8
above represent all of the empirical research towards source code authorship attribution to date by
other research groups. Related research has focused on other areas, such as providing a discussion on
the authorship attribution process for source code in general [Gray et al., 1997], or tools that facilitate
the extraction of metrics only [Gray et al., 1998].
4.3.10 Comparison of Published Results
We now summarise the reported results from the eight contributors reviewed in Sections 4.3.1 to 4.3.8
in Table 4.1, which is a variation of Table 3.3 that now includes reported accuracy scores. There are
many variables that must be considered when accounting for the differences, such as the properties
of the test collections, level of ability of the authors who contributed the work samples, choice of
programming language, and the features/classifiers used. Therefore, we do not think it is possible to
select any approach as being strictly more effective than another from this table alone.
For now, we observe that all of the Frantzeskou contributions have higher accuracy scores than
the remaining contributions. This observation is somewhat meaningful as their work was conducted
on the largest variety of collections. However, the potential overfitting of the n-gram length and
profile length parameters used in this approach could be detrimental. Therefore, a more precise
comparison of the features and classification algorithms can only be performed if the contributions
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ID Num Range Total Range LOC Average Exper- Lang- Accu-
Auth Work Work LOC ience uage racy
M07 7 5–114 351 †1–1,179 †148 Mixed C++ 88.0%
F08a 8 6–8 54 36–258 129 Low Java 88.5%
F08b 8 4–29 107 23–760 145 High Java 100.0%
F08c 8 2–5 35 49–906 240 High Lisp 89.5%
F08d 8 4–5 35 52–519 184 High Java 100.0%
T08 8 3–3 24 ‡200–2,000 ‡450 Low Java 69.0%
E12 12 6–7 83 ‡50–400 ‡100 Low C++† 74.7%
T12 12 3–4 ‡42 ‡100–10,000 ‡3,500 High Java 76.0%
L20 20 3–3 60 †336–80,131 11,166 High Java 55.0%
S20 20 3–3 60 †336–80,131 †11,166 High Java 75.0%
K29 29 — 88 — — Mixed C 73.0%
F30 30 4–29 333 20–980 172 High Java 96.9%
D46 46 4–10 225 — — Mixed Java 67.2%
Table 4.1: An extension of Table 3.3 providing a comparison of previously published results in
source code authorship attribution. Codes are given in the first column indicating a surname
initial and problem size: (M07) MacDonell et al. [1999], (F08a) Frantzeskou et al. [2006a;b],
(F08b) Frantzeskou et al. [2005; 2006b], (F08c) Frantzeskou et al. [2008]; Frantzeskou [2007],
(F08d) Frantzeskou et al. [2008]; Frantzeskou [2007], (T08) Kothari et al. [2007], (E12) Elenbogen
and Seliya [2008], (T12) Kothari et al. [2007], (L20) Lange and Mancoridis [2007], (S20) Shever-
talov et al. [2009], (K29) Krsul [1994]; Krsul and Spafford [1996; 1997], (F30) Frantzeskou et al.
[2006a;b], and (D46) Ding and Samadzadeh [2004]. For each baseline the remaining eight columns
respectively represent the problem difficulty (number of authors), range and total number of work
samples, range and average lines of code of the samples, level of programming experience of the
sample authors (“low” for students, “high” for professionals, and “mixed” for a hybrid collection),
programming language, and the reported accuracy score. To represent incomplete data, we marked
non-obtainable data with a dash (—), and data obtained from personal communication with a dagger
(†), or double dagger (‡), where estimates were provided.
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are reimplemented and then evaluated using the same test collections. We explain this methodology
and the results obtained in the remaining sections of this chapter.
4.4 Benchmarking Methodology
The eight approaches above were implemented between 1994 [Krsul, 1994] and 2009 [Shevertalov
et al., 2009] using either custom-built programs or off-the-shelf software. Many decisions were
needed in reimplementing this previous work. For Frantzeskou et al. [2006a], we were required
to make some carefully considered decisions about the choice of n-gram length and profile length
from their recommendations that spanned multiple publications. For the metric-based contributions,
we were required to make some decisions about the reimplementation of potentially thousands of
software measurements and a choice of common framework for the classification algorithms. We
review the Frantzeskou reimplementation decisions first in Section 4.4.1, followed by the metric-
based reimplementation decisions in Section 4.4.2. The remaining methodology that is common to
all approaches is then given in Section 4.4.3.
4.4.1 Reimplementation of Frantzeskou Approach
The choice of n-gram length n and profile length L were the main considerations for the reimple-
mentation of the Frantzeskou work. As discussed in Section 4.3.4, values L = 2,000 and n = 6 were
common recommendations, so these values were selected. These values were chosen for the initial
benchmark only, and we note that the Frantzeskou work is revisited later in Section 7.2 (p. 175).
For generating the profiles, we used the Text::NGrams software [Keselj, 2008] as per the previous
work and truncated the samples at L = 2,000. After that, only join operations are needed to determine
the number of n-grams in common between the query and author profiles.
4.4.2 Reimplementation of Metric-Based Approaches with Weka
For the metric-based approaches, we had many classification algorithms to test, so the Weka machine
learning toolkit [Witten and Frank, 2005] version 3.5.8 was chosen to be a common framework. Three
of the prior contributions already used Weka, which we repeated, and in the other cases we chose the
closest available classification algorithm in Weka.
First, since Elenbogen and Seliya [2008] also used Weka for a C4.5 decision tree implementation,
we choose the weka.classifiers.trees.J48 Weka classification algorithm implementation. Other prior
contributions that used Weka were a Bayesian Network classifier [Kothari et al., 2007] for which
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we chose the weka.classifiers.bayes.NaiveBayes implementation, a Voting Feature Interval classi-
fier [Kothari et al., 2007] for which we chose the weka.classifiers.misc.VFI implementation, and a
nearest neighbour classifier [Shevertalov et al., 2009] for which we chose the weka.classifiers.lazy.IB1
implementation.
Other baselines were not previously implemented in Weka, so alternatives were sought. We im-
plemented the nearest neighbour search of Lange and Mancoridis [2007] as weka.classifiers.lazy.IB1.
For the case-based reasoning model implemented by MacDonell et al. [1999] in the IDENTIFIED
package [Gray et al., 1998], we chose the weka.classifiers.lazy.IBk classifier. Rodriguez et al. [2006]
noted the similarity between a variation named the connectionist fuzzy case-based reasoning model
and the k-nearest neighbour classifier: “the Connectionist Fuzzy Case-Based Reasoning model was
compared with a closely related method: the standard k-NN classifier (IBk in the Weka package)”.
We also chose twenty nearest neighbours for our implementation (k = 20) as the default k = 1 is
synonymous with the weka.classifiers.lazy.IB1 classifier above. Using k = 20 represents 33% of the
instances for one run of Coll-T and a lower portion for the other collections. This was the only
occasion where we deviated from the default Weka classifier parameters.
For the neural network classifier used in the work by MacDonell et al. [1999], we selected the
weka.classifiers.functions.MultilayerPerceptron classifier. Widrow and Lehr [1990] described the per-
ceptron rule as one of the first neural network implementations first published in 1960.
To represent discriminant analysis as implemented by Krsul and Spafford [1997], MacDonell
et al. [1999], and Ding and Samadzadeh [2004], we used regression analysis. Meyers et al. [2005]
commented on the similarity of logistic regression (a form of regression analysis) to discriminant
analysis: “Discriminant function analysis is similar to logistic regression in that we use it to develop a
weighted linear composite to predict membership in two or more groups.” In Weka, several regression
classifiers are implemented including weka.classifiers.meta.ClassificationViaRegression, which we
select for our baseline comparison.
Additional steps were needed for reimplementing the Kothari et al. [2007] work. This involved
training separate classification models for each author of each run and generating confidence scores
so that these scores could be pooled and ranked. A summary of all classification algorithms is given
in Table 4.2.
The remaining work required the exhaustive reimplementation of the software metrics that ap-
peared in the seven metric-based contributions. We collapsed the metric classes from the three con-
tributions from Drexel University by Kothari et al. [2007], Lange and Mancoridis [2007], and Shev-
ertalov et al. [2009], as there is much overlap in the metric classes. The set of eighteen metric classes
by Lange and Mancoridis [2007] was the most comprehensive, as the contribution by Kothari et al.
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Contribution Classifier Weka Implementation
Krsul and Spafford [1997] Regression Analysis meta.ClassificationViaRegression
MacDonell et al. [1999] Case-Based Reasoning lazy.IBk
MacDonell et al. [1999] Neural Network functions.MultilayerPerceptron
MacDonell et al. [1999] Regression Analysis meta.ClassificationViaRegression
Ding and Samadzadeh [2004] Regression Analysis meta.ClassificationViaRegression
Kothari et al. [2007] Bayesian Network bayes.NaiveBayes
Kothari et al. [2007] Voting Feature Intervals misc.VFI
Lange and Mancoridis [2007] Nearest Neighbour lazy.IB1
Elenbogen and Seliya [2008] C4.5 Decision Tree trees.J48
Shevertalov et al. [2009] Nearest Neighbour lazy.IB1
Table 4.2: List of all Weka classifiers used in this thesis. Note that the Weka implementations all
begin with the common “weka.classifiers.” prefix.
[2007] only had two new classes out of six, and the four classes contributed by Shevertalov et al.
[2009] was a strict subset of those by Lange and Mancoridis [2007].
We note that some recommendations were given in the literature that subsets of some metric sets
generated more accurate results than the full sets. Krsul [1994] gave multiple recommendations con-
cerning the best metric subset without providing a recommendation for the best overall subset. Lange
and Mancoridis [2007] also gave multiple recommendations concerning the use of the top-ranked au-
thor for attribution or longer lists. Additionally, Ding and Samadzadeh [2004] reported results from
a subset without publishing the final list. Given the imprecise details concerning the composition of
such subsets, we simply use the full sets of published metrics in these cases.
Therefore, we now say that there are six feature sets for the metric-based contributions, and we
refer to the metric class contributions from Drexel University with the Lange and Mancoridis [2007]
citation from now on since their work represents most of the metric classes. The full metric sets are
documented in Appendix C.
Other decisions for implementation of the metrics are also described in Appendix C. This discus-
sion highlights metrics with difficult or impractical implementation requirements, language-specific
content, modifications that were required to avoid previously unconsidered error scenarios, and the
metrics that appear in multiple studies. Excluding the duplicates, we have reimplemented 172 metrics
altogether.
4.4.3 Methodology Common to All Approaches
We chose the ten-class problem for reporting our results. This was an arbitrary decision, but one
that is kept consistent throughout this thesis such that results between experiments can be easily
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compared. One exception is given later in Section 6.1.1 (p. 136). After randomly selecting all samples
by ten authors for a run, we can process more classification decisions by repeating this many times,
which increases the statistical power of the experiments. All previous contributions in source code
authorship attribution have generally used modest collections, where the whole collection was used
at once for the experiments. This design limits statistically significant trends that may be observed.
With 1,597 samples in Coll-A, one run using this collection will contain about 10% of the col-
lection or about 160 samples. For Coll-A, a full experiment consists of 100 runs or about 16,000
samples. The exact number of results depends on the authors that make up each run.2 For the other
collections, we processed 250 runs for Coll-T, 150 runs for Coll-P, and 250 runs for Coll-J, so that
similar numbers of results would be available for comparison between collections.
We expect there to be some overlap between the authors chosen for each run, however it is ex-
tremely unlikely that any two runs in an experiment are identical. Using Coll-A as an example, there
are
(100
10
)
≈ 1.73×1013 possible author subsets for selection for the one-in-ten problem, as explained
in Section 3.3. Duplication is extremely unlikely since, for example, we are using 100 randomly
generated subsets for Coll-A.
We also consistently use a leave-one-out cross validation experiment design to maximise the
amount of training data per author. This was done using the command-line version of Weka where
we set the number of folds parameter to match the number of instances of each run. We considered the
Weka experimenter module with its graphical user interface, which makes it easy to queue multiple
classifiers and datasets. However, this Weka module does not accommodate a varying number of
folds as the interface only accepts constant input for this parameter, which makes leave-one-out cross
validation experiments cumbersome for our data.
Finally, we mention that we use accuracy as the sole measure for reporting our results, since this
thesis has a very large number of experiments. Use of a second measure such as error rates becomes
important in binary classification, for example, where the naive baseline is 50% accuracy assuming
that the number of samples in each class is equal.
In summary, it is clear that there is little agreement between the feature sets and classification
algorithms in the previous studies. However, benchmarking them against one another using our
framework will allow the formulation of a baseline. The results of this work follow in Section 4.5.
2Coll-T is an exception as it has exactly six samples per author.
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4.5 Benchmarking Results
Results for the baseline reimplementations are shown in Figure 4.4. It is clear that some collections
represent more difficult problems than others, since the highest accuracy scores were generally for
Coll-P first, Coll-J second, Coll-A third, and Coll-T fourth. This observation is reiterated with
the average scores obtained for each set of twelve bars, which were 63.01%, 59.92%, 49.26%, and
42.33% respectively.
The results shown in Figure 4.4 demonstrate that the Frantzeskou approach (bars marked ‘f’) is
the most effective for all collections, with 66.40% accuracy for Coll-A, 67.57% for Coll-T, 85.74%
for Coll-P, and 82.96% for Coll-J. These scores therefore form the benchmark for our Information
Retrieval approach presented next in Chapter 5.
With the exception of the results for Lange and Mancoridis [2007], we note that the scores
achieved are much lower than those summarised in Table 4.1. We note that this is a difficult compari-
son to make given that the results for the previous methods were obtained using different collections.
However, we suspect that overfitting may account for some of the differences given the generally
small collections that were used in the previous work.
When repeating experiments as necessary, we found that successive repetitions of our multi-run
experiment design generally caused our results to vary by around 0.1% in accuracy. We note that this
observation is an estimate only. This could be improved by reporting the standard deviation or vari-
ance, however a large number of multi-run experiments would be required, which is impractical given
that each individual multi-run experiment is large. Nevertheless, around 0.1% variation accuracy was
rarely sufficient to change any key recommendation from our experiments.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we first reviewed all prior contributions from related research areas such as plagiarism
detection, genre classification, and natural language authorship attribution. We then described in
detail the metrics, classification algorithms, and general approaches of the source code authorship
attribution contributions from eight research efforts. Following this, we reimplemented and evaluated
the prior work on large collections to verify the state-of-the-art and create reliable benchmarks for
our own contributions. We identified that the leading baseline is the work using profiles of byte-
level n-grams by Frantzeskou et al. [2005]. Next, in Chapter 5 we present the development of our
information retrieval prototype for source code authorship attribution.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of all reimplemented prior contributions: (a) Krsul [1994] (regression anal-
ysis and 42 features), (b) MacDonell et al. [1999] (k-nearest neighbour and 26 features), (c) Mac-
Donell et al. [1999] (neural network and 26 features), (d) MacDonell et al. [1999] (regression
analysis and 26 features), (e) Ding and Samadzadeh [2004] (regression analysis and 56 features),
(f) Frantzeskou et al. [2006a] (simplified profile intersection (L = 2,000) and byte-level 6-grams),
(g) Lange and Mancoridis [2007] and colleagues (nearest neighbour and 56 features), (h) Lange
and Mancoridis [2007] and colleagues (Bayesian network and 56 features), (i) Lange and Man-
coridis [2007] and colleagues (voting feature intervals and 56 features), (j) Kothari et al. [2007]
(Bayesian network and 50 features per author), (k) Kothari et al. [2007] (voting feature intervals
and 50 features per author), and (l) Elenbogen and Seliya [2008] (decision tree and 6 features).
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Chapter 5
Applying Information Retrieval
Our review of previous contributions in Chapter 4 has identified eight approaches in source code au-
thorship attribution with published empirical results. Seven of these were metric-based approaches,
and the eighth approach used coordinate matching on n-grams. Our review of the published empir-
ical results suggested that the coordinate matching approach was the most accurate, and our bench-
marking experiment confirmed this finding when all previous approaches were reimplemented and
evaluated using our collections described in Chapter 3.
With a single non-metric approach providing the most accurate scores of all previous approaches,
an obvious next step is to try other non-metric approaches. In this chapter, we introduce our infor-
mation retrieval approach. This approach was initially motivated by the application of information
retrieval to source code plagiarism detection by Burrows et al. [2006].
In Section 5.1, we introduce our seven-step methodology comprising collection construction,
anonymisation, tokenisation, n-gram construction, indexing, querying, and measuring accuracy. Sec-
tion 5.2 gives results of initial experiments to identify a suitable n-gram size and similarity measure
for our initial model containing programming language operator and keyword features. We provide
a second increment of our model in Section 5.3 using a revised feature set chosen empirically. In
Section 5.4, we provide our first classification results, which replaces the previous results based on
reciprocal rank and average precision measurements, which were simply used to indicate the quality
of the ranked lists. The work in Section 5.5 explores the accuracy and efficiency trade-off of two
index construction methods. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 5.6 with a summary of the
contribution and a link to the chapter that follows.
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5.1 Methodology
To determine the author of a document in our information retrieval approach to authorship attribution,
we treat the document as a search engine query — the query document, written by the query author —
on an indexed collection with known authors. Our approach produces a list of all documents in the
collection ranked by estimated similarity to the query document. Ideally, all documents by the query
author would appear at the top of the ranked list, followed by all other documents.
Specifically, the methodology follows seven steps. The first two steps concern collection con-
struction, which are common to authorship attribution in general. The next four steps concern our
information retrieval methodology. Then the final step is evaluation. The steps are as follows:
1. Construct a collection (or collections).
2. Anonymise the data by renaming files and directories, and removing comments and string
literals from the source code.
3. Tokenise stylistic features from the source files, such as operators and keywords.
4. Convert each token stream into an n-gram representation by sliding a window of size n one po-
sition at a time across the token stream. Therefore, a token stream of length t tokens generates
t−n+1 n-grams.
5. Index all n-gram samples belonging to ten randomly selected authors using the Zettair search
engine [Search Engine Group, 2009]. Repeat for many indexes.
6. Use contentious samples as queries against the indexed samples in each index, producing a
ranked list of the closest matching samples.
7. Measure effectiveness of the approach using MRR (mean reciprocal rank) and MAP (mean
average precision) on the ranked lists of results over many queries.
Next, we describe each of these steps in detail.
5.1.1 Collection Construction and Anonymisation
The first step in any authorship attribution work is collection construction. In Chapter 3, we explained
how Coll-A, Coll-T, Coll-P, and Coll-J were constructed. In this chapter we only use Coll-A for
developing our approach to avoid overfitting concerns. Overfitting refers to tailoring an experiment
to produce good results for only limited data, and not applying more broadly. The other collections
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1 int main(void) /* Linked list driver. */
2 {
3 IntList il;
4 int anInt;
5 ListMake(&il);
6 while (scanf("%d", &anInt) == 1) /* All input. */
7 {
8 if (!ListInsert(&il, anInt))
9 {
10 fprintf(stderr, "Error!\n");
11 break;
12 }
13 }
14 ListDisplay(&il);
15 ListFree(&il);
16 exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);
17 }
Figure 5.1: The code sample is anonymised by removing all comments and string literals as high-
lighted. This is a modified sample from the Programming Techniques courseware [RMIT University,
2010a] at our university.
are used for other purposes as described in Section 3.5 (p. 74).
Next, our collections were anonymised by renaming files and directories, and removing com-
ments and string literals from the source code as previously described in Chapter 3. Figure 5.1 shows
a short source code sample to provide an example of the content that is removed during the anonymi-
sation step. The removed content is highlighted. This sample is used throughout Section 5.1 as the
running example.
5.1.2 Tokenisation
Recent plain-text authorship attribution work has demonstrated that commonly occurring function
words (such as “and”, “or”, and “but”) are strong markers of individual style [Zhao et al., 2006]. In
keeping with this approach, we next prepared surrogates of our data based on common components
of the source code samples in preparation for experimentation. We chose an initial representation
based only on the keywords and operators in the samples with all other content removed. We used
the flex lexical analysis tool [Flex Project, 2008] for generating these representations. We note that
the reduction was done at a lexical level, rather than with reference to the C language grammar, and
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1 int main (void)
2 { Keywords
3 IntList il; Operators
4 int anInt;
5 ListMake(&il);
6 while (scanf("", &anInt) == 1)
7 {
8 if (!ListInsert(&il, anInt))
9 {
10 fprintf(stderr, "");
11 break;
12 }
13 }
14 ListDisplay(&il);
15 ListFree(&il);
16 exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);
17 }
Figure 5.2: The Figure 5.1 code sample is tokenised by extracting all keywords and operators as
highlighted. Operators that occur in pairs (such as parentheses) are only processed once.
so overloaded tokens are not treated differently in this thesis. For example, the C language asterisk
character (‘*’) is used for both multiplication and pointer dereferencing. Following our working
example, the keywords and operators that would be extracted from the Figure 5.1 example are shown
in Figure 5.2.
All possible C language operators and keywords that could be extracted from Coll-A are refer-
enced in Table D.1 (p. 230) in Appendix D.1
5.1.3 N-Gram Construction
The extracted operator and keyword features are next converted into n-grams. The n-gram representa-
tion is used since n-grams capture the context of tokens by including their n−1 rightmost neighbours.
Prior to conversion to n-gram form, the tokens are first transformed into a two-character al-
phabetic code as shown in the example in Figure 5.3. This format is chosen since document pre-
processing in search engine indexing (described next in Section 5.1.4) typically strips away most
characters that are not alphanumeric.
1Appendix D also has listings of operators and keywords relevant for Coll-P (C/C++ language) and Coll-J (Java lan-
guage) in Tables D.2 (p. 231) and D.3 (p. 232) respectively. A separate table is not needed for Coll-T, as this collection
uses the same C language features as Coll-A.
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Figure 5.3 also shows the final transformation for our n-gram construction process. Here, the
twenty-six tokens extracted from the Figure 5.2 example are converted into twenty-one 6-grams. We
note that many candidate n-gram sizes are considered later in Section 5.2, and n = 6 is shown in
Figure 5.3 as an example only.
A problem arises when there are not enough tokens to make up at least one n-gram of the desired
length. In these cases, we had to remove those samples from further processing. This scenario
occurred for two samples in Coll-A, but not for the other collections.
5.1.4 Indexing
For our experiments, we reiterate that we chose to process many runs per collection, instead of having
one single large run, as explained in Section 4.4.3. That is, we chose not to index the samples from
all 100 authors in Coll-A at once. Instead, we indexed all samples belonging to 10 random authors,
and then repeated this 100 times to generate 100 indexes. This design allows us to generate larger
result sets for analysis.
Figure 5.4 shows a partial example of an inverted index for one run. The lexicon contains all
unique n-grams that were derived in Figure 5.3, which have been sorted lexicographically. The
inverted lists contain the statistics about the occurrences of the n-grams in the indexed samples as
explained in Section 2.5.2 (p. 42).
The Zettair search engine was chosen for all indexing and querying tasks. Zettair is desirable as
it is open source, fast, highly scalable, and it supports ranked querying [Search Engine Group, 2009].
5.1.5 Querying
When querying, each of the approximately 160 samples from a run is treated as a query in turn,
and is queried against the whole index. Figure 5.5 provides an example, where we have chosen to
represent the document identifier numbers using letters ‘A’ to ‘J’ to represent the ten authors, and a
natural number to indicate the sample number. Similarity between a query and each indexed sample
is computed with an information retrieval similarity measure such as those reviewed in Section 2.5.3
(p. 42). These are ranked in order of most similar to least similar to help us identify samples that are
of most interest stylistically.
5.1.6 Measuring Effectiveness
To evaluate the effectiveness of our work, we must measure the relative quality of the ranked lists
returned from the querying step in Section 5.1.5 above. We first measure effectiveness using the re-
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6 am wh pa pa co am
7 wh pa pa co am eq
8 pa pa co am eq if
9 pa co am eq if pa
10 co am eq if pa no
11 am eq if pa no pa
12 eq if pa no pa am
13 if pa no pa am co
14 pa no pa am co pa
15 no pa am co pa co
16 pa am co pa co br
17 am co pa co br pa
18 co pa co br pa am
19 pa co br pa am pa
20 co br pa am pa am
21 br pa am pa am pa
Figure 5.3: The features extracted from the Figure 5.2 code sample are all converted into a two-
character code. Then, a window of size six is moved across the token stream one position at a time
and the token-level 6-gram at each position is recorded. That is, a sequence of twenty-six unigrams
is transformed into a sequence of twenty-one 6-grams. Note that the spaces within each 6-gram
displayed are for readability only.
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amcopacobrpa
ameqifpanopa
amwhpapacoam
brpaampaampa
coameqifpano
cobrpaampaam
copacobrpaam
eqifpanopaam
ifpanopaamco
inpaamwhpapa
inpavoinpaam
nopaamcopaco
paamcopacobr
paamwhpapaco
pacoameqifpa
pacobrpaampa
panopaamcopa
papacoameqif
pavoinpaamwh
voinpaamwhpa
whpapacoameq
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
Lexicon Inverted Lists
Collection
Frequency
Document
Frequency
Document
ID
1: <A1,1>
1: <A1,1>
Figure 5.4: An example of an inverted index after the n-grams from Figure 5.3 have been inserted,
assuming the sample is given the document identifier “A1”. The inverted index contains the lexicon
of unique n-grams, and the inverted lists contain statistics about the occurrences of the n-grams in
the indexed data. The inverted lists for this one-sample index are trivial, but they generally increase
in length as additional samples are indexed. Another example of an inverted index was given in
Figure 2.6 (p. 43).
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A1
A1
... ... ... ...
...
...
...
... ...
...
A2 A3 A14 A15 A16
B14B3B2B1
C1 C2 C3 C14 C15 C16 C17
J15J14J3J2J1
Query
− − − − − − − − − − − − − − Indexed Content − − − − − − − − − − − − − −
Figure 5.5: Each indexed sample in a run is treated as a query in turn and evaluated for stylistic
similarity using an information retrieval similarity measure. The results are ranked from most similar
to least similar for identification of the samples that are of most interest. In this example, Sample A1
is currently the query for comparison to the approximately 160 samples in a run for Coll-A.
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Query A3 (poor result): Query A4 (good result):
Rank : Result Rank : Result
1 : A3 1 : A4
2 : B1 2 : A6
3 : J12 3 : E1
4 : A9 4 : A2
5 : B5 5 : D14
.. : .. .. : ..
160 : C4 160 : J3
Figure 5.6: Two ranked lists of samples. The left ranked list shows a poorer result than the right
ranked list when measured with reciprocal rank. Both ranked lists of results omit the query sample
from the list, which is normally at the first-ranked position.
ciprocal rank of the first correct author match for each query. We also measure effectiveness of whole
ranked lists using average precision. We can then compare competing approaches explored in this
chapter using Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Mean Average Precision (MAP) (see Section 2.5.4,
p. 47) expressed as percentages over all queries considered in 100 runs. We use this approach in Sec-
tions 5.2 and 5.3 while developing our model with an appropriate n-gram size, similarity measure,
and feature set.
Figure 5.6 provides two partial ranked lists as examples for evaluating the effectiveness of our
ranked lists using reciprocal rank. First, this figure highlights that the query documents must be
manually removed from the ranked lists. These are indicated with strike-through font. We expect
these to be at the top of the ranked lists, since a query sample matched against itself normally gives
a 100% similarity score for standard information retrieval similarity metrics. Note that we discuss
the implications of manually removing the query documents from the ranked lists (compared with
leaving them out of the indexes completely) in Section 5.5.
With the query samples removed from the ranked lists, we can then evaluate reciprocal rank using
the remainder of the ranked lists (about 159 samples for Coll-A). The left example in Figure 5.6 with
Query A3 shows the highest ranked sample from Author A as ranked third from the top (Sample A9),
so reciprocal rank is 13 or 33.33%. However, the right example with Query A4 is an encouraging result
as Sample A6 is ranked highest, so reciprocal rank is 11 or 100%. When MRR is used to average
results over about 16,000 queries, we should be able to discern statistically significant differences
between candidate n-gram sizes, similarity measures, and feature sets. Average precision and MAP
are used similarly to verify results.
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Finally, we note that this final step is for evaluating our methodology. It should not be confused
with the tokenisation, n-gram construction, indexing, and querying steps, which form our approach
to source code authorship attribution.
5.2 N-Gram Size and Similarity Measure
For the first increment of our model, we were required to choose an appropriate n-gram size and
similarity measure. For the n-gram size, we explored sixteen representations of our document sur-
rogates using n ∈ {1,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,30,40,50,70,90} to determine whether shorter or
longer patterns of tokens are good indicators of authorship.
For the similarity measure, we tested five different ranking schemes: Cosine [Witten et al., 1999],
Pivoted Cosine [Singhal et al., 1996], language modelling with Dirichlet smoothing [Zhai and Laf-
ferty, 2004], Okapi BM25 [Sparck-Jones et al., 2000a;b], and our own scheme named Author1 [Bur-
rows and Tahaghoghi, 2007]. The first four ranking schemes were already incorporated into the
Zettair search engine, and we left the default free parameters unchanged. For Okapi BM25, we kept
b = 0.75, k1 = 1.2, and k3 = 1010. For Pivoted Cosine, we left the pivot value at 0.2. For the language
modelling approach with Dirichlet smoothing, µ was left set to 2,000. Finally, Cosine does not have
free parameters.
The fifth metric that we named Author1, is related to the relative frequency model by Shivakumar
and Garcia-Molina [1995] and Garcia-Molina et al. [1996]. This measure is based on the idea that
the term frequency in a query and a document should be similar when the query is a document. We
define this measure as:
Author1(Q,Dd) =
∑
t∈Q∪Dd
1
min
(∣∣∣ fq,t − fd,t∣∣∣ ,0.5) . (5.1)
In Table 5.1, we illustrate the effectiveness of each combination of the five similarity measures
and sixteen different values of n. We found that the Okapi BM25 similarity measure combined
with 8-grams was most effective when measured in MRR (76.39%), and Okapi BM25 with 6-grams
was most effective when measured in MAP (26.70%). These results are underlined in Table 5.1.
We also examined the statistical significance of differences in MRR and MAP at the 95% con-
fidence level using a permutation test. A non-parametric test was needed, since the distribution of
reciprocal rank scores are very skewed towards 1.00. We chose the null hypothesis to be “no differ-
ence from the most effective MRR or MAP result”, and tested 2-gram up to 14-gram results for all
five similarity measures. Pivoted Cosine with 8-grams (75.89%; p = 0.24) and Okapi BM25 with 6-
grams (75.59%; p = 0.06) were the next two highest MRR results and the differences were found
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Gram Similarity Measure MRR% Similarity Measure MAP%
Size Au1 Cos Dir Oka P.Co Au1 Cos Dir Oka P.Co
1 51.53 59.41 23.36 42.66 28.49 17.05 19.85 12.22 17.72 13.31
2 65.80 68.44 28.33 67.34 53.33 20.73 22.50 12.98 23.24 18.25
4 72.00 74.10 53.43 75.52 72.79 23.91 25.10 19.33 26.00 23.70
6 73.85 74.42 59.42 75.59 74.70 25.71 25.82 20.44 26.70 25.52
8 75.49 74.94 61.17 76.39 75.89 24.96 24.65 19.58 25.61 25.00
10 73.72 73.35 60.44 74.95 74.69 22.78 22.73 17.76 23.47 23.25
12 74.17 73.45 61.39 74.95 74.55 21.57 21.42 16.95 22.01 21.75
14 72.77 72.20 62.41 73.51 73.32 19.09 18.93 15.74 19.38 19.28
16 71.63 71.12 63.55 72.20 72.25 16.81 16.71 14.73 16.98 16.97
18 70.41 70.14 64.21 70.81 70.86 14.59 14.65 13.31 14.79 14.81
20 67.96 67.92 64.48 68.27 68.33 13.36 13.41 12.66 13.53 13.54
30 60.40 60.37 60.11 60.53 60.50 9.92 9.91 9.78 9.94 9.95
40 54.48 54.40 54.39 54.48 54.48 8.51 8.51 8.49 8.52 8.52
50 50.82 50.93 50.84 50.92 50.93 7.76 7.76 7.73 7.77 7.76
70 45.98 46.00 45.78 46.04 46.03 6.44 6.45 6.43 6.45 6.44
90 42.98 43.00 42.85 43.02 43.01 5.72 5.73 5.72 5.73 5.73
Table 5.1: Effect of varying the n-gram size and similarity measure. Five similarity measures are
tested using sixteen different n-gram representations. The similarity measures are Author1 (Au1),
Cosine (Cos), language modelling with Dirichlet smoothing (Dir), Okapi BM25 (Oka), and Pivoted
Cosine (P.Co). Okapi BM25 with 8-grams for MRR and Okapi BM25 with 6-grams for MAP were
the most effective results and are underlined. Two further MRR results are rendered in boldface that
were not statistically different from Okapi BM25 with 8-grams at the 95% confidence level.
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to be statistically insignificant from Okapi BM25 with 8-grams. These results are also rendered in
boldface in Table 5.1. Moreover, the most effective MAP result (Okapi BM25 with 6-grams) was
found to have a statistically significant difference compared to all other tested MAP results. For ex-
ample, for the next best result using Okapi BM25 with 4-grams, the p-value p = 2.52×10−5 indicates
a statistically significant difference.2 We carried forward Okapi BM25 with 6-grams over 8-grams
for all following experiments for this reason, and also due to these representations having lower disk
space requirements.
The results for 6-grams using the Okapi BM25 measure are shown in further detail in Figure 5.7
for ten runs. Here, the results for each author are organised by decreasing mean reciprocal rank.
We note that there are few perfect results or complete failures in this data, as we observed only one
author with a MRR score of less than 50%, and only one author with a perfect MRR score of 100%.
Therefore, these results suggest that we do not have many authors with perfect or seemingly random
coding styles that will make authorship attribution easier or more difficult respectively.
Our results show that larger n-gram sizes are needed for source code authorship attribution than
for natural language authorship attribution. Character-level n-grams of lengths of two or three have
been shown to be most effective in natural language authorship attribution [Grieve, 2007]. In com-
parison, we note that there are about 4.14 characters per token in Coll-A using Coll-A data from
Tables 3.2 and 6.4, or effectively 4.14× 6 = 24.84 ≈ 25 characters per feature-level 6-gram that we
use in our approach. We believe that this difference is due to the limitations imposed on source code
by programming language, which requires more evidence to distinguish between authors. We also
suggest that the information content (or entropy) of the source code n-grams is lower than the natural
language n-grams, and the source code n-grams need to be longer to compensate.
The poorest n-gram results were for the lowest and highest n-gram sizes. Interestingly, the differ-
ence is more pronounced for the smaller n-gram sizes. We expect the larger n-gram sizes to be more
suitable for near-duplicate detection.
For the similarity measure results, the language model with Dirichlet smoothing is clearly inferior
to the other four measures. Cosine was most effective for the smallest n-gram sizes, however Okapi
BM25 was clearly best with the highest MRR score for nine of the sixteen n-gram results for both
MRR and MAP.
We do not report timings for our results in this thesis as the focus is on effectiveness. However,
we point out that the data structures chosen are naturally efficient. For example, the inverted index is
a highly efficient query-time data structure provided that the indexes can be reused.
2We do not adjust statistical significance thresholds using the Bonferroni correction [Abdi, 2006] or similar when
reporting on the statistical significance of our results. We instead simply provide the p-values where applicable.
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Figure 5.7: A sunflower plot showing the reciprocal rank scores for 100 authors from 10 runs of 10
authors each. Results for the authors are sorted by MRR in descending order. The strokes projecting
from each solid point (the “petals” of the “sunflowers”) represent additional points plotted at the
same positions.
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5.3 Selecting Source Code Features
Feature selection is non-trivial for authorship attribution and other classification problems. Work
by Oman and Cook [1990] alone provided 236 language-independent style rules compiled from 7
sources. It is clear that no researcher has explored all combinations of these exhaustively for the
purposes of source code authorship attribution given the number of combinations possible. Moreover,
the markers that are chosen in the literature are often arbitrary.
In this section, we improve our initial information retrieval model from Section 5.2 by introduc-
ing a more effective feature set. Supplanting the initial keyword and operator set, we first try remov-
ing unnecessary features in Section 5.3.1 using backwards feature selection to determine whether
removing bloat from our model improves effectiveness. Then we try the opposite and introduce in-
put/output keywords, function words, white space features, and literal features in Section 5.3.2, to
determine whether these can improve effectiveness.
5.3.1 Backwards Feature Selection
In this section, we perform backward feature selection to determine whether any keywords or oper-
ators can be omitted from the feature set without significantly reducing effectiveness. The goal is to
determine whether unnecessary noise caused by the use of all keywords and operators is adversely
impacting effectiveness. The set of keywords and operators that we used in our initial model are given
in Table D.1 (p. 230) from Appendix D.
We identify candidate features for removal based upon their total contributed weight to the Okapi
BM25 similarity measure. We implement backwards feature selection by progressively removing
features one at a time starting with the features with the smallest weight.
We found that backwards feature selection caused our MRR scores to degrade steadily. We
conjecture that this was caused by Coll-A having many small programs, since some of the programs
were reduced to no tokens after only a small number of features were removed. With no evidence
left to match query to document, such results were recorded as failures with a reciprocal rank of zero
assigned. We conclude that longer samples with more of the features present are needed for this type
of experiment to be effective. Therefore, we do not pursue backwards feature selection further.
5.3.2 Evaluating Feature Classes from the Literature
The Section 5.2 experiment used C language operators and keywords as an initial feature set. Then
in Section 5.3.1, we found that removing potentially unnecessary features did not help. Therefore,
we now consider introducing other types of features based on style guidelines from the literature.
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Much work is available that defines good programming style. For example, Cannon et al. [1997]
defined coding style guidelines such as commenting, white space, declarations, naming conventions,
and file organisation. Oman and Cook [1990] argued that many authors demonstrate personal pref-
erence, but suggested that empirical evidence is lacking to suggest that various guidelines offer
improvements over alternatives to readability, portability, maintenance effort, and so on. There-
fore Oman and Cook [1990] argued that a common paradigm is needed. They collated programming
style guidelines from many sources and organised them in a taxonomy, which we use as a basis for
categorising style features in our work. The taxonomy contains three main categories. Typographic
style refers to all aspects of code that do not affect program execution, such as commenting, nam-
ing characteristics, and layout (spaces, tabs, and new lines). Next, control structure style refers to
flow control tokens that affect algorithm implementation decisions, such as operators, keywords, and
standard library functions. Finally, information structure style refers to the organisation of program
memory, input and output such as data structures, and input/output functions such as printf and
scanf.
Based upon the above taxonomy, we create six classes of features for experimentation. From the
typographic style category, we experiment with white space features to represent the layout category,
and literal features to represent the naming characteristics category. We do not experiment with
comments, as we were required to strip these to comply with research ethics guidelines. From the
control structure category, we introduce standard header library keywords (such as constants, macros,
and function names) [Huss, 1997], which we collectively refer to as function words. We also retain
operators and keywords that were our starting point in Section 5.2. From the information structure
style category, we experiment with standard header library keywords from stdio.h to represent
input/output functions [Huss, 1997]. We ensure that these are excluded from the function words
category described above. The NULL and size_t tokens are also included that overlap with the
function words category. We do not experiment with data structure keywords, as we expect these
features to be infrequent. Moreover, there is some overlap with our literals category here. We provide
a summary of the number of tokens in each class in the top two rows of Table 5.2 with the complete
listings given in Tables D.4 (p. 233) and D.5 (p. 234) from Appendix D. The remainder of Table 5.2
shows the volume of tokens in Coll-A for each feature class. This data shows that white space
features dominate, followed by operators and literals. We also provide marked-up examples of all six
feature classes in Figure 5.8 based on our original code sample from Figure 5.1.
We experiment with all sixty-three (26 − 1) possible combinations of these feature classes, with
each combination forming a feature set. That is, we create 6-gram program representations with each
feature set in turn for our experiment design of 100 runs.
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1 int main(void)
2 {
3 IntList il;
4 int anInt;
5 ListMake(&il);
6 while (scanf("", &anInt) == 1)
7 {
8 if (!ListInsert(&il, anInt))
9 {
10 fprintf(stderr, "");
11 break;
12 }
13 }
14 ListDisplay(&il);
15 ListFree(&il);
16 exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);
17 }
(a)
1 int main(void)
2 {
3 IntList il;
4 int anInt;
5 ListMake(&il);
6 while (scanf("", &anInt) == 1)
7 {
8 if (!ListInsert(&il, anInt))
9 {
10 fprintf(stderr, "");
11 break;
12 }
13 }
14 ListDisplay(&il);
15 ListFree(&il);
16 exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);
17 }
(c)
1 int•main(void)¶
2 {¶
3 •••IntList•il;¶
4 •••int•anInt;¶
5 •••ListMake(&il);¶
6 •••while•(scanf("",•&anInt)•==•1)¶
7 •••{¶
8 ••••••if•(!ListInsert(&il,•anInt))¶
9 ••••••{¶
10 •••••••••fprintf(stderr,•"");¶
11 •••••••••break;¶
12 ••••••}¶
13 •••}¶
14 •••ListDisplay(&il);¶
15 •••ListFree(&il);¶
16 •••exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);¶
17 }¶
(e)
1 int main(void)
2 {
3 IntList il;
4 int anInt;
5 ListMake(&il);
6 while (scanf("", &anInt) == 1)
7 {
8 if (!ListInsert(&il, anInt))
9 {
10 fprintf(stderr, "");
11 break;
12 }
13 }
14 ListDisplay(&il);
15 ListFree(&il);
16 exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);
17 }
(b)
1 int main(void)
2 {
3 IntList il;
4 int anInt;
5 ListMake(&il);
6 while (scanf("", &anInt) == 1)
7 {
8 if (!ListInsert(&il, anInt))
9 {
10 fprintf(stderr, "");
11 break;
12 }
13 }
14 ListDisplay(&il);
15 ListFree(&il);
16 exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);
17 }
(d)
1 int main(void)
2 {
3 IntList il;
4 int anInt;
5 ListMake(&il);
6 while (scanf("", &anInt) == 1)
7 {
8 if (!ListInsert(&il, anInt))
9 {
10 fprintf(stderr, "");
11 break;
12 }
13 }
14 ListDisplay(&il);
15 ListFree(&il);
16 exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);
17 }
(f)
Figure 5.8: A code sample showing six feature classes for consideration in our model. (a) Operators.
(b) Keywords. (c) Input/output tokens. (d) Function tokens. (e) White space tokens. (f) Literal tokens.
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WS Op Lit KW I/O Fn Total
Features 4 39 5 32 60 185 325
Percent 1.23 12.00 1.54 9.85 18.46 56.92 100.00
Tokens 8,109,257 1,495,730 1,409,749 384,718 143,691 76,355 11,619,500
Percent 69.79 12.87 12.13 3.31 1.24 0.66 100.00
Table 5.2: Number of unique features in each feature class, and the distribution of tokens in Coll-A.
The six feature classes are white space tokens (WS), operators (Op), literal tokens (Lit), keywords
(KW), input/output tokens (I/O), and function tokens (Fn).
The top six rows of Table 5.3 provide a summary of the top performing feature sets (all of which
have a statistically insignificant MRR from Feature Set 50 (the top row) using a permutation test at the
p = 0.05 level). The bottom six rows show the performance of the six feature classes in isolation. As
can be seen, using feature sets that contain a single feature class leads to a poor ranking of documents
by the same author as the query, whereas selecting white space, operator, and keyword features
(Feature Set 50) leads to a high ranking of similarly authored documents.
Koppel et al. [2003] discussed that for text categorisation, “frequent but unstable features are
especially useful”, so we would expect the most frequent and diverse feature sets to be of most value.
White space features were the most prevalent as shown in Table 5.2 representing 69.79% of all tokens.
We believe they are especially useful as white space placement is a strong marker of programming
style. For example, the following two for-loop declarations are functionally equivalent, but the use of
white space can be helpful in distinguishing authorship:
for(i=0; i<limit; i++); for (i = 0; i < limit; i++);
In Figure 5.9 we plot the volume of tokens against the MRR score of each feature set. The feature
sets containing white space are separated (right hand side of six million tokens) from those that do
not (left hand side of six million tokens), as it is the class that contains the most number of tokens
in the collection (refer to Table 5.2). Our results show that the most effective feature set without
white space features had a MRR score of 4.49% less than the most effective feature set. This is
a statistically significant difference as shown by a permutation test at the 95% confidence interval
using the reciprocal ranks of the queries (p = 2.20×10−16).
We also show each half of the graph separated into three smaller parts. In each half, the rightmost
part contains both operator and literal features, the middle part contains one of these, and the leftmost
part contains neither. The part with neither is clearly the least effective in both halves of the graphs,
further supporting the observation that using more features enhances ranking effectiveness, as these
are the two most frequent classes of tokens after white space.
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F. Set Op KW I/O Fn WS Lit MRR MAP
50 Yes Yes Yes 82.28 41.33
58 Yes Yes Yes Yes 82.20 40.36
55 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 81.98 39.22
51 Yes Yes Yes Yes 81.74 39.74
54 Yes Yes Yes Yes 81.68 41.13
62 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 81.61 39.90
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
32 Yes 74.78 26.19
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
16 Yes 69.40 20.33
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
01 Yes 65.73 23.10
08 Yes 62.07 16.79
04 Yes 56.98 9.91
02 Yes 43.26 22.15
Table 5.3: Effectiveness of twelve of sixty-three tested feature sets sorted by MRR score. The six
feature classes are operators (Op), keywords (KW), input/output tokens (I/O), function tokens (Fn),
white space tokens (WS), and literal tokens (Lit) respectively. We omit the remaining fifty-one results
for brevity. These results shown demonstrate that operators, keywords, and white space features
together are strong markers of authorship. Note that the left-most column is a numeric identifier that
we refer to in the text to identify the feature set.
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Figure 5.9: Token volume plotted against classification effectiveness measured as MRR. The individ-
ual feature sets are divided into six rough areas caused by the prevalence of some classes of features
over others. White space tokens, operators, and literal tokens are the most dominant. Therefore the
six regions from left to right respectively represent: (1) none of these, (2) operators or literals, (3)
operators and literals, (4) white space, (5) white space and operators, or white space and literals,
(6) white space, operators, and literals. For example, the fifth region of the graph includes Feature
Set 50 as discussed in the text. This feature set has operators, keywords, and white space tokens, but
no literals. Note that the boxed region in the top-right corner is expanded in Figure 5.10 for clarity.
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Figure 5.10: An expanded view of the boxed region from the top-right corner of Figure 5.9 showing
MRR scores for twenty-nine of the sixty-three evaluated feature sets. Feature Set 50 is the most
effective with 82.28% MRR.
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Key observations were made when inspecting the volumes of each individual token. For example,
the ratio of new lines to carriage returns was found to be 16:1. This suggests that at least one out
of sixteen samples was not developed in our predominantly Unix-based environment, and this gives
a useful authorship marker concerning choice of operating system for programming assignment de-
velopment. The white space and literal tokens were all found in large quantities, as the nine tokens
that make up these categories were all within the top fifteen when totalling the volume of each token.
Of the remaining token classes, the parenthesis was the most prevalent operator token, int was the
most prevalent keyword, NULL was the most prevalent input/output token, and strlen was the most
prevalent function token.
In summary, in this section we have explored sixty-three feature sets, and we found that the white
space, operator, and keyword classes were most effective. In particular, this combination of classes
(named “Feature Set 50”) was also the most effective combination of all those evaluated. The MRR
score increased from 75.59% to 82.28% (+6.69%) and the MAP score increased from 26.70% to
41.33% (+14.63%) compared to the previous scores from Section 5.2. Therefore, this feature set is
carried forward for all experiments that follow.
5.4 Classification
The experiments in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 have used MRR and MAP to evaluate the quality of the
ranked lists. These scores have allowed us to make decisions for key parameters in our model,
such as choice of n-gram size, choice of information retrieval similarity measure, and choice of
feature set. Having made these decisions, the next step is to make actual authorship classification
decisions to measure the accuracy level of our model. In this section, we evaluate three methods for
deciding authorship, followed by a comparison of our accuracy scores to the reimplemented baselines
presented in Chapter 4.
5.4.1 Overall Results
In this section, we evaluate three metrics for determining classification accuracy. Therefore, the MRR
and MAP measurements that were only used to compare the quality of ranked lists in Sections 5.2
and 5.3 are no longer used.
First, the single best result metric attributes authorship to the author of the top ranked document.
The proportion of times that this is correct is used to calculate overall accuracy. This metric is the
only one that uses a single document from the ranked list for the authorship decision.
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Sample Sample Similarity Classified Author Single Best Result
Rank Author Score A 1.0
1 A1 0.8 B 0.0
2 B1 0.5 C 0.0
3 B2 0.5 Classified Author Average Scaled Score
4 C1 0.5 A (0.8 + 0.2 + 0.2 + 0.2 + 0.2) / 5 = 0.32
5 B3 0.5 B (0.5 + 0.5 + 0.5 + 0.2) / 4 = 0.43
6 B4 0.2 C (0.5) / 1 = 0.5
7 A2 0.2 Classified Author Average Precision
8 A3 0.2 A (1/1 + 2/7 + 3/8 + 4/9 + 5/10) / 5 = 0.52
9 A4 0.2 B (1/2 + 2/3 + 3/5 + 4/6) / 4 = 0.61
10 A5 0.2 C (1/1) / 4 = 0.25
Table 5.4: A ranked list of ten samples (left) and how the single best result, average scaled score and
average precision measurements vary depending on the order of samples in the ranked list and the
similarity scores (right).
Next, the average scaled score metric uses the Okapi BM25 similarity scores returned by the
search engine. The scores are first normalised against the score from the top-ranked document,
which is otherwise not considered in the ranked list. Then the normalised scores for each author are
averaged, and authorship is assigned to the author with the highest average score. Overall accuracy
is again the proportion of times that this is correct. This is the only metric that uses the absolute
similarity measurements of the search engine.
Finally with the average precision metric, we calculate the average precision for the documents of
each candidate author in turn, and assign authorship to the author with the highest average precision
score. Again, the proportion of times this is correct is used for calculating overall accuracy. This
metric is the only one that uses the relative similarity measurements of the search engine.
Table 5.4 provides example calculations of the three metrics on a dummy ranked list, comprising
samples from three authors named Author A, Author B, and Author C. This example demonstrates
scores that each metric would generate for the dummy ranked list. The author with the highest score
is classified as the correct author. Therefore according to the scores shown, the query sample (not
shown) is classified as Author A for the single best result metric, Author B for the average precision
metric, and Author C for the average scaled score metric. Then accuracy is the proportion of times
that the classified author matches the actual author of the query sample.
We present our classification experiment results in Table 5.5. When using the “single best result”
classification method, we correctly classified work in 76.78% of cases for the ten-class problem.
This is the best of our methods compared to “average scaled score” (76.47%, p = 0.52) and “average
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Num Single Best Result Average Scaled Score Average Precision
Auth Correct Percent Correct Percent Correct Percent
7 8,773 / 11,153 78.66% 8,795 / 11,153 78.86% 8,561 / 11,153 76.76%
8 9,954 / 12,686 78.46% 9,977 / 12,686 78.65% 9,739 / 12,686 76.77%
10 12,261 / 15,969 76.78% 12,212 / 15,969 76.47% 11,925 / 15,969 74.68%
12 14,381 / 19,110 75.25% 14,127 / 19,110 73.92% 13,909 / 19,110 72.78%
20 23,087 / 31,859 72.47% 21,885 / 31,859 68.69% 21,725 / 31,859 68.19%
29 32,782 / 46,387 70.67% 30,210 / 46,387 65.13% 30,469 / 46,387 65.68%
30 33,677 / 47,785 70.48% 30,864 / 47,785 64.59% 31,224 / 47,785 65.34%
46 50,309 / 73,362 68.58% 44,723 / 73,362 60.96% 46,200 / 73,362 62.98%
Table 5.5: Overall comparison of the three classification methods. Varying problem sizes are shown
including the ten-class problem that is largely used in our work, and other problem sizes from seven-
class to forty-six-class that have been used by other researchers (see Table 3.3, p. 73).
precision” (74.68%, p = 1.23× 10−5), but the difference was not statistically significant in the first
case as indicated.
In Table 5.5, we also present results for seven other problem sizes ranging from seven-class to
forty-six-class, which have been used in previous source code authorship attribution approaches, as
reviewed in Section 3.4 (p. 70). The motivation for repeating our experiment on the other problem
sizes is to consider whether the length of the ranked lists affects the three metrics evaluated. We
found that the “single best result” method was again most effective for the harder authorship attribu-
tion problems (twelve-class up to forty-six-class), however the “average scaled score” results were
marginally higher for the seven-class and eight-class problems by 0.20% and 0.21% respectively.
Most interestingly, the single best result metric produces the best results for the larger problem sizes,
possibly due to the other metrics being forced to process many potentially unhelpful results.
In summary, the “single best result” metric is most effective for most of the problem sizes consid-
ered, and we carry this forward for all experiments that follow. The other metrics are not used in the
remainder of this thesis. We also note that additional metrics could have been considered, but these
have been left for future work. In particular, a voting model could be implemented where the results
of multiple metrics are combined, and authorship is attributed to the author with the highest score for
the greatest number of metrics.
5.4.2 Comparing Accuracy to the Reimplemented Work
Figure 5.11 shows our ten-class result from Table 5.5 (using the single best result metric) against
the reimplemented baseline results from Section 4.5 for Coll-A. Our 76.78% classification accuracy
score is 10.38% above the next best accuracy score of 66.40% by Frantzeskou et al. [2006a]. We
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only show Coll-A results for now as this collection is used for developing our approach. More
improvements follow in Chapter 6, which resulted from our investigation of factors that affect the
accuracy of our approach. The full comparison is given later in Section 7.1 (p. 173).
An interesting result from Figure 5.11 is the general drop in results from the other researchers
compared to those reported in their original publications as summarised in Table 4.1. We have reim-
plemented the previous work as closely as possible as explained in Section 4.4, however the problem
sizes are of course different. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.11, which uses the ten-class problem
consistently, but Table 4.1 uses the problem sizes in the publications from seven-class to forty-six-
class. However, a surprising trend is that all of the larger problem size results in Table 4.1 are higher
than the ten-class results in Figure 5.11, with the exception of Lange and Mancoridis [2007]. The
discrepancy could be explained by the previous problems being easier based on the collections cho-
sen, or possible statistical anomalies from the use of modest collections. There is scope to further
explore this area by repeating the Figure 5.11 experiment for other problem sizes, but this remains as
future work, as the aim of this thesis is provide results consistently for the ten-class problem, given
the time requirements for each experiment. However, we briefly explore multiple problem sizes in
Section 6.1.1.
5.5 Managing the Number of Indexes
When implementing our methodology described in Section 5.1, the query documents were left in our
inverted indexes, but later omitted from the result lists as shown in Figure 5.6. A consequence of this
decision is that the indexed query document tokens still play a part in the calculation of the Okapi
BM25 formula. Specifically, raw document frequency ( ft), average document length (|Davg|), and the
number of documents (N) are affected.
However, the decision to leave the query document in the index was designed to improve the
efficiency of our index construction step and reduce disk space requirements. If the query document
is omitted, then the index for each query in a run will be different. Therefore, a run that normally
requires a single index will instead require approximately 160 indexes for Coll-A. Since the purpose
of an inverted index is to resolve queries efficiently, it is undesirable to make the most expensive step
approximately 160 times more expensive.
We decided to compare the accuracy scores of both approaches to ensure that our more efficient
choice did not adversely impact accuracy. For the more efficient option, we achieved 76.78% ac-
curacy for the one-in-ten classification problem, as shown previously in Figure 5.5 (12,261 queries
correct out of 15,969). For the less efficient option, we achieved a score of 76.52% accuracy (12,205
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Figure 5.11: Accuracy score of our model compared with the accuracy scores of the reimple-
mented prior contributions: (a) Krsul [1994] (regression analysis and 42 features), (b) MacDonell
et al. [1999] (k-nearest neighbour and 26 features), (c) MacDonell et al. [1999] (neural network
and 26 features), (d) MacDonell et al. [1999] (regression analysis and 26 features), (e) Ding and
Samadzadeh [2004] (regression analysis and 56 features), (f) Frantzeskou et al. [2006a] (simpli-
fied profile intersection (L = 2,000) and byte-level 6-grams), (g) Lange and Mancoridis [2007] and
colleagues (nearest neighbour and 56 features), (h) Lange and Mancoridis [2007] and colleagues
(Bayesian network and 56 features), (i) Lange and Mancoridis [2007] and colleagues (voting feature
intervals and 56 features), (j) Kothari et al. [2007] (Bayesian network and 50 features per author),
(k) Kothari et al. [2007] (voting feature intervals and 50 features per author), and (l) Elenbogen and
Seliya [2008] (decision tree and 6 features).
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queries correct out of 15,950). We evaluated the significance of this difference using a Z-test for
the two proportions given. The p-value was p = 0.59, and this very high p-value tells us that these
proportions are not significantly different.
With this result, we remark that it is satisfactory to use either of these methods, since in practice
the query document is available. In Chapter 6, we continue to use the efficient variation as we have
done in this chapter for exploring factors that affect accuracy of our information retrieval approach.
However, we switch to the less efficient option in Chapter 7, to be consistent with the methods used
to reimplement the baselines in this thesis. This final contribution chapter is the only chapter where
we benchmark the accuracy of our work to all previous contributions using all four of our collec-
tions, including our Coll-P and Coll-J benchmarking-only collections. Therefore, the final results
in Chapter 7 are the ones that should be considered definitive for the purposes of other researchers
benchmarking our work in the future.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented our information retrieval model to source code authorship attribu-
tion. We have shown that combining modest n-gram sizes (n = 6) of operator, keyword, and white
space tokens with the Okapi BM25 similarity metric is very effective. We have also demonstrated
that leaving the query samples in the indexes does not adversely impact accuracy, but instead leads
to reduced index construction time and index disk space by a factor equal to the number of samples
in one experiment run. Our authorship attribution accuracy score is 76.78% for the one-in-ten prob-
lem for Coll-A, which is more than 10% above the most effective baseline we have reimplemented.
Next, in Chapter 6 we investigate several factors that affect the accuracy of our approach including
the amount of training data, code quality, timestamps, and entropy.
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Effectiveness Parameters
In Chapter 5, we presented an information retrieval approach to source code authorship attribution
using a search engine to index and query n-gram representations of source code samples. It remains
to be seen how our approach handles problems with variations to the number of authors, number
of samples per author, sample size, author stylistic strength, and sample timestamp that were not
explored in Chapter 5.
In this chapter, we explore each of these factors in turn for our approach. In Section 6.1, we
begin by exploring the effect of problem size concerning the number of authors, and the number of
samples per author. Next, we look at the effect of sample length on accuracy scores in Section 6.2.
We present some results for evaluating stylistic strength and its relationship with our accuracy scores
in Section 6.3. The remainder of the chapter concerns experiments using Coll-T to explore the effect
of timestamp and topic in Sections 6.4 and 6.5, and to identify the individual features that are the
strongest contributors towards making authorship decisions in Sections 6.6 and 6.7. A summary of
this chapter is given in Section 6.8 with links to the chapter that follows.
6.1 Problem Size
An authorship attribution problem size concerns the total number of samples in a collection. These
samples can be divided in any number of ways concerning the number of authors, and the number
of samples per author. For example, a collection of 100 samples could be constructed from samples
belonging to 10 authors with 10 samples each, 5 authors with 20 samples each, or any other combi-
nation either stratified or otherwise. We next explore how our approach is affected to variations in the
number of authors and number of samples per author.
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Number Accuracy Percentage
of Our Method Zhao [2007]
Authors Okapi BM25 DecTr KNNei NNei Bayes BayNt KLD (µ = 10)
2 89.18 77.1 84.6 85.5 85.1 86.0 89.7
3 85.51 70.5 74.6 76.0 77.5 79.5 83.9
4 83.20 63.1 70.6 71.6 69.9 75.8 79.9
5 81.35 58.9 66.2 69.5 66.4 71.7 76.2
10 76.78 — — — — — —
20 72.86 — — — — — —
50 68.38 — — — — — —
100 65.89 — — — — — —
Table 6.1: Effect of modifying the number of authors compared with external benchmarks for natu-
ral language authorship attribution. Our work is reported for 6-grams of source code tokens using
Okapi BM25 on Coll-A. The Zhao [2007, Tables 3.10 and 4.7] benchmarks are for a subcollection of
the TREC collection [Harman, 1995] comprising newswire articles from Associated Press. Function
words were used as features, and the collection comprised fifty documents per author. The classifiers
evaluated by Zhao [2007] comprised the decision tree (DecTr), k-nearest neighbour (KNNei), near-
est neighbour (NNei), Naive Bayes (Bayes), Bayesian Network (BayNt) and Kullback-Leibler Diver-
gence (KLD) classification methods — all abbreviations of this form are summarised in Appendix A.3
(p. 209). Results for ten-class problems sizes and above were not published by Zhao [2007], and are
marked with dashes (—). Permission to reproduce the Zhao [2007] data was provided by author Ying
Zhao on 12 August 2010.
6.1.1 Number of Authors
The results presented so far were for a 10-class problem, so we next explored problem sizes from 2-
class to 100-class. These results are presented in Table 6.1 for eight problem sizes. The results show
that our previously reported 10-class result (78.78%) degrades by 10.89% when increased by a factor
of 10 to 100-class. We expect results to continue to degrade for even larger problems.
The compromise between accuracy and the number of authors problem size is an unavoidable
trade-off. To demonstrate this, we have repeated previously published results by Zhao [2007] side by
side with ours in Table 6.1 for their reported problem sizes. These results also show degradation as
the number of authors is increased.
The previous source code authorship attribution research reviewed in Section 4.3 (p. 90) did not
include similar experiments showing rates of degradation similar to Table 6.1, so it is difficult to make
remarks about whether our level of degradation is reasonable. The best comparison we could find was
the natural language authorship attribution results by Zhao [2007], as reproduced in Table 6.1. The
work by Zhao [2007] was reviewed in detail in Section 4.2 (p. 85), and this body of work is perhaps
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one of the most comprehensive benchmarking studies for natural language authorship attribution.
We stress that no absolute comparison of our results and the natural language authorship attribu-
tion baseline in Table 6.1 is suitable, as there are many different experiment parameters that could
not be reproduced. The collections are not the same, as Zhao [2007] used a subcollection of the
TREC [Harman, 1995] collection using newswire articles from Associated Press. Moreover, our col-
lection was not large enough to have fifty samples per author as used in the natural language work.
Furthermore, we have not changed our leave-one-out cross validation experiment design decision to
ten-fold as used in the natural language work, to allow our results in Table 6.1 to be compared easily
to the other results in this thesis.
Putting all the above comparison problems aside, it is perhaps most appropriate to compare the
rate of degradation for the problem size results reported by both contributions. Our work degraded
from 89.18% to 81.35% when the problem size increased from two-class to five-class, which was a
loss of 7.83%. In comparison, the natural language scores degraded by between 13.9% and 21.4%
depending on the classification algorithm.1 This included their best-performing Kullback-Leibler
Divergence (KLD) classification algorithm, which degraded by 16.0%, which is more than twice the
rate of ours. These results show that our work is promising for dealing with large numbers of authors.
Despite this pleasing result, any decline in accuracy in general is still undesirable. A method
for managing this problem may be to publish confidence scores for each classification decision, in
addition to just declaring the most likely author. For example, if a classification outcome was that
Author A was correct with 51% confidence, and that Author B was correct with 49% confidence for a
two-class problem, then Author A would be classified as correct, even though we would be incorrect
on 49% of the occasions. These borderline classification decisions are unhelpful, and it may be more
appropriate to simply declare these as “unsure”. Therefore a good way to advance this idea is to
simply declare some classifications as “unsure” for confidence scores below an established threshold.
This idea can be explored for future work in the field of source code authorship attribution, although
there is some previous work in natural language authorship attribution in this area, such as the paper
by Koppel et al. [2009].
6.1.2 Number of Samples per Author
We next explored modifying the number of samples per author. We could only decrease the number
of samples per author compared with previous experiments, as we were already using all samples
by each author. The full amount is sixteen samples per author on average for Coll-A, with the
exact number varying between fourteen and twenty-six. We also explored twelve, eight, four, and
1Results from Zhao [2007] are only reported to one decimal place.
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Samples Accuracy Percentage for Two-Class Experiments
per Our Method Zhao [2007]
Author Okapi BM25 DecTr KNNei NNei Bayes BayNt KLD (µ = 10)
600 — 84.5 85.5 85.8 85.5 90.5 92.7
400 — 84.8 85.6 85.3 85.6 90.1 92.8
200 — 82.9 84.1 84.3 85.8 89.3 92.4
100 — 80.3 82.9 83.4 85.9 89.7 91.8
50 — 77.1 84.6 85.5 85.1 86.0 89.7
25 — 69.5 80.2 81.0 81.2 81.4 —
16 89.18 — — — — — —
12 86.21 — — — — — —
8 87.38 — — — — — —
4 82.00 — — — — — —
2 62.50 — — — — — —
Table 6.2: Effect of modifying the number of samples per author compared with external benchmarks
for natural language authorship attribution. Reported results are for two-class experiments. Our
work is reported for 6-grams of source code tokens using Okapi BM25 on Coll-A. The Zhao [2007,
Tables 3.5 and 4.4] benchmarks are for a subcollection of the TREC collection [Harman, 1995]
comprising newswire articles from Associated Press. Function words were used as features and the
collection comprised fifty documents per author. The classifiers evaluated by Zhao [2007] comprised
the decision tree (DecTr), k-nearest neighbour (KNNei), nearest neighbour (NNei), Naive Bayes
(Bayes), Bayesian Network (BayNt) and Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD). Results for the various
number of samples per author figures are not available for side-by-side comparison, as Coll-A is
not large enough. These cases are marked with dashes (—). However, the results demonstrate that
increasing the number of samples per author to very large numbers only increases the accuracy
scores by a few extra percentage points in many cases. Permission to reproduce the Zhao [2007]
data was provided by author Ying Zhao on 12 August 2010.
two samples per author exactly. Samples from each author were removed at random to meet these
quotas. Table 6.2 shows the results for this experiment for a two-class problem. We chose a two-class
problem for comparison to work by Zhao [2007], who also reported two-class results for a somewhat
similar experiment.
Our accuracy results only drop by 1.80% when the number of samples per author drops by half,
from sixteen on average to exactly eight samples per author, which is pleasing. We expect that
choosing a “single best result” (Section 5.4.1) is working well here, as taking away half of the samples
still leaves a good chance that there will be at least one strong stylistic match for classification. The
results only begin to drop off significantly for the lowest numbers of samples per author.
Similar trends are observed for the results reported by Zhao [2007]. However, we were not able
to compare results for equivalent numbers of samples per author as Coll-A does not have sufficient
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Samples Accuracy
per Our Method Our Method
Author 2-class 10-class
16 89.18% 76.78%
12 86.21% 72.97%
8 87.38% 66.29%
4 82.00% 51.78%
2 62.50% 31.40%
Table 6.3: Effect of modifying the number of samples per author for the two-class problem (from
Table 6.2) and the ten-class problem. Results decline more steadily for the ten-class problem. Note
that the first result for sixteen samples per author is the average number of samples, as all of Coll-A
is used here. The remaining samples per author figures are exact.
samples, and the natural language authorship attribution results were not reported with less than
twenty-five samples per author.
The newswire articles lengths are also likely to affect the comparison. Zhao [2007] reported that
the Associated Press collection has an average of 724 words per sample, or around 4,344 bytes per
sample assuming 6 bytes per word including delimiters. Using data from Table 3.2 (p. 69), we
note that our collections by comparison have 14,806 (Coll-A), 21,320 (Coll-T), 19,478 (Coll-P),
and 15,985 (Coll-J) bytes per sample for the four collections respectively. However, this difference
may not be very important, as the variation of the byte patterns in our samples is lower due to the
patterns that naturally appear in source code, hence the natural language samples have higher infor-
mation content (or entropy), which may compensate for at least some of the difference.
We decided not to rely on the two-class results alone, therefore we repeated our above experiment
for the ten-class problem. The new results are presented in Table 6.3. These results show that the
ten-class accuracy scores drop off much more sharply than the two-class accuracy scores. We suspect
that the decision to reduce the training set size by removing samples at random may be a contributing
factor. Intuitively, it more sense to instead retain training samples created at a similar time to the
query samples, as these will most accurately represent style at that time. This is an experiment that
could be conducted using Coll-T as future work, considering that this collection has reliable relative
timestamp data.
We could also consider an experiment where the number of samples per author is plotted against
classification accuracy as an extension to this section. Note that our collections may not be very
suitable for this experiment, as there are only a few numbers of samples per author that have non-
trivial amounts of data as shown in Figure 3.3a (p. 71). Moreover, Coll-T could not be used for this
experiment at all since it uses exactly six samples for every author. This experiment is left for future
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Property Coll-A Coll-T Coll-P Coll-J
(a) Mean Tokens 3,575 4,952 5,839 4,220
(b) Mean LOC 830 1,108 984 667
(c) (a)/(b) 4.31 4.14 5.93 6.33
Table 6.4: Collection properties for our collections: the mean number of feature-level tokens ex-
tracted with our approach, the mean number of lines of code, and the ratio between these two num-
bers.
work.
Finally, we remark that the results in this section do not make it clear how much training data
per author should be used, as there are many variables for consideration. We simply conclude that as
much training data as practical should be used.
6.2 Sample Length
We next explore the effects of varying query length towards the effectiveness of source code author-
ship attribution. That is, to record the query length in number of tokens against the accuracy scores.
This will allow us to investigate how effective source code authorship attribution is for trivial or
somewhat incomplete source code samples.
We also wanted a simple baseline for our reported results. Therefore, we decided to compare the
best of our feature sets (Feature Set 50), to the average of all sixty-three feature sets. Feature Set 50
was chosen in Section 5.3 to be carried forward for all following experiments, as it was deemed to
produce highly accurate results. The goal is to show how the selection of our strong feature set can
increase accuracy particularly for the smallest queries.
We summarise the results for our query length investigation in Figure 6.1. Our results are par-
titioned into program lengths with intervals of 100 tokens initially (0–99, 100–199, 200–299, and
so on). Samples are then partitioned into intervals of 1,000 tokens for samples with 1,000 or more
tokens, given that we have fewer of these. The final partition is marked as 20,000, which represents
all programs with at least 20,000 tokens up to the maximum in Coll-A (95,889 tokens). Figure 3.4a
(p. 72) gave some indication of the actual distribution expressed as lines of code. When considering
the distribution in tokens instead, it should be noted that there are approximately four tokens per line
of code in Coll-A, as shown in Table 6.4.
The trends in Figure 6.1 show that shorter queries are markedly less effective in attributing au-
thorship when averaged across all feature sets, compared to Feature Set 50 alone. Accuracy drops
off considerably for queries with fewer than than 5,000 tokens, for all feature sets averaged. The
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Query Length Versus Accuracy for Feature Set 50 and All Features
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Figure 6.1: Accuracy of Feature Set 50 compared to the average of all feature sets. Results are
partitioned based upon thirty-one query length intervals on the x-axis. The intervals are 100 tokens
initially (0–99, 100–199, ..., up to 1,000), then intervals of 1,000 tokens (1,000–1,999, 2,000–2,999,
..., up to 20,000), then 20,000 or more for the final interval. These results show a downward trend for
the line representing all feature sets alone for queries with fewer than 5,000 tokens, but results are
more consistent for Feature Set 50.
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implication of these results is that we can largely retain authorship attribution effectiveness for short
queries, provided that an appropriate feature set is selected.
We note that an expansion of Figure 6.1 was considered to also include the maximum accuracy
score for any feature set, to show how Feature Set 50 performs against the best obtainable result.
However, this is not possible for this particular experiment, as samples generated by some feature sets
were empty, meaning that we would not have enough data for some feature sets. Such insufficient
data would cause spurious results.
6.3 Strength of Style
We next study the coding style of some individual authors to learn what makes them particularly easy
or difficult to classify. Initially, we investigate whether authors who follow good coding practices are
easier to classify based on code inspections to assess coding practices. We next automate the analysis
so that can be extended to all authors. Both of these investigations follow.
6.3.1 Analysis of Outlier Results
In Section 5.4, we averaged the accuracy scores for all authors and calculated an overall accuracy
score of 76.78%. However, classification correctness varied significantly for individual authors. In
this experiment, we also found that ten authors were correctly classified 90% of the time or more,
while three authors were classified correctly less than 50% of the time, including an extreme case
that was classified correctly only 27% of the time.
We next decided to identify the outlier cases in our results. That is, we grouped all results by
author to identify outlier authors that were found to be either very easy or difficult to classify. We
can afford to partition our results in this way given the large volume of queries that we process in 100
runs.
It might be thought that there is a relationship between average lines of code and classification
accuracy, but this relationship was surprisingly weak as shown in Figure 6.2. On this graph, the
authors classified with highest accuracy were Authors 66, 6, 4, 32, and 31 respectively. These authors
had highly varying average lines of code figures. For example, Author 66 had an average of 962
lines of code per sample, whereas Author 6 only had 575 lines of code per sample. We observed a
large variance again for Authors 68, 96, 92, 45, and 82, which were classified with lowest accuracy
respectively. Author 68 had an average of 357 lines of code per work sample, whereas Author 96
had 864 lines of code. A calculated correlation coefficient confirmed a weak trend with value 0.39
(Spearman’s rho), which was a statistically significant trend (p = 5.93×10−5).
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Figure 6.2: Classification accuracy plotted against average lines of code for all 100 authors of
Coll-A. This graph shows that the relationship between classification accuracy and average lines of
code is quite weak. Authors 3, 4, 68 and 82 (circled) are discussed in more detail in this section.
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ID Criteria Good style (1 point) Poor style (0 points)
1 Header files Used Not used
2 File comments used At least 50% Less than 50%
3 Block comments used At least 50% Less than 50%
4 Indentation characters used Spaces or tabs Spaces and tabs
5 Indentation consistency Consistent Not always consistent
6 Line lengths Meets 80 character limit Exceeds 80 character limit
7 Global variables Never used Sometimes used
8 Meaningful identifiers used At least 90% Less than 90%
9 Magic numbers None Some
10 Consistent brace placement Always Not always
Table 6.5: Ten boolean criteria used to measure programming style. Each assessed program is given
one point for each criterion that is met, and zero points for each criterion that is not met for a total
score out of ten points.
We chose to manually inspect the contents of five work samples belonging to each of four out-
lier authors, to offer insights on individual coding styles that may contribute towards classification
accuracy scores. First, the authors with the shortest and longest average program lengths (Authors 68
and 3) were chosen, which also have low and high accuracy scores respectively. We also chose two
other authors near the remaining two corners of Figure 6.2, namely Author 4 (low average program
length and high accuracy) and Author 82 (higher average program length and low accuracy).
We developed ten basic criteria to assess the programming style of each of twenty samples that
we outline in Table 6.5. The criteria are based on stylistic aspects of source code that are commonly
assessed in C programming courses in our school: header file use, commenting2, indentation, code
line lengths, global variables, identifiers, magic numbers, and curly braces. We treated each criterion
as boolean for simplicity.
As shown in Table 6.6, we found that the authors that were the easiest to classify demonstrated
better coding styles than the others as measured by our scoring. Furthermore, Authors 68 and 82 had
at least one style trait that was consistently poor with a score of zero for all samples.
We can offer several remarks about these results even though we only inspected twenty samples.
First, we confirmed that some truncated samples we found belonging to Authors 4 and 68, were not
mistakenly modified through work of our own, such as anomalous scripts. The incomplete samples
consisted of two samples from Author 4 and one sample from Author 68. Despite there being less
code in these samples, there was still strong separation in their style scores and classification accuracy
2We used placeholder content substituted in for comments, so that the authors remain unidentified to comply with ethics
requirements.
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Author Sample Criteria 1–10 Total Average
Number Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Score Score
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 8 9.0
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 9
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10
4 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9
5 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9 7.2
2 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8
3 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 6
4 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 6
5 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 7
68 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 5 5.4
2 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 6
3 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 5
4 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 6
5 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 5
82 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 5 6.2
2 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 7
3 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 6
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 8
5 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 5
Table 6.6: Style scores using the ten criteria from Table 6.5 for twenty assignments belonging to four
outlier authors (3, 4, 68, and 82) as shown in Figure 6.2. The authors that were easiest to classify (3
and 4) demonstrated the strongest programming style.
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to differentiate between these authors. We do not know if these samples were either incomplete or
already damaged when we obtained them, however if these samples were indeed incomplete, we
speculate that these students ran out of time to complete the remainder of these assignments. Had
these assignments been finished, we may have been able to plot Authors 4 and 68 closer to Authors 3
and 82 in Figure 6.2.
Other evidence we found may suggest that Authors 68 and 82 have not taken enough time to
master the tools of their trade, such as the use of advanced program editors. For example, Author 68
used carriage-return line endings in three of five samples examined, and Author 82 used these once
whilst also switching between the use of spaces and tabs for indentation. It is plausible that these
students have made these mistakes due to the lack of mastery of programming tools and that their
programming style may improve after investing more time to learn these tools.
Finally, we cannot rule out the possibility that Authors 68 and 82 were difficult to classify simply
due to plagiarism. That is, they received some sort of help that resulted in a mixture of programming
styles from a number of authors. We expect there to be some plagiarised work in Coll-A.
6.3.2 Automation of Style Analysis
In Section 6.3.1, we showed some evidence that authors with good programming style are easier to
classify based upon a manual code inspection of twenty programs. We now attempt to support this
claim by automating the style analysis for all samples in Coll-A.
We modified the style criteria from Table 6.5 to support an automated analysis of the programs.
These are again a mixture of criteria used in assessment in our home institution and criteria from the
literature [Krsul, 1994; Oman and Cook, 1990]. The criteria are as follows:
1. Use of file header block comments? Y/N
2. Use of header files? Y/N
3. Spaces and tabs never interchanged for indentation? Y/N
4. New lines and carriage returns never interchanged for line endings? Y/N
5. Line lengths not greater than eighty characters? Y/N
6. Own-line and same-line open-curly-brace styles never interchanged? Y/N
7. Avoidance of unstructured flow control (goto and continue)? Y/N
8. Indentation never deeper than five tabs or fifteen spaces? Y/N
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9. Percentage of comment and blank lines at least 10%? Y/N
10. Platform-dependent code never used (system() function)? Y/N
A calculated correlation coefficient did not confirm a trend. The Spearman’s rho correlation
coefficient value was -0.05, which was not a statistically significant trend (p= 0.62). In analysing this
result, we believe that Coll-A is not the best choice for automated style analysis, as our knowledge
about the samples in the collection is somewhat limited — Coll-A was constructed based solely upon
authors with a large presence in a school assignment submission repository. Therefore we repeat this
experiment using Coll-T, as more is known about the samples that make up the collection.
The results for the repeated automatic style analysis of Coll-T are presented in Figure 6.3. Com-
pared to Coll-A, we note that the authors that make up Coll-T demonstrate stronger coding style
as the average author score for Coll-A was 7.17, compared to 8.52 for Coll-T. Figure 6.3 also
shows few authors with both high accuracy and high style scores. A calculated correlation coeffi-
cient showed a weak trend with value 0.11 (Spearman’s rho), which was only borderline in terms of
statistical significance (p = 0.06). From this result we can suggest that authors demonstrating good
coding practices and style are not necessarily easier to classify. Therefore, we can suggest that both
authors with and without good coding practices demonstrate habits that can lead to correct authorship
decisions. With this conclusion, we decided to next explore sample timestamp as a factor, since there
was little correlation between good coding practices and classification accuracy.
6.4 Timestamps
Most of our experiments up to this point used Coll-A to help us determine important parameters such
as n-gram size, similarity measure, and feature set. This collection was then used to explore factors
affecting the accuracy of our work, including the number of authors, number of samples per author,
sample lengths, and stylistic strength. However, Coll-A does not include reliable file timestamp
information, as the timestamps are often unreliable in the original data source. Therefore Coll-A is
not suitable for investigating timestamp as a factor. This led to the creation of Coll-T as described
in Section 3.2.2 (p. 63). We assume that the choices we have made in developing our information
retrieval approach to authorship attribution so far hold for Coll-T, to avoid overfitting.
In this section, we describe authorship attribution experiments on Coll-T, and report the classi-
fication accuracy overall and at each of the six individual time intervals. These baseline results are
used as a point of comparison when analysing samples from separate time periods in the next section.
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Figure 6.3: Classification accuracy plotted against average style score for all 272 authors for Coll-T.
A calculated correlation coefficient only showed a weak trend with value 0.11 (Spearman’s rho),
which was a borderline result in terms of statistical significance (p = 0.06). Note that the individual
authors are not labelled in this graph, as the purpose is to attempt to view any overall trend, which
does not really exist for this experiment.
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Figure 6.4: An example run using Coll-T. The ten randomly selected authors are labelled ‘A’ to
‘J’ and each sample is numbered 1 to 6. Then if Sample A3 is treated as a query, there are five cor-
rect matches out of fifty-nine when using the “single best result” measure for determining accuracy
(discussed in Section 5.4.1).
6.4.1 Timestamp Collection Methodology
The methodology is essentially the same for Coll-T as described for Coll-A in Section 5.1. How-
ever, there are a few small differences that we point out. First, since we have 272 authors in Coll-T,
our random sampling technique will have even less overlap between runs compared with Coll-A.
However, each run will have fewer samples since we only have six samples per author. This will
mean exactly 60 samples per run for Coll-T compared with approximately 160 samples per run for
Coll-A.
Furthermore, 100 runs is no longer sufficient for comparing the results to those of Coll-A since
each run is smaller. Therefore, we use 250 runs for each experiment using Coll-T, to allow us to
generate a similar number of queries. Figure 6.4 provides a visual depiction of one run. We note that
variations of this figure are used throughout Section 6.5 when expanding on the baseline.
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6.4.2 Timestamp Collection Baseline Results
We now investigate timestamp data in Coll-T and its effect on source code authorship attribution
accuracy. We ran the 15,000 queries against 250 indexes that each consisted of all 6 work samples
from 10 randomly selected authors in Coll-T (250× 10× 6 = 15,000) as described above. Of those
queries, 11,778 were classified correctly (78.52%), and this result is 1.74% more accurate than the
Coll-A result from Section 5.4.1.
We expect that there is a combination of both topical and temporal effects contributing towards
this result. Topical effects arise from authors using features dictated by the subject matter, such as a
class of university students studying the same course. For example, a course may consist of material
requiring the implementation of fundamental computer science data structures, and students may be
asked to implement several assignments on this topic, each requiring dynamic memory allocation
constructs.
Temporal effects arise from the evolving and maturing coding style of individuals. For exam-
ple, early-career programmers may imitate coding practices from examples in the early stages of
their studies before settling on their own coding practices. This is supported by the Anderson et al.
[1984] study, where three novice programmers were analysed over the first thirty hours of learning
to program. Anderson et al. [1984] concluded that example and analogy initially drove programming
behaviour. Therefore some of the earliest work samples may be poor indicators of later coding style.
Classification accuracy for the six tasks is plotted in Figure 6.5. Success rates were lowest
at 63.80% and 53.84% respectively for the first two tasks. The lowest result for the second task
may seem surprising. If topic influence is important, then second task queries should match first task
candidates frequently, but this is difficult if the first task samples demonstrate poorest programming
style. Hence these initial results suggest that both topical and temporal effects are apparent, which
motivates the investigations into these effects later in Section 6.5.
Accuracy peaked at 96.48% and 93.80% respectively for Semester 2 queries (third and fourth
tasks). Accuracy for Semester 3 queries (fifth and sixth tasks) then dropped off to 79.44% and 83.76%
respectively. The nature of some of the assignment tasks for Semester 2 could partially account for
the spike in this semester. For example, authorship attribution would be simpler if students were
permitted to extend a previous assignment for an assessment task instead of starting fresh.
Results from Figure 6.5 are also presented as confusion matrices in Table 6.7. Table 6.7a contains
all 15,000 results, whereas Tables 6.7b and 6.7c show successful and failed cases separately. For
example, Table 6.7c reveals that the incorrect Task 2 queries were found to be most stylistically
similar to Task 2 samples by other authors on 85.01% of occasions.
Results in Table 6.7a show how queries organised by assignment task were classified against
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Figure 6.5: Accuracy scores for the six tasks of Coll-T are shown. The accuracy scores dip for the
second task before picking up for the remaining tasks. This trend warrants further exploration in
Section 6.5.
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Query Classified as Total Count
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 17.20% 68.80% 2.16% 3.44% 4.88% 3.52% 100.00% (2,500)
2 25.40% 39.24% 6.36% 21.68% 3.68% 3.64% 100.00% (2,500)
3 0.24% 2.48% 0.44% 95.20% 0.64% 1.00% 100.00% (2,500)
4 0.44% 2.96% 91.56% 2.68% 0.52% 1.84% 100.00% (2,500)
5 1.56% 8.12% 1.48% 5.48% 13.20% 70.16% 100.00% (2,500)
6 1.28% 8.20% 4.00% 14.24% 64.16% 8.12% 100.00% (2,500)
All 7.69% 21.63% 17.67% 23.79% 14.51% 14.71% 100.00% (15,000)
(a) All queries.
Query Classified as Total Count
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 — 89.78% 1.50% 2.38% 3.82% 2.51% 100.00% (1,595)
2 45.32% — 10.33% 34.84% 5.20% 4.31% 100.00% (1,346)
3 0.04% 1.62% — 97.10% 0.46% 0.79% 100.00% (2,412)
4 0.00% 2.05% 96.72% — 0.38% 0.85% 100.00% (2,345)
5 0.96% 7.30% 1.26% 5.49% — 84.99% 100.00% (1,986)
6 0.81% 5.87% 4.06% 14.61% 74.64% — 100.00% (2,094)
All 5.49% 15.17% 21.57% 27.71% 14.55% 15.49% 100.00% (11,778)
(b) Successful queries.
Query Classified as Total Count
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 47.51% 31.82% 3.31% 5.30% 6.74% 5.30% 100.00% (905)
2 2.17% 85.01% 1.73% 6.33% 1.91% 2.86% 100.00% (1,154)
3 5.68% 26.14% 12.50% 43.18% 5.68% 6.82% 100.00% (88)
4 7.10% 16.77% 13.55% 43.23% 2.58% 16.77% 100.00% (155)
5 3.89% 11.28% 2.33% 5.45% 64.20% 12.84% 100.00% (514)
6 3.69% 20.20% 3.69% 12.32% 10.10% 50.00% 100.00% (406)
All 15.70% 45.25% 3.38% 9.44% 14.37% 11.86% 100.00% (3,222)
(c) Failed queries.
Table 6.7: Separated classification results from the six assignment tasks present in Coll-T for all
queries, successful queries, and failed queries respectively. Blank cells (—) represent impossible
cases based on the experiment design.
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Query Classified as
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 — 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 — 0.42 0.10 0.86 0.00
3 0.00 0.42 — 0.00 0.53 0.19
4 0.00 0.10 0.00 — 0.54 0.38
5 0.00 0.86 0.53 0.54 — 0.00
6 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.38 0.00 —
Table 6.8: Statistical significance results between query-document and classified-document pairs for
Table 6.7a. The first assignment results are statistically different than all others at 99.5% confidence.
Most other pairs are not statistically different.
the other work samples. From these results, we suggest that the first sample of an author is not very
helpful for authorship attribution, as only 7.69% of results (column 1) were chosen from the collection
as being from the same author as the query, when 16.67% would have been chosen assuming an
even spread. In addition, assignments for the second and fourth tasks had the most work samples
chosen from the collection as being from the same author as the query (21.63% and 23.79% of
samples respectively), which also have the largest average program lengths. These results confirm
the importance of having non-trivial programs for performing authorship attribution.
We performed an analysis of variance on the Table 6.7a results to demonstrate the effect of the
query sample and the classified sample on accuracy. The query sample, classified sample, and these
two factors together, were all found to make statistically significant contributions on the outcome
(p < 1.00×10−15 for all).
We also performed Pearson’s Chi-squared tests for count data on the Table 6.7a results to high-
light the query set and classified sample set proportions that are significantly different from one
another. These results are presented in Table 6.8. First, redundant tests along the diagonal are marked
with a dash (—), and the symmetry across the diagonal should be noted. Results are rounded to
two decimal places, therefore the most statistically significant results (marked as 0.00) should be
interpreted to have a p-value of less than 0.005 (or 99.5% confidence that the result is statistically
significant). From this table, the stand-out observation is that the first assignment results are statisti-
cally different from all others at 99.5% confidence. Most other results are not statistically significant.
The successful cases in Table 6.7b demonstrate that the earliest samples are particularly difficult
to classify. In particular, the Semester 1 tasks were the most difficult to classify (63.80% and 53.84%
respectively), then accuracy increased to 96.48% and 93.80% for Semester 2 tasks. We speculate
that this is due to students still learning their craft, and that programming style requires at least one
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semester to mature. We also note that six cells are marked blank (—), as successful queries cannot
be classified to the query document itself when omitted from the result lists.
In Table 6.7c, the majority of the failed queries occur along the top-left to bottom-right diagonal
of the confusion matrix, showing that many incorrect matches were attributed to samples by other
authors for the same task. This anomaly suggests a number of possibilities. First, there could be
some plagiarism in our collection. Second, there is likely to be some boiler-plate content that is being
picked up in the similarity measurements. Finally, topic influence is also a likely cause. We suspect
that some combination of each of these three factors are contributing to this result, but we cannot
comment further given the ethical and logistical requirements that restrict us from obtaining data that
would allow us to investigate further.
Considering Table 6.7b again, we observe more evidence to suggest that topic influence con-
tributes towards authorship classification. For all three topics, the majority of correct classifications
arise from matches in the other task of the same semester for every task, except for the second task
of the first semester. In this case, it is most difficult to obtain correct classifications against the first
task since this represents the least mature work sample.
The results in Table 6.7 demonstrate that matches after the timestamp of the query are quite ac-
curate; that is, the “futuristic” or “clairvoyant” matches. For example, the first tasks for Semester 2
and Semester 3 courses demonstrated 96.48% and 79.44% classification accuracy, which is largely
credited to futuristic matches against the second task for those semesters. In practice however, per-
forming futuristic matching may be impractical. For example, allowing new work samples to build
up for a retrospective academic misconduct investigation might only be used in the most serious of
circumstances, as the individuals concerned would find it difficult to defend themselves based upon
events long past. For example, at RMIT University the head of school must determine if a formal
hearing is to take place within thirty days of being notified of suspected plagiarism, or the case will
lapse [RMIT University, 2002]. Therefore many types of practical authorship investigations may
only consider previous samples of work. As mentioned earlier, the baseline source code authorship
attribution solutions that we have previously compared our work against in Section 4.5 (p. 106) do
not consider futuristic matches, therefore we explore this area next.
6.5 Using Timestamps to Explore Topical and Temporal Effects
The results from the previous section have made it clear that there are many topical and temporal
factors that affect classification accuracy. In this section we explore six combinations of these factors:
• Past matches;
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• Topical effects in isolation;
• Temporal effects in isolation;
• Past matches and current topic matches together;
• Future matches; and
• Future matches and current topic matches together.
By doing this, these experiments allow us to model a real-life authorship attribution scenario by
excluding futuristic matches. This is an experiment that has not been attempted before, as explained
next.
6.5.1 Ignoring Futuristic Matches
The first variation of the Figure 6.5 baseline that we use for exploring the effect of timestamps is to
omit all results that were created after the time period of the query sample. For example, Figure 6.6a
shows a scenario where Sample A3 is the query, and all samples for successive tasks are omitted
from consideration. We chose to model this scenario first, as it best represents the real-life scenario
where there is no access to the samples that have not yet been created. This is unlike other authorship
attribution experiments where all samples are simply pooled together for consideration. We would
expect this variation to show that the real-life scenario is more difficult than the baseline experiment,
as all later (and more mature and reliable) samples are omitted.
Results from the Figure 6.6a experiment design are given in Figure 6.6b (dot-dashed line with
diamonds). Overall accuracy dropped to 52.83% from the 78.52% baseline. In particular, queries
for the first task cannot be attributed at all, which accounted for 16.67% of the overall accuracy
drop. Moreover, accuracy for the second task dropped from 53.84% to 38.12%, as these queries had
to exclusively rely on the first assignment, which may often be unreliable for early career authors.
These results demonstrate a temporal effect, since accuracy is improving rapidly for the first few
tasks.
The varying results for Semester 2 and Semester 3 tasks are of particular interest. Accuracy
dropped by 42.16% and 32.52% for the third to fourth and fifth to sixth tasks respectively compared
to the baseline. However, there was only one fewer success for the fourth task, and accuracy remained
unchanged for the sixth task compared to the baseline. These results demonstrate a topical effect, as
there is a similar pattern for both Semester 2 and Semseter 3.
Having made observations about topical and temporal effects in this experiment, it is of interest
to investigate these separately. We do this next in Sections 6.5.2 and 6.5.3. Moreover, these results
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show potential for applying source code authorship attribution techniques in a real-life setting where
future work samples cannot be waited upon, however the accuracy rates clearly need improvement
for the tasks at the beginning of each semester after the first. These improvements are described later
in Section 6.5.4.
Managing the Number of Indexes Again
We also decided to repeat the Figure 6.6 experiment using the index construction method that omits
the ineligible results from the index instead of just the ranked lists as discussed in Section 5.5. This
decision was made as the Figure 6.6 experiment is the first opportunity to compare our index con-
struction methods, where the omission of more than one sample is required.
We found that accuracy dropped by 1.96% from 7,924/15,000 correct classifications (52.83%) to
7,630/15,000 correct classifications (50.87%). The difference was found to be statistically significant
(p = 7.10× 104) using a two-sample test for equality of proportions without continuity correction.
However, we also mention that the effect size is small. The Cohen’s d effect size is 0.04, which is
very small according to the definition by Cohen [1988] whom described d = 0.2 as small, d = 0.5 as
medium, and d = 0.8 as large. This measurement is important as it is not affected by sample size,
which contrasts with statistical significance tests [Becker, 2000]. Therefore, we were still able to
discern trends of interest for reporting our timestamp investigation results in this section.
6.5.2 Topical Matches
Much of the discussion in Section 6.4.2 revolved around topical and temporal effects on authorship
attribution accuracy. So we now begin to explore these separately beginning with topical effects.
Perhaps the best way to explore topical effects is to only allow matches within the same topic. We
essentially have three topics in Coll-T that are three course offerings from three academic semesters.
For example, Figure 6.7a shows a scenario where Sample A3 is the query and all samples from the
third and fourth tasks from the middle semester are the only ones given consideration.
The current topic variation is more effective than the baseline for five of the six data points, as
shown in Figure 6.7b (dashed line with squares), indicating that the topic has a strong effect on the
ability to attribute authorship. However, accuracy is lower for the second task, as we would expect
matches against the first task to be the most difficult. Overall classification accuracy is 79.59%
compared to 78.52% for the baseline, which was significant (p = 0.02).
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Figure 6.6: (a) A variation of the Figure 6.4 baseline with samples omitted that were created after
the time period of the query. (b) Accuracy is stable only for Tasks 4 and 6 compared to the baseline.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Another variation of the Figure 6.4 baseline with samples outside the current topic
omitted. (b) Accuracy improves for five of the six tasks compared to the baseline.
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6.5.3 Temporal Matches
The inverse of the Section 6.5.2 experiment is required in order to next explore temporal effects.
That is, removing all candidate matches from the current topic will only allow matches from other
semesters. Figure 6.8a demonstrates this for a scenario where Sample A3 is the query, and all samples
from that middle semester are omitted from consideration.
Results for this variation are given in Figure 6.8b (dotted line with triangles). Overall accuracy
dropped to 72.07% from the 78.52% baseline. We note that accuracy for five of the six assignments
is below the baseline, providing further evidence that topic has a strong influence on classification.
However, unlike the baseline and current-topic variants, there is an increase in accuracy from
the first to second and second to third tasks. Little variation exists between the remaining tasks.
As topic influence is removed from this experiment, we can suggest that individual programming
styles improve rapidly across the first semester, resulting in the increasing accuracy we observe up
to the start of the second semester, when style begins to stabilise. Therefore, we speculate that
programming work samples created in the first six months of learning to program are particularly
unreliable as markers of authorial style.
6.5.4 Semester-Based Matches
It is clear that the results obtained from the real-life scenario in Section 6.5.1 are quite unsatisfactory,
where only work completed prior to the date of the query was allowed for matching. The baseline is
much better, where all samples are allowed. However, this baseline is impractical for real academic
integrity investigations, as wrongdoing effectively cannot be prosecuted until the end of a program of
study, at which point it is already too late.
A compromise may be to postpone authorship attribution investigations until the end of each
semester. This scenario would additionally make use of all current-topic samples, which we expect
to be strong since topical effects have been shown to be strong in Section 6.5.2. This would allow
misdemeanours to be identified before a student progresses onto following subjects. Figure 6.9a
shows the Sample A3 example again, but this time all matches from the middle semester (other than
the query itself) are applicable, unlike the Figure 6.6a scenario.
Results of this variation are plotted in Figure 6.9a (long-dashed line with inverted triangles).
Overall accuracy is 75.31%, which is only 3.21% less than the 78.52% baseline. Most of the dif-
ference is attributed to the second task queries, as they again can only be matched to the first task
samples. Accuracy for these queries dropped to 37.72% from the 53.84% baseline. Therefore we
remark that implementing source code authorship attribution solutions including results up to the end
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Figure 6.8: (a) Another variation of the Figure 6.4 baseline with current topic samples omitted. (b)
Accuracy improves over the first few time periods, then plateaus out.
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Figure 6.9: (a) Another variation of the Figure 6.4 baseline with future semester results omitted. (b)
Baseline accuracy is maintained for most of the tasks.
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of the university semester is nearly as good as having access to all assignments belonging to each
student at the completion of degrees.
6.5.5 Other Types of Matches
For completeness and curiosity, we provide two more variations of omitting results from the ranked
lists. First, we provide the inverse of the Section 6.5.1 variation that ignored futuristic matches and
instead ignore past matches. An example of this is provided in Figure 6.10a for the Sample A3
example. The other variation is the inverse of the Section 6.5.4 variation that ignored matches from
semesters after the current semester, which now instead ignores matches from semesters before the
current semester. No example is provided for this scenario as it happens to be the same as Figure 6.10a
for Sample A3.
The first variation is provided in Figure 6.10b. The pattern (dotted line with crossed squares) is
largely the inverse of its counterpart as shown, and it is difficult to visually discern the more accurate
result. Accuracy is 55.81%, which is higher than its counterpart (52.83%) but still far behind the
baseline (78.52%). However, this stronger result is further evidence suggesting that maturing of
programming style aids source code authorship attribution effectiveness, since this variation allows
matches to the more mature samples, instead of the less mature samples compared with the query.
The final variation is provided in Figure 6.11 (dotted line with stars). Accuracy (81.90%) is
higher than both the baseline (78.52%) and the counterpart variation (75.31%). Results for this
variation are more accurate than the baseline for five of the six tasks, providing yet further evidence
that strengthening programming style improves source code authorship attribution accuracy.
In summary, the six variations to the baseline experiment presented in this section have high-
lighted both topical and temporal influences upon accuracy scores that need to be carefully con-
sidered when applying source code authorship attribution to real-life scenarios. In particular, the
Section 6.5.4 variation was found to be highly practical for the real-life academic scenario, whilst
maintaining close accuracy scores to the baseline.
6.6 Using Entropy to Identify Highly Discriminating Features
Sections 6.4 and 6.5 provided a high level analysis showing authorship attribution accuracy across
the six tasks for Coll-T. Between tasks, we would expect the use of many programming constructs to
either increase or decrease depending on the demands of the assessment tasks and growing knowledge
of the individuals. We now provide a feature-level analysis to show how the usage of individual
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Figure 6.10: (a) Inverse of the Figure 6.6a variation with past matches omitted. (b) Accuracy is
2.98% higher overall.
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Figure 6.11: Inverse of the Figure 6.9a variation with matches to past semesters omitted. Accuracy
is 6.59% higher overall.
features is evolving in Coll-T, and discuss how this can be applied to improve authorship attribution
accuracy.
In Section 5.3, we investigated how combinations of six classes of features impact the accuracy of
source code authorship attribution tasks. We now examine how these features vary between both indi-
vidual tasks and individual authors. For authorship attribution, we would expect the most remarkable
features to have low between-task dispersion, which whole cohorts use or do not use consistently,
and high between-author dispersion, indicating traits that best identify individual programming pref-
erences. High between-task dispersion would indicate topic influences.
Several options were considered for measuring between-task and between-author dispersion.
Variance and standard deviation were possibilities, but results are cumbersome to compare when
total feature counts vary greatly. We also considered Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality tests, which
generate a value in the range [0,1] indicating how closely the data follows a normal distribution. For
example, skewed data returns a result closer to 0 whilst normally distributed data returns a result
closer to 1. However, there were too many perfect 0 and 1 cases in our data to properly discern
results. We settled on entropy for measuring between-task and between-author dispersion [Shannon,
1948]:
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Entropy = −
s∑
i=1
pi log2 pi, where (6.1)
• pi is the probability of a symbol occurring, and
• s is the number of symbols.
Entropy is often thought of as a measure of information content. For example, low entropy
indicates that there is little information. In the extreme case of zero entropy, the data being measured
is entirely predictable, such as the case where every data item is identical. The other extreme is
where all possible occurrences are equally likely. For example, if there are eight possibilities of
equal likelihood, then the entropy value is 3, which is also the number of bits required to store the
information.
In the case of our data, we are measuring the information content for each specific feature in
relation to samples from different authors and different tasks — a symbol if the information was to
be coded in binary. If there is a relationship between the occurrence of a programming feature and
the author of the program, then there should be low entropy for that feature. If the same feature in
relation to the different programming tasks has a high entropy, then it has little relationship to the
assignment tasks, making it a potentially useful feature for predicting authorship. For our data, the
maximum possible entropy values are − log2 16 = 2.58 between tasks, and − log2
1
272 = 8.09 between
authors. Table 6.9 shows the entropy scores for all features that have at least fifty instances per sample
on average. The three cases with lowest between-task (“En–Task”) and between-author (“En-Auth”)
entropy values marked in bold are now discussed.
Table 6.9 shows that tabs (‘\t’) and carriage returns (‘\r’) have a high between-task entropy and a
low between-author entropy, indicating their potential for predicting program authorship. Conversely,
the indirect member access (‘->’) and titlecase literal symbols have low between-task entropy and a
relatively high between-author entropy, making them a better predictor of topic than author.
Concerning the square-bracket token in Table 6.9, the low values were found to be unremarkable
due to a single outlier file that contained 29,232 opening square bracket tokens out of 102,318 tokens
total, which distorted the results. The offending file shown in Figure 6.12 demonstrates a function
that initialises a two-dimensional array using an unnecessary amount of source code, which could be
rewritten using loops. It is hard to explain how this anomalous scenario came to be. It is plausible that
this code could have been generated by a script. Regardless, it shows a very extreme trait. Perhaps a
more reasonable example concerns a preference where square brackets are not used at all. Figure 6.13
presents a code sample showing how preference towards arrays or pointers respectively could greatly
affect style through the absence of square brackets.
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Token Count En–Task En–Auth
"SPACE" 10,232,897 2.49 7.93
"\n" 1,808,827 2.52 8.01
Lowercase literal 938,219 2.50 7.99
"(" 622,548 2.51 8.01
Camelcase literal 504,263 2.48 7.78
"\t" 443,138 2.53 6.71
"," 335,086 2.46 7.97
"=" 270,022 2.52 7.85
Other literal 236,174 2.52 7.81
"->" 166,478 2.02 7.96
"[" 158,671 2.31 7.10
"*" 144,188 2.43 7.89
Titlecase literal 118,777 2.20 7.86
Uppercase literal 114,434 2.42 7.68
if 109,837 2.47 8.00
int 108,436 2.52 7.93
"\r" 102,873 2.50 5.92
"." 84,297 2.44 7.70
Maximum 2.58 8.09
Table 6.9: Entropy of feature distribution for the six tasks (En–Task) and the 272 authors (En–Auth)
for all features averaging at least fifty instances per sample in Coll-T. Lower entropy values indicate
larger variation (dispersion) within task or author groups. Bold cases are discussed in the text.
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1 void initialiseLookup(int pageArray[256][256])
2 {
3 pageArray[65][98]=0;
4 pageArray[65][99]=1;
5 pageArray[65][100]=1;
6 pageArray[65][101]=2;
7 pageArray[65][102]=2;
8 pageArray[65][103]=3;
9 pageArray[65][104]=3;
10 pageArray[65][105]=3;
...
14610 pageArray[122][113]=250;
14611 pageArray[122][114]=250;
14612 pageArray[122][115]=250;
14613 pageArray[122][116]=250;
14614 pageArray[122][117]=250;
14615 pageArray[122][118]=251;
14616 pageArray[122][119]=251;
14617 pageArray[122][120]=252;
14618 }
Figure 6.12: Part of a remarkable source code file that contained 29,232 opening square bracket
tokens out of 102,318 tokens total in Coll-T. The file contained a single function that initialised a
large two-dimensional array one value at a time.
int i; int* p;
int values[10]; int* values = calloc(10, sizeof(int));
for (i = 0; i < 10; i++) { for (p = values; p < values + 10; p++) {
values[i] = rand(); *p = rand();
} }
Figure 6.13: Equivalent C program code with and without square brackets for a trivial task involving
the storage of ten random numbers in an array. These examples show how individual preferences can
have a large impact on programming style.
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Figure 6.14 shows how contrasting between-author entropy scores came about for the carriage
return and parenthesis tokens. The parenthesis tokens demonstrate a normal distribution with no
zero-score or high outliers. However, the carriage return tokens demonstrate a skewed distribution
with many zero-score values and a much larger range. Features with a low entropy like the carriage
return feature demonstrate stronger potential as authorship attribution markers.
We believe indentation should be one of the strongest markers of authorship, but this is not ob-
vious from the results in Table 6.9 for the “SPACE” token, as we would expect the between-author
entropy score to be closer to that of the tab (‘\t’) token, given that both tokens are used for indenta-
tion. From these results, we realised that we had not distinguished between spaces used to separate
operators and operands (usually a single space), and spaces used for indentation (usually many spaces
at once). Many 6-grams containing spaces only are expected for indentation, and there is no mech-
anism to detect deeper indentation instances. Therefore we explore a refinement in the use of white
space next.
6.7 Improving Accuracy with Highly Discriminating Features
Up to this point, white space has been managed by a single feature, which needs improvement for
capturing indentation information as concluded in the previous section. We now consider forty white
space tokens representing contiguous sequences of one to forty white spaces to better represent deep
levels of indentation. Similar to Table 6.9, in Table 6.10 we show how the entropy of these new
features varies between tasks and authors, for all white space features with at least ten instances per
sample average.
The “SPACE01” token is still most prevalent but has now been reduced to 16.38% of its prior
volume. Space tokens in multiples of three come next (“SPACE03”, “SPACE06”, “SPACE09”,
“SPACE12”), indicating the strong preference for code blocks to be indented in multiples of three
spaces. The “SPACE15” and “SPACE18” tokens are not the next most prevalent, but have the next
highest between-author entropy scores. Of most interest is the drop in between-author entropy scores
for the remaining five white space features (“SPACE02”, “SPACE04”, “SPACE08”, “SPACE07” and
“SPACE05”), indicating a wider spread of scores and good choices for authorship markers. The
“SPACE02” token had the lowest entropy of all, but we found that the same outlier sample shown in
Figure 6.12 partly contributed to this score.
When analysing the spread of scores for the “SPACE02” token similar to Figure 6.14, we again
noticed the extreme contribution of the same outlier discussed in Figure 6.12, but in this case the trend
still held after omitting this program, unlike the square-bracket token case demonstrated in Table 6.9.
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of the use of parenthesis and carriage return features over all authors in
Coll-T. Parenthesis use follows a normal distribution whereas carriage return use is heavily skewed.
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Token Count En–Task En–Auth
"SPACE01" 1,675,961 2.51 7.98
"SPACE03" 366,565 2.50 7.89
"SPACE06" 229,320 2.48 7.88
"SPACE09" 131,577 2.46 7.76
"SPACE12" 88,908 2.47 7.71
"SPACE02" 68,845 2.42 6.03
"SPACE04" 64,918 2.53 7.05
"SPACE15" 47,415 2.46 7.48
"SPACE18" 25,261 2.44 7.28
"SPACE08" 24,078 2.53 6.65
"SPACE07" 22,958 2.49 6.91
"SPACE05" 17,344 2.49 6.74
Maximum 2.58 8.09
Table 6.10: Entropy of feature distribution for the six tasks (En–Task) and the 272 authors (En–Auth)
for white space features with at least ten instances per work sample on average. Smaller entropy
values indicate larger variation (dispersion) within task and author groups. Bold cases are discussed
in the text.
Next we note that we have 2,918 instances of the “SPACE40” token indicating that there may
still be some indentation more than 40 spaces deep, which were treated as a “SPACE40” token plus
another quantity of spaces. However, this amount represents only one to two instances per sample on
average, so we do not try to introduce more features.
Using the new white space features, we repeated our ten-class authorship attribution experiment
on Coll-T, and found that accuracy jumped from 78.52% (11,700/15,000) to 82.35% (12,352/15,000)
with this feature change alone. We also repeated the experiment on Coll-A and found that accuracy
jumped by a similar margin from 76.78% (12,261/15,969) to 79.66% (12,700/15,943). Both of these
results are statistically significant at the 95% confidence interval using a two-sample test for equality
of proportions with continuity correction (p= 2.20×10−16 and p= 1.50×10−10 respectively). Further
feature refinements like the one presented may yield more effective results, but we would expect
these improvements to be more subtle, as the change made with white space affected the feature
represented by the largest number of tokens in Coll-T. Another reasonable refinement could be to
interpret literals differently to identify authors who use short or long identifier names, but we leave
these refinements for future work.
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6.8 Summary
In this chapter, we explored several factors that affect the accuracy of our approach. These factors
comprised the number of authors, number of samples per author, sample lengths, stylistic strength,
timestamp, and entropy. A key finding is that it takes about one semester for student coding style to
stabilise according to our data, which has implications for practitioners who deal with source code
quality control. The end result for our final model was a statistically significant improvement in
accuracy compared with the version from the previous chapter. Next, in Chapter 7 we compare our
final model to the identified baselines, and investigate improvements to those baselines.
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Chapter 7
Improving Contributions in the Field
The work presented in Chapter 5 introduced our information retrieval approach and the choice of key
parameters including similarity measure, n-gram size, and feature set, using the data in Coll-A. Then
in Chapter 6 we explored several factors that affect the accuracy of our approach, including topical
and temporal patterns in the data. The timestamp experiments using Coll-T identified a further
improvement to our feature set involving how white space is used. It remains to be seen how our
approach performs on a variety of programming languages in a variety of settings, as the experiments
to this point in our approach have used C programming assignments only.
In Section 7.1, we provide accuracy results for our approach on all of the collections introduced
in Chapter 3. We then benchmark these against the reimplemented approaches from Section 4.5
(p. 106), to show how much our work has improved the state-of-the-art in source code authorship
attribution accuracy. In Sections 7.2 and 7.3, we next implement some extensions for the previous
approaches that used n-grams and software metrics respectively. Finally, we summarise all of the key
results for this thesis in Section 7.4 before summarising the chapter in Section 7.5.
7.1 Overall Results for the Information Retrieval Approach
When reporting our results for collections Coll-A, Coll-T, Coll-P, and Coll-J, we first reiterate
that a different number of runs is used depending on the collection. For example, in the Section 5.1
(p. 110) methodology based on Coll-A, we described how the experiment is repeated for 100 runs,
with each run using a random subset of 10 authors. We have taken care that roughly the same number
of queries are processed for each collection, however this will never be exact, as the total number of
queries depends upon the authors that are randomly selected for each run. This is as a result of the
number of samples per author greatly varying, as shown in Figure 3.2 (p. 69). The only exception is
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Coll-T, which has exactly six samples for every author. In short, we used 100 runs for Coll-A, 250
runs for Coll-T, 150 runs for Coll-P, and 250 runs for Coll-J.
To enable us to make some generalisations about the differences between our accuracy scores,
we performed a post-hoc analysis to obtain an estimate of the statistical power of these experiments.
Assuming we want high power (0.8, meaning an 80% chance of avoiding a Type 2 error) at 95%
confidence, we have 15,000 queries, and accuracy is 80% for a given method, then our tests are
powerful enough to reject a false null hypothesis for a second method, with a difference in accuracy
of 1.28% or more. We note that this statistical power will remain fairly constant as each experiment
has a similar number of queries.
We report two sets of results in this section concerning the index construction methods reviewed
in this thesis. The first variation was presented in Section 5.1 (p. 110), where the query document
is indexed, but is removed from the results list (presumably the first rank). This variation was used
throughout Chapters 5 and 6 in order to reduce the number of indexes required when developing our
approach.
The second variation from Section 5.5 (p. 132) uses a strict separation of the training and testing
data, where all samples except the query sample are indexed for each run, and each sample is treated
as the query in turn. This variation requires one index per query instead of one index per run, hence
it is much slower. However, since this variation uses a strict leave-one-out cross validation design, it
more closely models the previous work, and is therefore more appropriate for comparison purposes.
The first variation is referred to as lenient leave-one-out (or Lenient), and the second variation is
labelled strict leave-one-out (or Strict) henceforth. The Lenient approach achieved 80.59% accuracy
for Coll-A, 81.88% for Coll-T, 88.81% for Coll-P, and 81.87% for Coll-J. The Strict approach
achieved 79.70% accuracy for Coll-A, 81.29% for Coll-T, 89.34% for Coll-P, and 80.76% for
Coll-J. These results are summarised in Table 7.1 with the p-values for Z-tests for two proportions.
In absolute values, the Strict variation accuracy results were higher for Coll-P, and the Lenient
variation accuracy results were higher for the other collections. However, considering the p-values
at the 95% confidence level, we note that two of the four differences are statistically insignificant,
and the Coll-A result is borderline (p = 0.05). Therefore we remark that it is satisfactory to use
either of these methods. This finding is consistent with the conclusion in Section 5.5 (p. 132) drawn
from Coll-A alone. For the remainder of this chapter, we use the slower Strict variation as it is
more consistent with the previous work reviewed in Section 4.3 (p. 90). The Lenient variation is not
discussed further in this chapter.
Next, it is remarkable to note the higher accuracy obtained for the freelance collections (Strict).
Coll-P accuracy results were around 7% higher than the academic collection accuracy results, and the
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Collection Runs Strict Strict Lenient Lenient p-value
Queries Accuracy Queries Accuracy
Coll-A 100 16,046 79.70% 15,931 80.59% 0.05
Coll-T 250 15,000 81.29% 15,000 81.88% 0.19
Coll-P 150 16,270 89.34% 16,581 88.81% 0.13
Coll-J 250 14,873 80.76% 15,234 81.87% 0.01
Table 7.1: Number of runs and queries to generate results for all four collections. Strict and Lenient
variations (discussed in the text) are given with statistical significance results. The accuracy scores
for the freelance collections are good compared with those in the academic collections considering
the number of samples per author in each collection.
Coll-J accuracy results were similar to the academic collection accuracy results, but this result was
achieved with the smallest minimum number of training samples per author. Figure 3.3 (p. 71) shows
the actual distributions. We believe the individuals from the freelance collections are motivated to
produce good work for sharing with the Planet Source Code community. Moreover, given that these
authors are not all from a common institution, it is more likely that these authors have more variation
in their coding styles, compared with students from the same institution who may have adopted some
similar traits.
Finally, we extend the Figure 4.4 (p. 107) comparison to also include our results (Strict) in
Figure 7.1. These results show that our accuracy scores are highest except when compared to
the Frantzeskou et al. [2006a] baseline for Coll-J. Therefore, our work is state-of-the-art compared
to the previous work, as indicated by the results for three of the four collections.
Having evaluated our work against the previous contributions, we next investigate ways to also
improve the previous contributions starting with Frantzeskou et al. [2006a].
7.2 Improving N-Gram Approaches
Apart from our work, the contribution by Frantzeskou et al. [2006a] is the only other that uses n-
grams for source code authorship attribution. We leave the n-gram work by Kothari et al. [2007] to
Section 7.3, as the n-gram frequencies used as machine learning features are essentially just another
form of software metric. The core component of the Frantzeskou approach is the production of lists
of unique byte-level n-grams ordered by frequency, and truncated at a fixed profile length. Table 7.2
shows the lengths of the query and author profiles generated using this approach for our collections.
This table first shows the minimum, median, mean, and maximum query lengths for the test samples.
The same statistics are repeated for the author profiles (or training data), which are generated from
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Figure 7.1: Extension of Figure 4.4 (p. 107) showing a comparison of our work (Burrows) to all
reimplemented prior contributions: (a) Krsul [1994] (regression analysis and 42 features), (b) Mac-
Donell et al. [1999] (k-nearest neighbour and 26 features), (c) MacDonell et al. [1999] (neural
network and 26 features), (d) MacDonell et al. [1999] (regression analysis and 26 features), (e) Ding
and Samadzadeh [2004] (regression analysis and 56 features), (f) Frantzeskou et al. [2006a] (simpli-
fied profile intersection (L = 2,000) and byte-level 6-grams), (g) Lange and Mancoridis [2007] and
colleagues (nearest neighbour and 56 features), (h) Lange and Mancoridis [2007] and colleagues
(Bayesian network and 56 features), (i) Lange and Mancoridis [2007] and colleagues (voting feature
intervals and 56 features), (j) Kothari et al. [2007] (Bayesian network and 50 features per author),
(k) Kothari et al. [2007] (voting feature intervals and 50 features per author), and (l) Elenbogen and
Seliya [2008] (decision tree and 6 features).
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Statistic Coll-A Coll-T Coll-P Coll-J
Minimum Query Profile Length 4 345 1 166
Median Query Profile Length 2,524 3,050 2,030 1,805
Mean Query Profile Length 2,882 3,384 4,162 3,092
Maximum Query Profile Length 30,322 22,394 143,223 38,530
Minimum Author Profile Length 12,038 7,546 1,335 1,107
Median Author Profile Length 22,325 13,376 14,148 8,340
Mean Author Profile Length 24,803 13,972 25,805 14,320
Maximum Author Profile Length 51,797 38,697 201,334 46,814
Table 7.2: Byte-level n-gram statistics of all four collections comprising the number of unique 6-gram
entries in the query profiles and author profiles.
the combined samples of each author. The statistics for the full profiles are reported here, but the
query content is omitted when a query sample belonging to that author is currently in use.
Using these profiles, experiments that follow include the verification of the profile length L and
n-gram size n parameters explored in the Frantzeskou work. Next, we report on the changes in accu-
racy both before and after anonymisation techniques are applied, given that different anonymisation
techniques are used for our work and Frantzeskou’s work. Finally, we extend our work with the byte-
level and feature-level n-gram approaches by comparing them both using the Okapi BM25 and SPI
similarity scores used in our work and Frantzeskou’s work respectively.
7.2.1 Profile Length
The profile length parameter L is used in the Frantzeskou approach to denote the length that query
and author profiles are consistently truncated at. This parameter is volatile in that it depends upon
collection sample lengths, as discussed in Section 4.3.4 (p. 94).
The Frantzeskou experiment design simply splits the collections in half into test and training
sets. Therefore the Frantzeskou methodology effectively made classification decisions with only
half-profiles in the previous work. We chose an unequal collection split for our experiment design by
creating author profiles that contain all data except for each individual query sample. This approach
maximises the amount of training data available. We believe this experiment design decision is more
appropriate, as our work in Section 6.1.2 showed that discarding content results in severe degradation
of accuracy scores. Moreover, by doing this we have used a leave-one-out cross validation experiment
design, which is consistent with our other experiments.
In Figure 7.2 we present the accuracy scores for a wide range of values of L from 10≤ L ≤ 56,234
to allow for the length of the longest profile of Coll-A, which is 51,797 byte-level 6-grams. Each
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Figure 7.2: Classification accuracy of all four collections for Frantzeskou’s profile length L parame-
ter using nineteen profile lengths from 10 ≤ L ≤ 56,234.
data point is the mean accuracy score of 100 runs for Coll-A as used in Section 5.1 (p. 110), hence
the plotted line represents approximately 1,900 runs. The n-gram length n was kept constant at n = 6,
as this was a common conclusion in an earlier experiment (Section 4.3.4, p. 94).
Accuracy is poorest for the lower values of L, and accuracy is always increasing with L for
Coll-A. We note that the curve plateaus out for the last few values of L. This is a result of L
eventually reaching the longest profile length, thus increasing L after this point does not change the
accuracy scores. This behaviour is expected to occur at a different point for each collection, as the
length of the longest profile differs for each collection (Table 7.2).
Given these results, a suitable modification is to use an infinite profile length and use the full
set of n-grams as the profile. As an aside, we note that this technique is equivalent to co-ordinate
matching, a ranking technique used in some information retrieval systems [Witten et al., 1999], and
also successfully applied in music information retrieval [Uitdenbogerd and Zobel, 2002]. This is the
approach we adopt in the remainder of this chapter, giving an accuracy using 6-grams of 75.48% for
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Coll-A, 75.51% for Coll-T, 91.84% for Coll-P, and 82.30% for Coll-J.
7.2.2 N-Gram Size
The work above suggests that truncating author profiles is not helpful, therefore we use full profiles
from this point onwards. We next decided to verify the n-gram length parameter n.
As discussed in Section 4.3.4 (p. 94), Frantzeskou tested values of n for 2 ≤ n ≤ 10, where n = 6
was a common value resulting in highest accuracy. However, our work on feature-level n-grams in
Section 5.2 (p. 118) has also found n= 6 to be the most accurate. Given that each feature-level n-gram
represents more content than each byte-level n-gram on average, we would expect the best byte-level
n to be much larger than the best feature-level n.
We explored fourteen n-gram sizes from 1 ≤ n ≤ 50 to confirm these settings for our benchmark-
ing work, with the results shown in Figure 7.3 for Coll-A. The figure shows that the Frantzeskou
method performs better with n = 14, much higher than n = 6 reported previously. We believe that
the difference is due to the small collections used in the experiments, and the fact that they did not
test past n = 10. Adopting n = 14 represents a modest improvement to the Frantzeskou baseline. In
this experiment, 6-grams achieved 75.48%, but 14-grams achieved 79.11% (+3.83%). This is a sta-
tistically significant difference when using a Z-test (p = 1.09× 10−14). With this result, we decided
to switch to 14-grams for the remaining collections and accuracy scores are as follows: Coll-T be-
came 80.71% (+5.20%, p = 2.20× 10−16), Coll-P became 91.88% (+0.04%, p = 0.90), and Coll-J
became 86.07% (+3.77%, p = 2.20×10−16).
7.2.3 Anonymisation Effects
Our method is based on tokens that exclude comments and string literals, while the Frantzeskou
approach uses byte-level n-grams that capture such information if available. As we have versions
of collections Coll-P and Coll-J that contain comments and strings that we can use (Coll-PO and
Coll-JO), we can test the effect on accuracy when including such data. Table 7.3 shows the mean ac-
curacy of Coll-P, Coll-PO, Coll-J, and Coll-JO for the two methods. Interestingly, the Frantzeskou
method only benefits significantly for the Java collection, which may be explained by the JavaDoc
commenting convention encouraging more complete commenting throughout the Java programs in
Coll-JO.
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Comparing N−Gram Length in Burrows and Frantzeskou Work for Coll−A
N−gram Size
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of the accuracy scores for our approach and the Frantzeskou et al. [2005]
work for fourteen n-gram lengths on Coll-A. Accuracy peaks earlier for our approach than the
Frantzeskou approach due to the difference in the amount of data captured in a feature-level token
compared with a byte.
Method Coll-P Coll-PO Change Coll-J Coll-JO Change
Burrows 88.81% 90.07% +1.26% 81.87% 82.85% +0.98%
Frantzeskou 91.91% 92.34% +0.43% 81.31% 86.39% +5.08%
Table 7.3: Mean accuracy for our method and the Frantzeskou method on collections where com-
ments and quoted strings are both included (Coll-P and Coll-J) and excluded (Coll-PO and
Coll-JO).
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Byte−Level vs Feature−Level N−Gram Results using Okapi BM25
N−gram Size
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Figure 7.4: Okapi BM25 results using both feature-level n-grams and byte-level n-grams on Coll-A.
7.2.4 N-Gram Composition
Results reported in this chapter so far have used feature-level 6-grams for our work, and byte-level 14-
grams for the Frantzeskou work. In this section, we examine the effect of swapping the composition
of n-grams for the two methods. That is, we use byte-level n-grams with our work, and token-level n-
grams with the Frantzeskou work. To select n in each case, we repeated the method used to generate
Figure 7.3 on Coll-A. Results are shown in Figure 7.4 for Okapi BM25 and Figure 7.5 for SPI.
The Okapi BM25 similarity scheme achieved highest accuracy of 79.26% when using feature-
level n-grams (n = 6), compared with 76.58% when using byte-level n-grams (n = 18) (2.68% dif-
ference). The SPI similarity scheme achieved highest accuracy of 81.88% when using feature-level
n-grams (n = 10), compared with 79.11% when using byte-level n-grams (n = 14) (2.77% difference).
These comparisons were statistically significant in both cases (p = 8.39×10−8 and p = 4.55×10−10
respectively).
Using these n values, we next repeated the experiments on the remaining collections with results
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Byte−Level vs Feature−Level N−Gram Profile Results using SPI
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Figure 7.5: SPI results using both feature-level n-grams and byte-level n-grams on Coll-A.
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Okapi BM25 Results SPI Results
Feature-Level Byte-Level Feature-Level Byte-Level
Collection 6-Grams 18-Grams 10-Grams 14-Grams
Coll-A 79.70% 76.58% 81.88% 79.11%
Coll-T 81.29% 80.80% 80.00% 80.71%
Coll-P 89.34% 91.25% 86.83% 91.88%
Coll-J 80.76% 86.98% 82.38% 86.07%
Table 7.4: Okapi BM25 results using feature-level 6-grams and byte-level 18-grams, and SPI results
using feature-level 10-grams and byte-level 14-grams. The best result for each row depends upon the
collection, making the accuracy of the methods very close.
shown in Table 7.4. Most remarkably, there seems to be little separating the Okapi BM25 and SPI
ranking schemes, and the feature-level and byte-level n-gram methods. To demonstrate this, we
highlighted the best result for each collection in Table 7.4 in bold. SPI with feature-level n-grams was
most accurate for Coll-A, Okapi BM25 with feature-level n-grams was most accurate for Coll-T, SPI
with byte-level n-grams was most accurate for Coll-P, and Okapi BM25 with byte-level n-grams was
most accurate for Coll-J. For now we consider these methods equally effective and discuss possible
future improvements in Chapter 8, but stress that we are using the modified L and n parameters to
represent the Frantzeskou work here.
7.3 Improving Metric-Based Approaches
All of the previous approaches to source code authorship attribution that used software metrics as
features, also used machine learning classifiers in the classification step. In this section, we combine
some of the existing machine learning ideas with one another, and then with our own. We first explore
all untested combinations of feature set and classification algorithm for completeness. Next, we adapt
our own feature set developed in Section 5.3 (p. 122) to the machine learning algorithms used in this
thesis, and then extend this to n-grams of features.
7.3.1 Evaluating Combinations of Metrics and Classifiers
Several combinations of classification algorithm and feature set have been proposed in the literature,
as reviewed in Section 4.3 (p. 90). However, it is not obvious if the appropriate feature sets have been
paired with the appropriate classification algorithms since there are many possible combinations. We
resolve this problem by exploring all possible combinations from the previous work in this section.
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We also introduce a support vector machine (SVM) classifier, as this classifier has been mentioned
many times in the literature for natural language authorship attribution in Section 4.2 (p. 85). Support
vector machines are known to be effective when dealing with large numbers of features [Colas et al.,
2007]. Several implementations of support vector machines are available in Weka, however some
do not handle multi-valued nominal classes, or assume that the input is in a specific format that is
not suitable for our experiments. We used the weka.classifiers.functions.SMO classifier, which trains
a support vector classifier using the sequential minimal optimisation algorithm [Platt, 1998]. With
the inclusion of the support vector machine with the existing classification algorithms from Table 4.2
(p. 104), we now have eight classification algorithms.
Concerning feature sets, we have six feature sets so far as discussed in Section 4.4.2 (p. 102).
One further option is to pool all feature sets (except for Kothari et al. [2007]) into a combined feature
set. We name this set KMDLE in reference to the initials of the five authors. The aim here is to
explore how well the individual contributions work together. Note that we have deliberately omitted
the Kothari et al. [2007] features from the pool, as these features are optimised for each individual
author, which are not compatible with the methodology for deriving the other sets. Combining the
other 5 feature sets resulted in the new feature set having 168 metrics after redundancy was removed.
With the inclusion of the combined feature set, we now have seven feature sets.
Together, we now have fifty-six (8× 7) combinations of classification algorithm and feature set,
and only results for the previously published combinations have been explored and reimplemented
in our experiment in Figure 4.4 (p. 107). Figure 7.6 shows the mean accuracy scores over all four
collections of all combinations of classification algorithm and feature set. Generally, the more metrics
used as features, the better the performance of each classifier. An exception is the MacDonell metric
set (twenty-six metrics), which performed marginally better than the Krsul metric set (forty-two
metrics), however this may be due to the fact that the Krsul [1994] work was the first contribution in
the field.
Figure 7.6 results show that the accuracy for the neural network classifier was highest for six of
the seven metric sets. The only exception was the Elenbogen metric set where the nearest neighbour
accuracy score was 0.11% above the neural network accuracy score. However, this high accuracy
comes at a cost. From anecdotal evidence, we simply mention that the neural network classifier was
the slowest of all, therefore an alternative may be required if speed is important.
Figure 7.6 also shows that the KMDLE and Kothari feature sets almost always have the highest
accuracy scores. Accuracy for the Kothari set was highest for six of the classifiers, and accuracy for
the KMDLE set was highest for the remaining two classifiers. This result again represents a time
versus accuracy trade-off, as these two sets are the largest.
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NeuNt NNei KNNei Regre DecTr SVM Bayes VFI
Average of Coll−A/T/P/J Accuracy for All Feature Sets and Classifiers
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Figure 7.6: Accuracy scores for the eight classifiers and seven metric sets averaged across Coll-A,
Coll-T, Coll-P, and Coll-J. The classifiers are the neural network (NeuNt), nearest neighbour
(NNei), k-nearest neighbour (KNN), regression analysis (Regre), decision tree (DecTr), support vec-
tor machine (SVM), Naive Bayes (Bayes), and voting feature interval (VFI) classifiers. The metric
sets are named after the respective authors from Table C.1 (p. 221) in Appendix C, with “KMDLE”
representing the combined metric set of the first five authors from the appendix. Complete and un-
averaged results are given later in Table 7.8 from Section 7.4.
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Classifier NeuNt NNei KNNei Regre DecTr SVM Bayes VFI
Accuracy 60.42% 56.37% 34.29% 52.31% 51.15% 53.64% 51.35% 46.91%
Table 7.5: Averaged results from Figure 7.6 for all classification algorithms (neural network, nearest
neighbour, k-nearest neighbour, regression analysis, decision tree, support vector machine, Naive
Bayes, and voting feature intervals).
Of particular interest is the result ordering of accuracy for the seven metric sets for each clas-
sification algorithm, which vary little. These results demonstrate the importance of choosing an
appropriate set of features regardless of the classification algorithm in use. Moreover, the order gen-
erally follows the chronological order of the contributions. The only exceptions are the Elenbogen
metrics that have the lowest accuracy scores for all classifiers and the support vector machine results
mentioned already. That is, the Krsul [1994] results are poorer than the MacDonell et al. [1999]
results, which in turn are poorer than the Ding and Samadzadeh [2004] results, which are poorer than
the Lange and Mancoridis [2007] results, which are poorer than the Kothari et al. [2007] and KM-
DLE results. The results generally demonstrate a gradual increase in the accuracy scores since 1994,
which is encouraging.
Next, we note that there are a few common themes from Appendix C, which could impact the ac-
curacy scores for the individual metrics sets. First, there are some features that are language specific.
For example, the object-oriented metrics are less likely to be effective for the C-based collections
(Coll-A and Coll-T). We do not attempt to address this shortcoming as we wish to reimplement the
metric sets as closely as possible. However, the contributions that used more language independent
metrics (such as those that deal with white space usage, for example), should provide more consistent
accuracy scores.
We also anticipate some poorer results for the metric sets with larger proportions of metrics
based on comments for our collections. This is a result of anonymising Coll-A, Coll-T, Coll-P, and
Coll-J, which resulted in no comments remaining in the code.
In Tables 7.5 and 7.6, we average the results from Figure 7.6 over all classifiers and metric sets
respectively. Overall, the Kothari feature set is the most accurate, and the neural network is the most
accurate classifier. The support vector machine was a close second throughout our study, however the
aggregation of results pushes the SVM down to third, as there were some poor results for the metric
sets with only a small number of metrics. We remark that SVMs should be avoided for small feature
sets.
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Feature Set Krsul MacD Ding Lange Elenb KMDLE Kothari
Accuracy 49.09% 49.33% 57.43% 59.50% 28.28% 64.55% 67.21%
Table 7.6: Averaged results from Figure 7.6 for all feature sets (Krsul, MacDonell, Ding, Lange,
Elenbogen, KMDLE, and Kothari).
Property Coll-A Coll-T Coll-P Coll-PO Coll-J Coll-JO
(a) Total 6-grams 5,700,748 8,073,427 6,388,394 9,594,049 1,909,534 2,564,762
(b) Unique 6-grams 454,378 622,112 387,227 490,761 110,893 151,587
(c) (a)/(b) 12.55 12.98 16.50 19.55 17.22 16.92
Table 7.7: Key collection properties for all collections concerning feature-level 6-grams extracted
with our approach. The total number of 6-grams, number of unique 6-grams, and the ratio between
these are shown.
7.3.2 Machine Learning with N-Gram Features
In Section 7.2.4, we recommended either 6-grams of tokens or 14-grams of bytes as features when
using information retrieval techniques for matching. However, the feature space of n-grams this size
would be too large for most machine learning classifiers to handle. Table 7.7 shows that there are
over 100,000 distinct feature-level 6-grams in each of the collections. Hence we use unigrams as
features and explore the performance of the classifiers from the previous section. As a first step
using the operator, keyword, and white space features, as selected in Sections 5.3 and 6.7, we end
up with 114 C features, 148 C/C++ features, and 132 Java features. These features are based upon
operator and keyword charts from programming text books and international standards as summarised
in Tables D.1, D.2, and D.3 in Appendix D. The feature counts for each sample are normalised against
the average number of tokens in the sample and rounded to the nearest integer.
Figure 7.7 gives the accuracy scores for all eight of the tested classifiers for each of the four col-
lections. The support vector machine gave the most accurate result of all collections with 80.37% for
Coll-P. The neural network classifier was second with 79.90% (p = 0.28). However, the neural net-
work classifier was more accurate than the support vector machine for the three remaining collections:
Coll-A was 65.46% (+1.61%, p = 2.58×10−3), Coll-T was 59.11% (+1.94%, p = 6.89×10−4), and
Coll-J was 71.28% (+0.66%, p = 0.22). Two of the differences are statistically significant in favour
of the neural network classifier at 95% confidence using a Z-test.
The least accurate algorithm was the k-nearest neighbour classifier, thus we extended our work
for values of k other than k = 20 (k ∈ {1,2,3,4,5,10,20,30}). We found that accuracy degraded for all
successive values of k, so we remark that the k-nearest neighbour classifier is inferior to the nearest
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NeuNt NNei KNNei Regre DecTr SVM Bayes VFI
Comparison of Eight Weka Classifiers with Normalised Token Count Features
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of eight Weka classifiers (neural network, nearest neighbour, k-nearest
neighbour, regression analysis, decision tree, support vector machine, Naive Bayes, and voting fea-
ture intervals) using unigram tokens as features, leave-one-out cross validation, and default param-
eters in Weka except for the k-nearest neighbour classifier where K=20 was used.
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neighbour classifier for our problem domain.
A comparison can be made on these results using normalised counts of unigrams as features,
compared with the unigram results for our approach and the Frantzeskou approach previously given
in Figure 7.3 — 36.37% for our approach and 11.34% for Frantzeskou. These results are clearly
inferior to the accuracy achieved using the machine learning classifiers, however it is also obvious
that our work and the Frantzeskou work is not intended to be effective on unigrams. This is explored
in our next experiment using n-gram based metrics other than unigrams.
First, increasing n creates a problem in that it leads to an exponential increase in the number of
features. Therefore, to test larger values of n with the machine classifiers, we chose to truncate the
feature space, and only use the most commonly occurring n-grams based on collection-wide statistics.
Figure 7.8 provides the accuracy scores for 6-gram representations with the number of features cut-
off at 9 different points from 10 to 1,000 features for Coll-A. The leading neural network and support
vector machine classifiers are shown only for brevity. The results using unigrams from Figure 7.7
are shown as the baseline at the far right of the graph for each method for comparison. These results
demonstrate that classification accuracy generally increases as more 6-gram features are included.
This trend is particularly strong for the support vector machine classifier, which is also the weakest
for the smallest feature sets. Interestingly, these results show that it only takes around 56 n-gram
features to meet the unigram baseline for each classifier, and results generally continue to improve
further up to the final data point at 1,000 features.
These results can motivate new research using n-gram features combined with classifiers. How-
ever, this type of experiment does not scale well, and a high performance computing cluster was
needed to produce the results for the 178 to 1,000 feature data points for some of the classification
algorithms. Future work is needed to identify classifiers with the best compromise between time
requirements and accuracy. One option is to explore other implementations of neural networks and
support vector machines in Weka.
7.4 Summary of Results
Figure 7.9 gives the accuracy scores for the leading approaches for all four collections. That is, our
approach, the Frantzeskou approach with modified parameters, and the neural network coupled with
the Kothari and KMDLE feature sets. Accuracy scores for the machine learning approaches trail the
other approaches for all collections except for the neural network with the Kothari feature set, which
is 2.83% higher than our work for Coll-J only. Using selected n-grams as features for the machine
learning classifiers showed promise in Section 7.3.2, however scalability problems remain.
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Machine Learning Results with 6−Gram and Unigram Features
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of the neural network and support vector machine algorithms using 10
to 1,000 of the most common n-gram features (in logarithmic increments) against the baseline from
Figure 7.7 (rightmost data point) using only unigrams. Results are for Coll-A only, and the other
classifiers are omitted for brevity.
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Burrows Modified.Frantz NeuNt.Kothari NeuNt.KMDLE
Comparison of Four Leading Approaches
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Figure 7.9: Accuracy scores of four leading source code authorship attribution approaches. Our
approach and the modified Frantzeskou approach (“Modified.Frantz”) are very close, and the neu-
ral network with the Kothari and KMDLE feature sets are not far behind (NeuNt.Kothari and Ne-
uNt.KMDLE respectively).
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The accuracy scores for our approach and the modified Frantzeskou approach are close. The
reported results for our method are for 6-grams with the Okapi BM25 similarity measure using op-
erators, keywords, and white space tokens as features. The Frantzeskou results are for 14-grams of
bytes without using the profile length L parameter. Our approach was more accurate than the mod-
ified Frantzeskou approach for Coll-A with 79.70% accuracy (+0.59%), and Coll-T with 81.29%
accuracy (+0.58%). The modified Frantzeskou approach was more accurate for Coll-P with 91.91%
accuracy (+2.54%) and Coll-J with 86.07% accuracy (+5.31%). In short, our approach was more
accurate for the academic collections, and the modified Frantzeskou approach was more accurate for
the freelance collections.
The properties of the academic collections compared to the freelance collections may contribute
to the differing results between the types of collections. In particular, Table 3.2 (p. 69) shows that
the median lines of code for the freelance samples is less than half that of the academic samples.
Future work using our approach could attempt to bridge or further explain this gap by exploring
several choices for the document length weighting parameter other than the default b = 0.75. Addi-
tionally, other similarity metrics in Zettair that do not have inbuilt document length weighting (such
as Cosine), could be explored to determine whether document length weighting in our work is over-
compensated. Finally, we could experiment with subsets of our collections, such that the collection
properties between the academic and freelance collections become closer.
Table 7.8 gives accuracy scores for all of the methods executed on our collections as a reference
to other researchers and for benchmarking any future techniques. To our knowledge, this is the
first ever attempt to test all existing source code attribution techniques on the same collections. The
top-left portion of the table gives results for all combinations of Okapi BM25 and SPI similarity
measures, and feature-level and byte-level n-grams for the similarity measurement methods as given
in Table 7.4. The bottom-right portion of the table gives results for all combinations of the classifiers
and metric sets in the literature, including the SVM classifier and KMDLE metric set for the machine
learning methods as given in Figure 7.6.
The top-right portion of Table 7.8 uses normalised counts of n-gram occurrences as features.
Some results from Figure 7.8 for 1,000 6-gram token-level features are included in italics. As dis-
cussed in Section 7.3.2, the number of features to process increases exponentially for n-grams of
features. Given this, it becomes necessary to truncate the feature space and only use the most com-
monly occurring n-grams. We found that our use of the Weka framework did not scale to a suitably
large number of features to find the most effective number of features. Accuracy scores were still in-
creasing at 1,000 features for most classification algorithms, which was the largest amount we could
test on the high-performance computing cluster. When a suitable alternative is found to process the
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Feature Collection Ranking Method Classifier
Set Okapi SPI NeuNt NNei KNNei Regre DecTr SVM Bayes VFI
Burrows Coll-A 79.70 81.88 76.46 66.08 37.01 60.54 56.61 77.23 73.24 56.44
Feature Coll-T 81.29 80.00
6-grams Coll-P 89.34 86.83
(Okapi), Coll-PO 90.07 86.93
10-grams Coll-J 80.76 82.38
(SPI) Coll-JO 82.85 83.21
Frantzeskou Coll-A 76.58 79.11
Byte Coll-T 80.80 80.71
18-grams Coll-P 91.25 91.88
(Okapi), Coll-PO 92.65 93.86
14-grams Coll-J 86.98 86.07
(SPI) Coll-JO 89.03 88.36
42 Coll-A 54.48 46.98 27.71 48.68 44.25 45.82 45.40 41.96
Krsul Coll-T 42.79 32.71 13.85 35.38 34.33 37.41 35.55 30.87
Metrics Coll-P 69.65 65.69 50.05 62.34 59.21 69.17 62.88 54.79
Coll-PO 71.71 65.66 50.88 63.35 59.91 70.88 65.71 55.77
Coll-J 64.84 58.83 37.06 57.13 58.17 61.69 59.21 52.81
Coll-JO 69.31 62.52 38.46 61.09 61.16 66.51 62.45 57.06
26 Coll-A 54.74 52.57 36.77 48.35 44.29 39.86 43.41 42.78
MacDonell Coll-T 48.93 42.11 16.41 40.95 38.69 25.43 39.67 36.49
Metrics Coll-P 69.53 66.55 47.41 63.32 60.44 59.12 64.44 56.53
Coll-PO 72.10 69.41 48.85 64.99 60.24 65.34 68.02 59.37
Coll-J 64.68 63.31 37.69 57.52 55.82 49.33 58.78 55.52
Coll-JO 69.51 67.32 39.60 60.63 59.61 55.59 62.12 59.68
56 Coll-A 65.88 62.07 39.35 56.76 52.94 53.97 51.78 49.32
Ding Coll-T 59.10 55.59 20.68 46.17 46.29 50.56 48.79 40.13
Metrics Coll-P 74.37 71.28 49.93 67.02 64.52 72.92 67.52 61.02
Coll-PO 76.79 72.06 51.89 68.69 64.18 76.03 68.72 63.68
Coll-J 71.66 67.25 37.71 60.49 63.74 68.13 62.85 57.65
Coll-JO 74.83 70.67 39.75 63.74 66.17 73.28 64.05 60.66
52 Coll-A 64.83 62.56 40.15 58.03 55.84 59.83 51.46 51.54
Lange Coll-T 60.53 54.47 19.07 45.84 47.88 55.00 52.14 42.93
Metrics Coll-P 76.88 73.11 52.45 67.00 64.66 77.26 66.13 63.01
Coll-PO 79.77 76.55 53.22 69.28 64.79 80.31 69.52 64.75
Coll-J 76.04 74.88 37.83 63.43 64.11 76.26 63.71 59.74
Coll-JO 79.48 78.01 39.93 66.00 66.16 79.37 66.56 63.72
6 Coll-A 25.41 28.09 18.62 24.23 24.02 13.67 19.21 21.15
Elenbogen Coll-T 12.93 12.03 7.31 13.44 12.65 1.08 12.69 13.47
Metrics Coll-P 41.58 40.29 34.03 41.47 40.85 31.69 35.25 30.47
Coll-PO 44.08 43.24 36.12 46.32 44.69 35.34 38.12 33.30
Coll-J 46.03 46.00 33.39 46.39 46.57 36.95 42.78 40.08
Coll-JO 47.75 45.14 32.16 48.77 48.17 36.52 42.96 42.17
168 Coll-A 72.37 62.47 44.15 63.40 59.99 70.81 58.89 54.50
KMDLE Coll-T 69.63 57.78 21.92 50.55 52.25 67.96 54.67 44.82
Metrics Coll-P 84.09 80.15 57.30 72.10 69.45 84.75 70.95 64.72
Coll-PO 85.84 81.81 58.03 70.84 68.78 86.18 72.70 65.65
Coll-J 79.02 76.08 42.14 65.33 66.58 78.76 64.70 59.48
Coll-JO 81.74 78.14 41.99 66.00 66.20 80.86 67.53 60.85
50 Coll-A 74.71 63.62 48.26 63.37 53.41 68.67 63.34 51.21
Kothari Coll-T 80.37 65.55 31.43 60.46 55.75 73.63 61.64 47.63
Metrics Coll-P 83.19 74.79 57.63 73.67 68.17 77.89 71.46 63.41
(per Coll-PO 84.60 75.56 60.32 75.51 68.80 79.85 71.92 65.34
author) Coll-J 83.59 77.70 48.28 74.78 72.66 81.37 65.95 54.09
Coll-JO 83.86 78.22 49.26 76.75 74.70 82.57 67.45 53.67
Table 7.8: Summary scores for our work, baselines, and other variations from this chapter. Some
results from Figure 7.8 for 1,000 6-grams are also given in the top-right section in italics. Note that
having values in the bottom-left section would be nonsensical as discussed in the text.
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large number of features required, follow-up experiments are needed to verify if n = 6 is the most
suitable value for this problem.
The bottom-left portion of the Table 7.8 remains blank since no one has yet applied information
retrieval style ranking to sets of metric measurements. It is not obvious how (or even why) one would
implement this.
Some curious outlier results are present in Table 7.8. For example, the result for the SVM clas-
sifier and the Elenbogen feature set for Coll-T shows just 1.08% accuracy, which is well below
the 10% random chance threshold. The remaining results for the Elenbogen feature set are around
random chance for Coll-T, being between 7.31% and 13.47%. Moreover, Coll-A results are not
much higher with scores between 13.67% and 28.09%. We do not believe these poor accuracy results
are collection-specific, as the result trends for all collections on all metric-based results are almost al-
ways the same: Coll-T results are the lowest, Coll-A results are the second lowest, and the freelance
collections results are the highest. The only exception is the Naive Bayes classifier for the Lange
metrics for Coll-A and Coll-T. The remaining considerations are the choice of metric set and clas-
sifier. Concerning the metrics, it is clear that the Elenbogen metrics have the lowest accuracy scores
in general, but this does not explain why the 1.08% result is so far below random chance. We would
expect a poor choice of metrics to provide around 10% accuracy if they were not more helpful than
guesswork. So we expect that there is some anomalous behaviour in the classifier. We have already
shown in Figure 7.8 that the support vector machine is poor for low numbers of features. We remark
that one of the six Elenbogen features is completely useless for the (anonymised) Coll-T collection
(Appendix C – E02: “number of comments”). Therefore, we suggest that the combination of a low
number of features and having a completely redundant feature is causing anomalous behaviour in the
support vector machine, and almost always incorrect results.
Finally, we remark that Table 7.8 represents the largest empirical contribution on source code
authorship attribution to the best of our knowledge. Assuming 15,000 queries per measurement are
reported, and with 368 measurements, this represents around 5,520,000 queries in total. These results
provide a clear set of benchmarks for further advancing the field. Moreover, the purpose of this table
is to make clear what has and has not been done in the field of source code authorship attribution for
future advancement of the field. By presenting all combinations of the previous work, the table also
discourages frivolous pairings of just another classifier with just another metric set, which should
encourage more work on the n-gram approaches in the future. These are the results that are leading
the field.
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7.5 Summary
In addition to our information retrieval contribution to source code authorship attribution, at least
eight other research groups have published in this area, but relative accuracy was unclear given
varying collections and evaluation methodologies. This chapter has brought all the previous work
together for a comprehensive comparison. The results suggested that our work and our extension of
Frantzeskou’s work are leading the field. Next, in Chapter 8 we summarise the findings in this thesis
and outline areas for future work.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
Authorship attribution is the process of assigning samples of work to their authors based on style
traits in training data. This problem has been extensively studied in relation to natural language, but
is far less developed in relation to source code. The source code authorship attribution contributions
of this thesis fall within five themes, and we now summarise the key results and their significance in
turn, followed by future work and a summary.
8.1 Collections
The collections used in the research described in this thesis were designed to be large enough such that
we did not need to use any whole collection at once. Instead, we were able to randomly sample parts
of the whole collections to form many runs, which allowed us to perform many more classifications
than in the previous work. The importance of this methodology is that we had sufficient queries for
statistical significance tests, which was lacking in previous work, due to the modest collection sizes
used.
In developing our collections and reviewing the collections in previous work, we developed a list
of eleven properties for effective use of authorship attribution collections. We demonstrated that we
have met these properties for our collections, with the exceptions of not being about to guarantee
that authorship is always correct and never shared due to plagiarism and similar problems. The
consequence is that imperfect ground truth may reduce the accuracy obtainable, therefore our results
should be considered slightly conservative, compared with collections where ground truth is known
to be perfect. The eleven properties can also act as a checklist for the benefit of other researchers,
and we recommend its use for future collection construction.
The remaining contribution concerning collections is availability. We have released statistics
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about token frequencies in the collections, which does not have intellectual property problems, unlike
any release of the original collections. These statistics are suitable for measuring the frequency of
tokens that can be used to reimplement many of the software metrics reviewed in this thesis. We also
provided a full explanation for reproducing the freelance collections based upon the original online
source data.
8.2 Benchmarking Previous Contributions
The review of previous contributions began with plagiarism detection and genre classification, as
these areas are closely related to those of previous work. The common methodologies used in au-
thorship attribution were highlighted. We next described the similarities and differences between
authorship attribution for natural language and source code. The choice of features for natural lan-
guage authorship attribution is obviously different, but several of the classification algorithms are
shared.
The review of the previous work in the field of source code authorship attribution identified
eight contributions. It was clear that there was little agreement between key choices of feature set,
classifier, and similarity metric, and the lack of agreement was exacerbated by the few benchmarking
experiments.
Given the above shortcomings, our first experiment was to reimplement and compare the eight
contributions using our collections. Our results suggested that the Frantzeskou approach [Frantzeskou
et al., 2006a] using the simplified profile intersection similarity measure on author profiles of byte-
level n-grams, is more effective than the machine learning and software metric contributions. The
results also provided a comprehensive set of benchmark scores for comparison with our own infor-
mation retrieval contribution. This contribution is significant, as it is the first full evaluation of all
published source code authorship attribution contributions.
8.3 Applying Information Retrieval
The review of previous contributions made it clear that the use of n-grams and similarity measures,
such as coordinate matching, was underexplored for source code authorship attribution. We proposed
an information retrieval approach motivated by the previous source code plagiarism detection work
of Burrows et al. [2006].
From the initial experiments using an information retrieval approach, we identified an appropriate
n-gram length, similarity measure, and feature set. Results for the choice of n-gram length showed
that n = 6 is suitable. Concerning the similarity measure, Okapi BM25 was shown to be more ef-
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fective than cosine, pivoted cosine, language modelling with Dirichlet smoothing, and Author1 that
we developed ourselves. Six feature classes were evaluated consisting of operators, keywords, white
space tokens, literal tokens, input/output tokens, and function tokens. The combination of opera-
tors, keywords, and white space tokens, was identified as being highly effective. These experiments
used mean reciprocal rank and mean average precision information retrieval evaluation measures, to
quantify the quality of the ranked lists returned by the search engine.
When investigating the method for making authorship decisions, we found that using the author
of the top ranked sample was more effective than using ranked lists as a whole, whether using the
positions in the ranked lists (average precision), or normalised weights. This result suggests that some
samples may be less helpful markers of authorship than others, since all but one result was discarded
for each decision.
Omitting the query sample from the index results in a very large increase in running time, as a new
index is needed for each successive query to ensure there is no bias when comparing techniques. We
investigated leaving the query sample in the index, and instead omitting it from the returned ranked
lists of results. This has the benefit of reducing the number of indexes from one per query to one per
run. While this variation affects the term data in the index, we showed that the difference in results
between this faster design and the alternative is statistically insignificant, and hence acceptable.
The conclusion in Chapter 5 is the comparison of our initial model to the benchmarks evaluated
in Chapter 4. The initial results using Coll-A already indicated that our work performs better than
previously published methods at this point.
8.4 Effectiveness Parameters
When developing the initial model described above, some other key factors had to be kept constant,
such as the number of authors and number of samples per author. We found that there is no bench-
mark for these factors for source code authorship attribution, but we were able to demonstrate the
good scalability of our approach in terms of number of authors compared with a natural language
authorship attribution benchmark.
We next explored the effect of sample size, and showed that our model performed similarly on
short and long query samples. We also explored the stylistic strength of the samples as measured with
criteria common to computer science assessment, and found that a correlation does not exist between
stylistic strength and authorship attribution accuracy. This implies that samples with both good and
poor quality coding styles can be attributed with similar levels of accuracy.
An important contribution in Chapter 6 concerned sample timestamp as a confound. We inves-
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tigated topical and temporal effects in turn and showed that both strongly affect accuracy. That is,
accuracy increases if there is topical data available, and accuracy is higher for later query samples
than earlier ones.
We also demonstrated that accuracy scores for typical authorship attribution experiments and
the real-life scenario of attributing authorship of student programs in educational institutions differ
greatly. In the real-life scenario, samples dated after the query sample obviously do not yet exist,
and should therefore be discounted from training. We found that the greatly reduced accuracy scores
were unacceptable for the real-life scenario. However, we found that allowing all matches from the
current semester in addition to the previous samples is nearly as effective as allowing the full set.
The key finding from the timestamp investigation is that accuracy scores plateaued roughly from
the third task of six when exploring timestamps in isolation. We suggest this indicates the amount of
time for coding style to stabilise. This finding has implications for those developing coding standards,
and monitoring compliance within organisations.
We concluded Chapter 6 by investigating how the use of individual features changes between
individual authors and tasks using entropy. We found that capturing white space in blocks was more
effective than processing spaces individually.
8.5 Improving Contributions in the Field
The previous work in source code authorship attribution lacked a benchmarking study to bring all the
work in the field together for an overall comparison, which was a problem we have now addressed.
We also implemented some obvious variations of the previous work, such as exchanging the types of
n-grams used in our work and that of Frantzeskou et al. [2006a], evaluating untested combinations of
classifier algorithms and software metrics as features, and exploring normalised counts of n-grams as
machine learning features.
The conclusions from our comparison are five-fold.
1. For a one-in-ten problem, the best results for our largest freelance collection show that accuracy
for our approach is around 90%, accuracy for the Frantzeskou approach is around 85%, and
accuracy for the leading metric-based approaches is around 75%.
2. When considering the modified baselines in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 for a one-in-ten problem, the
best results for our largest freelance collection show that accuracy for the modified Frantzeskou
approach increases to around 90%, and accuracy for the leading modified metric-based ap-
proaches increases to around 85%.
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3. The Frantzeskou work requires a larger n for the n-gram length than previously published, and
the practice of truncating author profiles at uncertain lengths can be safely ignored.
4. Of those evaluated, the neural network and support vector machine are the most accurate ma-
chine learning classification algorithms for source code authorship attribution, however the
support vector machine is poorer for small feature sets.
5. Using n-gram features in machine learning shows promise, but is not scalable to large n.
In summary, the results showed that the n-gram and similarity measure approaches are more
effective than the software metric and machine learning approaches, and are hence currently the state-
of-the-art. We believe that preserving adjacent features with the construction of n-grams is important
for authorship attribution, and that the machine learning approaches with software metrics were less
accurate, as they do not preserve locality, unless n-grams themselves are the features, such as in the
work by Kothari et al. [2007].
8.6 Future Work
In this section we describe future work for our approach, the approach by Frantzeskou et al. [2006a],
the metric-based approaches, and related problems to source code authorship attribution in general.
8.6.1 Information Retrieval Approach
For our approach, further investigation into the choice of similarity measure and feature set is war-
ranted. Concerning similarity measure, five measures were evaluated, but there are many more that
can be explored. For example, the work by Zobel and Moffat [1998] provided a comprehensive
overview of candidate similarity measures. For feature selection, we explored sixty-three combina-
tions of six feature classes based on a taxonomy in the literature [Oman and Cook, 1990], but we
later discovered that a few key features did not fall within the taxonomy, including curly braces,
semicolons, and preprocessor directives, which resulted in their omission. Additional work with
these features may push the accuracy scores of our approach above the modified Frantzeskou et al.
[2006a] approach.
Further improvement may be obtained by altering the extraction of feature tokens from the source
code. We used the flex lexical analysis tool [Flex Project, 2008], but problems exist when tokens
have multiple meanings due to overloading. Moreover, our reimplementation of literals treated all
local variables, global variables, function names, function parameter names, and type definitions, as
generic identifiers, with labels for uppercase, lowercase, titlecase, camelcase, and other case literals.
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We considered parsers and compiler suites, but these have problems for samples that do not compile
due to anonymisation from renamed source files and errors in syntax. Future work remains in better
distinguishing these types of tokens, particularly for erroneous and damaged source code samples.
Concerning timestamps, our temporal collection Coll-T could be used in combination with our
experiment exploring the number of samples per author as a confound (see Section 6.1.2, p. 137). In
this experiment, we removed samples at random, and this could be extended to remove samples by
any combination of timestamps, which we have already partially explored when investigating topical
and temporal effects on authorship attribution accuracy. Removing samples at random may result in
some of the best training samples becoming unavailable.
Next, it is well known that some students try to hide incidents of plagiarism. Future work is
needed to investigate how code style obfuscation affects authorship attribution accuracy. This may
be simulated by passing the code samples through code formatting tools (or “pretty printers”), to
make some markers of style constant such as use of white space and braces. Moreover, if programs
are written using a professional integrated development environment which allows adherence to a
company coding style, then our approach for determining authorship should be highly effective at the
organisational level.
Finally, it would be of interest to know the amount of plagiarism in our collections, as reported
levels of plagiarism in the literature vary considerably. These statistics could be estimated in future
work by passing our collections through a source code plagiarism detection tool.
8.6.2 Frantzeskou Approach
Frantzeskou et al. [2006a] proposed the simplified profile intersection measure for computing the
similarity of n-gram profiles, which is a form of coordinate matching. Several possible alternatives
similar to coordinate matching could be evaluated. For example, Stamatatos [2007] proposed two
variations of relative distance and simplified profile intersection, of which the d2 variation was shown
to be the most effective. We suggest that investigation of the resemblance measure described by
Broder [1998] would also be worthwhile.
Another extension and combination of multiple ideas, is to consider normalised counts of byte-
level n-grams as features for machine learning classification. However, we expect there to be scalabil-
ity problems as experienced with the equivalent experiment for feature-level n-grams in Section 7.3.2.
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8.6.3 Metric-Based Approaches with Machine Learning
For the metric-based approaches, we first note that we had to make a compromise when reimple-
menting the Lange and Mancoridis [2007] feature set, as individual measurements from histograms
of feature classes are too numerous when used as a set of features in Weka. Therefore, we had to
apply some basic discretisation as described in Appendix C. The Shevertalov et al. [2009] paper
represents the only discretisation contribution for source code authorship attribution to date, leaving
more room for future work in this area.
For the Kothari et al. [2007] approach, we noted that they used fifty metrics per author, without
reporting results for other numbers of authors. Future work is needed to investigate how this approach
scales in terms of accuracy and time for other metric set sizes.
Next, we note that our reimplementation work covered all classification algorithms from previous
source code authorship attribution literature, but there are still many that remain from other domains.
A good example is Kullback-Leibler Divergence as a measure of relative entropy [Kullback and
Leibler, 1951], which was shown to be effective in the work by Zhao et al. [2006]. Yet further work
in this area is possible if existing classifiers are combined by means of voting, such as bagging and
boosting [Bauer and Kohavi, 1999].
We also note that the feature selection work in this thesis has been limited to Sections 5.3 and 6.7
only for our work, and pre-processing is needed to cut features, particularly for those experiments
that use n-grams as features such as in Section 7.3.2. In this thesis, we have simply allowed the clas-
sification algorithms to manage features themselves that may contribute little towards classification
decisions. This is a large area of machine learning with scalability implications, and we leave this for
future work.
8.6.4 Related Problems
With experiments such as those from Section 7.3.2 that push the size of our feature sets to the limit, it
is important to establish which classification algorithms have the best compromise between accuracy
and time in order to continue this research. We have found that the neural network and the support
vector machine are currently the most effective, but our anecdotal evidence has shown that these are
the two most time consuming respectively. Results from future experiments in this area should ideally
be graphed expressing accuracy versus time to establish the best compromises.
Another interesting area of research is to be able to better process borderline classification de-
cisions. For example, if a correct classification between two authors is deemed to have probability
of 51% and 49% respectively, then this is uninteresting as the attribution is made almost by random
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chance. The attribution would be much more interesting if the probability was 90% to 10% instead.
The idea is to assign confidence scores to each attribution in order for uninteresting cases to be la-
belled appropriately. This has been approached with meta-learning by Koppel et al. [2009] to date,
and future work remains for assigning confidence scores for source code authorship attributions.
Applying source code and natural language authorship attribution together is another area for
future work. This is applicable to source code authorship attribution for samples with large amounts
of commenting. It is also of interest to try authorship attribution for other structured languages such
as mathematical equations, chemical formulae, Z specifications, UML, SQL, XML, HTML, LATEX,
assembly language, and so forth. Building sufficient collections remains a challenge. Suggestions
include sourcing content from specialised evaluation forums, such as INEX [Geva et al., 2009] for
XML data, or performing a web crawl for specialised types of content.
Other significant and related areas for source code research include the authorship verification
and discrimination problems.
8.7 Summary
Source code authorship attribution is an underexplored problem compared with natural language au-
thorship attribution, and in this thesis we have advanced the state-of-the-art. Previous published work
in the field has been reviewed, and the previous contributions were reimplemented and benchmarked
against one another using four significant collections. Then, we presented the novel information re-
trieval approach, which was developed and evaluated for source code authorship attribution. Several
variables that affect the accuracy of our approach were then explored, including timestamp as a con-
found, and experiment results revealed that coding style is unstable in the first academic semester for
students. Finally, for the one-in-ten problem using the largest freelance collection, the results showed
that our approach is the state-of-the-art with around 90% accuracy, compared with the reimplemented
approaches that were around 85% accurate for the Frantzeskou approach, and 75% accurate for the
leading metric-based approach. When our modifications and other explored variations were taken
into account, the modified Frantzeskou approach achieved similar accuracy to our work, and the
leading metric-based variation was around 85% accurate.
There is more that could be explored to advance the techniques for source code authorship at-
tribution. However, if a practical system were to be implemented today, our recommendation based
on our experiments and the relative efficiency of the different approaches is to use an information
retrieval approach by extending an existing search engine, whether it be Zettair or another. For any
software targeted towards an everyday user, additional work is needed to document how their sam-
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ples of work should be best organised in common file systems for convenience, and a well-designed
front-end is required.
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Appendix A
Glossary
Appendices A.1, A.2, and A.3 list commonly appearing symbols and their definitions for this thesis.
A.1 Authorship Attribution Glossary
n: An n-gram length.
L: A profile length used in coordinate matching.
CNG: Common N-Gram.
S PI: Simplified Profile Intersection.
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A.2 Information Retrieval Glossary
t: A term.
q: A query identifier.
Q: A query.
|Q|: Query length (number of terms in query Q).
d: A document identifier.
Dd: A document with identifier d.
|Dd |: Document length (number of terms in document Dd).
N: Number of documents in the collection.
fq,t: Within-query frequency (number of occurrences of term t in query q).
fd,t: Within-document frequency (number of occurrences of term t in document d).
ft: Raw document frequency (number of documents in which term t appears).
Ft: Collection frequency (number of occurrences of term t in the collection).
F: Total number of terms in the collection.
MRR: Mean Reciprocal Rank.
MAP: Mean Average Precision.
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A.3 Machine Learning Glossary
BayNt: Bayesian Network abbreviation.
DecTr: Decision Tree abbreviation.
KLD: Kullback-Leibler Divergence abbreviation.
KNNei: K-Nearest Neighbour abbreviation.
NeuNt: Neural Network abbreviation.
Bayes: Naive Bayes abbreviation.
NNei: Nearest Neighbour abbreviation.
Regre: Regression Analysis abbreviation.
S V M: Support Vector Machine abbreviation.
VFI: Voting Feature Intervals abbreviation.
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Appendix B
Reconstruction of Freelance Collections
This appendix describes how others can reproduce collections similar to Coll-P and Coll-J from the
Planet Source Code web site [Exhedra Solutions Inc., 2010a]. This is necessary as the web site terms
and conditions prevent the sharing of the Planet Source Code content we downloaded with others.
Therefore, other researchers wishing to replicate the Planet Source Code collections used in this thesis
are advised to obtain the content directly from the web site. The terms and conditions [Exhedra
Solutions Inc., 2010b] state that users have the right to “freely view all submitted content as well
as use all content in their own programs without restriction”, however redistribution is not allowed
without written permission from all original copyright holders. The steps for reproducing either of
our freelance collections are as follows:
1. From the Planet Source Code homepage at http://www.planet-source-code.com, select the pro-
gramming language (for example, C/C++) from the top menu bar (Figure B.1).
2. Follow the “Advanced Category Browse” link at the bottom of the page (Figure B.2).
3. Select the following options on the search form provided (Figure B.3):
• “Choose a category to browse”: All
• “Code type”: .Zip files (for convenience)
• “Code difficulty level”: Unranked, beginner, intermediate, and advanced (all four cate-
gories)
• “Thorough search – scans actual code contents”: No (unnecessary)
• “Display in”: Alphabetical order
• “Maximum number of entries to view (per page)”: 50 (the maximum)
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Figure B.1: Coll-P and Coll-J collection construction step 1 at Planet Source Code. Permission to
use this screenshot was provided by Ian Ippolito from Exhedra Solutions on 7 May 2010.
4. Browse the result page and click on the name of any author (Figure B.4).
5. Click the “All submission(s) by this author” link (Figure B.5).
6. Check that the author has sufficient samples for your needs, and click the (zipped) work sample
links to download the samples (Figure B.6).
7. Repeat steps 4–6 above for any number of authors. Take care to record the names (or aliases) of
the authors processed to avoid duplication of effort. Use a separate folder to store the samples
for each author.
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Figure B.2: Coll-P and Coll-J collection construction step 2 at Planet Source Code. Permission to
use this screenshot was provided by Ian Ippolito from Exhedra Solutions on 7 May 2010.
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Figure B.3: Coll-P and Coll-J collection construction step 3 at Planet Source Code. Permission to
use this screenshot was provided by Ian Ippolito from Exhedra Solutions on 7 May 2010.
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Figure B.4: Coll-P and Coll-J collection construction step 4 at Planet Source Code. Permission to
use this screenshot was provided by Ian Ippolito from Exhedra Solutions on 7 May 2010.
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Figure B.5: Coll-P and Coll-J collection construction step 5 at Planet Source Code. Permission to
use this screenshot was provided by Ian Ippolito from Exhedra Solutions on 7 May 2010.
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Figure B.6: Coll-P and Coll-J collection construction step 6 at Planet Source Code. Permission to
use this screenshot was provided by Ian Ippolito from Exhedra Solutions on 7 May 2010.
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Appendix C
Features from the Literature
The source code features used in previous studies with empirical contributions are organised chrono-
logically in Table C.1. We acknowledge that the feature descriptions have either been reproduced or
paraphrased for readability from the respective publications as necessary.
Table C.1 is organised into five columns. The first column contains an identification number, used
for cross-referencing purposes, consisting of the first letter of the author surname, plus a sequential
natural number.
The second column contains the identifying number (or code) used in the literature. Four of the
six contributions listed have identifying codes. Krsul [1994] and Ding and Samadzadeh [2004] used
similar numbering schemes to differentiate layout metrics, style metrics and structure metrics. Lange
and Mancoridis [2007] used metric classes such as line-len-N for calculating the percentage of
times code line lengths of N characters appear. Discretising N at carefully considered lengths was
necessary for two reasons. First, we need to have a consistent value of N across all collections.
Second, these metric classes otherwise generated impractical numbers of metrics as input to the
classification algorithms. MacDonell et al. [1999] used a naming convention similar to the description
of the metrics. Elenbogen and Seliya [2008] did not use codes, so we repeated the first column
identification numbers here. Kothari et al. [2007] did not use codes either, as the individual byte-
level n-grams selected do not have meaningful descriptions.
The third column contains complete descriptions of the metrics as described in the original pub-
lications and modified for readability where necessary.
The fourth column documents the type of measurement for each metric. The five types of mea-
surements are: percentage measurement, integer number, real number, boolean measurement, and
one-of-many sets (or enumerations). For features with nominal measurements (boolean and set), we
chose the first-listed class descriptor in the event of measurement ties. In addition, some metrics are
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normalised whilst others are not. We respected the original decisions of the authors here, even though
we believe normalisation is preferable when working with programs of varying lengths. Moreover,
we chose normalised metrics when the implementation decision is not clear.
The fifth and final column provides some tags for common notes that would otherwise be repeated
for each instance in the table. First, some of the Lange and Mancoridis [2007] metric classes such
as word-len-N have been tagged with the values of N used. In the literature, Lange and Mancoridis
[2007] used every value of N applicable to the collection in the study. However, the histogram-based
method proposed does not scale to a machine learning implementation with one feature for each mea-
surement. Thousands of measurements are potentially required depending on each collection. For
example, with the line-len-N metric there could be hundreds of different line lengths in a collec-
tion, hence this metric would require hundreds of measurements in itself. Therefore we frequently
group some values of N together (discretisation). For example, the line-len-N metric has been
documented as “N ∈ {0−19,20− ...}”, which indicates one measurement for lines of zero to nineteen
characters, and another for lines with twenty or more characters.
Some metrics require more than a shallow lexicographic parsing of the source code to differen-
tiate identifiers such as local variables, global variables, function names, function parameter names,
and type definitions. Determining higher level labels for source code constructs requires success-
ful parsing of the code, and relies on correct syntax for the language grammar used. Given that
our anonymisation process disrupted some syntax, and that many of the source files from students
contained syntax errors anyway, we felt that parsing to identify high level features could not be suc-
cessfully automated for our collections. Use of compiler suites is a common method for tagging
different kinds of identifiers. For example, the Java command “javac -Xprint filename.java”
gives a list of Java methods and class variables that could be helpful for some metrics dealing with
identifiers. We note that compiler suites are not helpful in conjunction with syntactically incorrect
samples. All collections used in this thesis are too large to be processed manually, having more work
samples than any of the previous source code authorship attribution studies, and we could not gen-
eralise their compilation for use with compiler suites. This is due to the academic collections being
selected from many semesters and courses over an eight year period, and the freelance collections
come from completely unrelated authors. For example, samples with missing compilation scripts
(such as a Makefile) could not be compiled, especially if a program requires special compilation flags
or generates multiple executables. The anonymisation process also interfered with compilation, as it
renamed all file and folder names, which consequentially broke file inclusions or similar constructs.
Finally, other samples simply contain syntax errors. We felt that any attempt at implementing a cus-
tom parser capable of tagging all identifier types in potentially malformed software would not be
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without error. Therefore we simply tagged all identifiers in the source code with a generic identifier
token. This meant that metrics such as “average characters per function name” become “average
characters per identifier”. All affected metrics are flagged with the “Identifier” tag.
Some metrics were in a form such as “ratio of interfaces to classes”. In this example, a divide-by-
zero problem can occur if a sample contains no classes. Metrics similar to this have been modified
to avoid divide-by-zero problems. The above example has been changed to “ratio of interfaces to
interfaces and classes”, for example. These are flagged with the “Div-0” tag.
Some metrics appear multiple times under two or more of the metric sets. The duplicates have
been flagged with the “Duplicate {ID}” tag, including a metric identifier number for reference in place
of “{ID}”. We have 172 unique metrics and 14 duplicate metrics in total.
The remaining categories in the fifth column are flagged as “Development”, “Inspection”, “Com-
pilable”, or “Runnable”, and those metrics have not been implemented in this thesis. Development
metrics require knowledge about development environments such as the tools used, and this knowl-
edge is not available. Compilable and runnable metrics require the successful compilation or running
of the software, and we do not expect all programs to run yet alone compile as described previously.
Inspection metrics can only be calculated with a source code human inspection, which is not scalable
to the collections used in this thesis. We note that all of these four categories representing unimple-
mented metrics are for metrics by Krsul [1994] only. Putting these categories aside, we were able
to reimplement forty-two of the sixty Krsul metrics. The Krsul [1994] work was written to describe
all metrics that they found, and they have not separated the metrics that are reasonable to implement
from the ones that are provided for completeness, hence this decision.
Table C.1: Source code features used in the previous work with contributions organised chronologi-
cally. We acknowledge that the listings have either been reproduced or paraphrased for readability
from the respective publications as necessary.
ID Code Description Type Notes
Krsul [1994] — 42/60 metrics implemented 1
K01 STY1a Most common indentation level of statements within
surrounding blocks. {zero spaces, one space, two
spaces, three spaces, four spaces, five+ spaces, tab}.
See Ranade and Nash [1992, p68–69].
set Inspection
K02 STY1b Percentage of open curly brackets alone on a line. percent Duplicate: D01
K03 STY1c Percentage of open curly brackets at start of line. percent Duplicate: D02
K04 STY1d Percentage of open curly brackets at end of line. percent Duplicate: D03
K05 STY1e Percentage of close curly brackets alone on a line. percent Duplicate: D04
K06 STY1f Percentage of close curly brackets at start of line. percent Duplicate: D05
Continued on next page
1Eighteen metrics were not implemented for the reasons discussed in the Appendix C introduction.
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
ID Code Description Type Notes
K07 STY1g Percentage of close curly brackets at end of line. percent Duplicate: D06
K08 STY1h Most common indentation of open curly brack-
ets. {existing line, zero spaces, one space, two
spaces, three spaces, four spaces, five+ spaces, tab}.
See Ranade and Nash [1992, p68–69].
set Inspection
K09 STY1i Most common indentation of close curly brack-
ets. {existing line, zero spaces, one space, two
spaces, three spaces, four spaces, five+ spaces, tab}.
See Ranade and Nash [1992, p68–69].
set Inspection
K10 STY2 Most common indentation style of “else” statements.
{own-line, not own-line}.
set —
K11 STY3 Any variable names indented to a fixed column in vari-
able declarations?
boolean Identifier,
Inspection
K12 STY4 Separator between function names and parameter lists
in function declarations. {spaces, carriage returns,
none, mixture}.
set Identifier,
Inspection
K13 STY5 Separator between function return type and function
name in function declarations. {spaces, carriage re-
turns, mixture}.
set Identifier,
Inspection
K14 STY6a Borders used to highlight any comments? boolean —
K15 STY6b Percentage of lines of code with inline comments. percent Duplicate: M12
K16 STY6c Percentage of block style comment lines to lines of
code.
percent —
K17 STY7 Percentage of blank lines to lines of code. percent Duplicate: D14,
Duplicate: M01
K18 PRO1 Average characters per line. real Duplicate: M06
K19 PRO2a Average characters per local variable. real Identifier
K20 PRO2b Average characters per global variable. real Identifier
K21 PRO2c Average characters per function name. real Duplicate: D19,
Identifier
K22 PRO2d Average characters per function parameter name. real Identifier
K23 PRO3a Any variable names use the underscore character? boolean Identifier
K24 PRO3b Use of any temporary variables “temp”, “tmp”, or
“xxx” (case-insensitive).
boolean Identifier
K25 PRO3c Percentage of variable names starting with an upper-
case letter.
percent Identifier
K26 PRO3d Percentage of function names starting with an upper-
case letter.
percent Identifier
K27 PRO4 Percentage of global variables to all variables. percent Identifier,
Div-0
K28 PRO5 Ratio of local variables to lines of code. real Identifier
K29 PRO6 Any use of ‘#ifdef’? boolean —
K30 PRO7 Most common looping construct. {for, while, do}.
(Assume “while” not counted in “do-while”.)
set —
K31 PRO8 Use of any comments that near-mimic the code? boolean Inspection
K32 PRO9 Most common function parameter declaration type.
{Standard C, ANSI C Java}.
set Compilable
K33 PSM1 Percentage of “int” function definitions to all. percent Identifier
K34 PSM2 Percentage of “void” function definitions to all. percent Identifier
K35 PSM3 Use of any debugging symbols “debug” or “dbg”
(case-insensitive)?
boolean —
Continued on next page
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ID Code Description Type Notes
K36 PSM4 Any use of assert() macro? boolean —
K37 PSM5 Average lines of code per function. real —
K38 PSM6 Ratio of variables to lines of code. real Identifier
K39 PSM7 Percentage of static global variables to global vari-
ables.
percent Identifier
K40 PSM8 Ratio of decision statements to lines of code. {if,
switch, ‘?’, do, for, while}.
real —
K41 PSM9 Goto used at all? boolean —
K42 PSM10a Cyclomatic complexity number. See McCabe [1976]. int Duplicate: M22
K43 PSM10b Program volume. See Halstead [1972]. real —
K44 PSM10c Number of function input parameters, local variables,
and output statements. See Conte et al. [1986, p47–
48].
int Identifier
K45 PSM10d Average number of live variables per statement. Conte
et al. [1986] summarise three interpretations of this
metric by Dunsmore and Gannon [1979]. We imple-
ment the simple variation where variables are consid-
ered to be live from beginning to end of procedures.
real Identifier
K46 PSM10e Average lines of code (or span) between variable ref-
erences. For example, the average span of variable “x”
referenced at lines 12, 22, and 43 is 15.5 lines. Do not
count variables with only one reference. See Conte
et al. [1986, p55–56].
real Identifier
K47 PSM11a Any error results from memory-related routines ig-
nored? {malloc(), calloc(), realloc(), memalign(), val-
loc(), alloca(), free()}.
boolean —
K48 PSM11b Any error results from input/output routines ig-
nored? {open(), close(), dup(), lseek(), read(), write(),
fopen(), fclose(), fwrite(), fread(), fseek(), getc(),
putc(), gets(), puts(), printf(), scanf()}.
boolean —
K49 PSM11c Any error results from system routines ignored?
{chdir(), mkdir(), unlink(), socket()}.
boolean —
K50 PSM12a Does the programmer rely on the internal representa-
tion of data objects such as the size of primitive data
types using “sizeof” at all?
boolean —
K51 PSM12b Does the programmer rely on the internal representa-
tion of data objects such as the byte order of primitive
data types at all?
boolean Inspection
K52 PSM13 Do all functions do “nothing” successfully? For ex-
ample, when checking empty input and data outside
of expected conditions?
boolean Runnable
K53 PSM14 Do all comments and code agree? boolean Inspection
K54 PSM15a Are comments made before, during, or after coding?
{before, during, after, mixed}.
set Development
K55 PSM15b What editor is used? {(Editors undefined.)} set Development
K56 PSM15c What compiler is used? {(Compilers undefined.)} set Development
K57 PSM15d Are revision control systems used at all? boolean Development
K58 PSM15e Are any other development tools used? boolean Development
K59 PSM16a Are any software development standards used? boolean Development
Continued on next page
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
ID Code Description Type Notes
K60 PSM16b Is the software deemed high quality by measurement
of reliability and robustness quality metrics? (Metrics
undefined.)
boolean Runnable
MacDonell et al. [1999] — 26 metrics implemented
M01 WHITE Percentage of lines that are blank. percent Duplicate: D14,
Duplicate: K17
M02 SPACE-1 Percentage of operators with white space on both
sides.
percent —
M03 SPACE-2 Percentage of operators with white space on left side
only.
percent —
M04 SPACE-3 Percentage of operators with white space on right side
only.
percent —
M05 SPACE-4 Percentage of operators with white space on neither
side.
percent —
M06 LOCCHARS Average characters per line. real Duplicate: K18
M07 CAPS Percentage of letters that are uppercase. percent —
M08 LOC Non-whitespace lines of code (LOC). int —
M09 DBUGSYM Debug variables (“debug” or “dbg”, case-insensitive)
per LOC.
real —
M10 DBUGPRN Commented out print statements per LOC. {print, put,
cout}.
real —
M11 COM Percentage of LOC that are purely comment lines. percent Duplicate: D15
M12 INLCOM Percentage of LOC that have inline comments. percent Duplicate: K15
M13 ENDCOM Percentage of end-of-block braces labelled with com-
ments.
percent —
M14 GOTO Ratio of goto statements per non-comment lines of
code (NCLOC).
real —
M15 COND-1 Ratio of #if per NCLOC. real —
M16 COND-2 Ratio of #elif per NCLOC. real —
M17 COND-3 Ratio of #ifdef per NCLOC. real —
M18 COND-4 Ratio of #ifndef per NCLOC. real —
M19 COND-5 Ratio of #else per NCLOC. real —
M20 COND-6 Ratio of #endif per NCLOC. real —
M21 COND Ratio of compilation keywords per NCLOC. {#if,
#elif, #ifdef, #ifndef, #else, #endif}.
real —
M22 CCN McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity number. See Mc-
Cabe [1976].
int Duplicate: K42
M23 DEC-IF Ratio of “if” statements per NCLOC. real —
M24 DEC-SWITCH Ratio of “switch” statements per NCLOC. real —
M25 DEC-WHILE Ratio of “while” statements per NCLOC. real —
M26 DEC Ratio of decision statements per NCLOC. {if, switch,
‘?’, do, for, while}.
real —
Ding and Samadzadeh [2004] — 56 metrics implemented
D01 STY1a Percentage of open curly brackets alone on a line. percent Duplicate: K02
D02 STY1b Percentage of open curly brackets at start of line. percent Duplicate: K03
D03 STY1c Percentage of open curly brackets at end of line. percent Duplicate: K04
D04 STY1d Percentage of close curly brackets alone on a line. percent Duplicate: K05
D05 STY1e Percentage of close curly brackets at start of line. percent Duplicate: K06
D06 STY1f Percentage of close curly brackets at end of line. percent Duplicate: K07
D07 STY1g Average indentation in white spaces after open braces. real —
Continued on next page
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ID Code Description Type Notes
D08 STY1h Average indentation in tabs after open braces. real —
D09 STY2a Percentage of pure comment lines to lines containing
comments.
percent —
D10 STY2b Percentage of ‘//’ style comments to ‘//’ and ‘/*’ style
comments.
percent —
D11 STY3 Percentage of condition lines where the statements are
on the same line as the condition.
percent —
D12 STY4 Average white space to the left side of operators. {+,
-, *, / %, =, +=, -=, *=, /=, %=, ==}.
real —
D13 STY5 Average white space to the right side of operators. {+,
-, *, / %, =, +=, -=, *=, /=, %=, ==}.
real —
D14 STY6 Percentage of blank lines to all lines. percent Duplicate: K17,
Duplicate: M01
D15 STY7 Percentage of comment lines to LOC. (Comment lines
are pure comment lines. Non-comment lines include
lines with inline comments.)
percent Duplicate: M11,
Div-0
D16 STY8 Ratio of code lines containing comment to NCLOC. real —
D17 PRO1 Number of characters. int —
D18 PRO2a Average characters per variable for primitive and
string variables.
real Identifier
D19 PRO2b Average characters per function name. real Duplicate: K21,
Identifier
D20 PRO3a Percentage of identifiers beginning with an uppercase
character.
percent —
D21 PRO3b Percentage of identifiers beginning with a lowercase
character.
percent —
D22 PRO3c Percentage of identifiers beginning with an under-
score.
percent —
D23 PRO3d Percentage of identifiers beginning with a dollar sign. percent —
D24 PRO4a Percentage of “while” in total of “while”, “for” and
“do”. (Assume “while” not counted in “do-while”.)
percent —
D25 PRO4b Percentage of “for” in total of “while”, “for” and “do”.
(Assume “while” not counted in “do-while”.)
percent Duplicate: E05
D26 PRO4c Percentage of “do” in total of “while”, “for” and “do”.
(Assume “while” not counted in “do-while”.)
percent —
D27 PRO5a Percentage of “if” and “else” in total of “if”, “else”,
“switch”, and “case”.
percent —
D28 PRO5b Percentage of “switch” and “case” in total of “if”,
“else”, “switch”, and “case”.
percent —
D29 PRO5c Percentage of “if” in total of “if” and “else”. percent —
D30 PRO5d Percentage of “switch” in total of “switch” and “case”. percent —
D31 PSM1 Average non-comment lines per class or interface. real —
D32 PSM2 Average number of primitive variables per class or in-
terface.
real Identifier
D33 PSM3 Average number of functions per class or interface. real Identifier
D34 PSM4 Ratio of interfaces to interfaces and classes. percent Div-0
D35 PSM5 Ratio of primitive variables to NCLOC. real Identifier
D36 PSM6 Ratio of functions to NCLOC. real Identifier
D37 PSM7a Ratio of keyword “static” to NCLOC. real —
D38 PSM7b Ratio of keyword “extends” to NCLOC. real —
Continued on next page
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ID Code Description Type Notes
D39 PSM7c Ratio of keyword “class” to NCLOC. real —
D40 PSM7d Ratio of keyword “abstract” to NCLOC. real —
D41 PSM7e Ratio of keyword “implements” to NCLOC. real —
D42 PSM7f Ratio of keyword “import” to NCLOC. real —
D43 PSM7g Ratio of keyword “instanceof” to NCLOC. real —
D44 PSM7h Ratio of keyword “interface” to NCLOC. real —
D45 PSM7i Ratio of keyword “native” to NCLOC. real —
D46 PSM7j Ratio of keyword “new” to NCLOC. real —
D47 PSM7k Ratio of keyword “package” to NCLOC. real —
D48 PSM7l Ratio of keyword “private” to NCLOC. real —
D49 PSM7m Ratio of keyword “public” to NCLOC. real —
D50 PSM7n Ratio of keyword “protected” to NCLOC. real —
D51 PSM7o Ratio of keyword “this” to NCLOC. real —
D52 PSM7p Ratio of keyword “super” to NCLOC. real —
D53 PSM7q Ratio of keyword “try” to NCLOC. real —
D54 PSM7r Ratio of keyword “throw” to NCLOC. real —
D55 PSM7s Ratio of keyword “catch” to NCLOC. real —
D56 PSM7t Ratio of keyword “final” to NCLOC. real —
Lange and Mancoridis [2007] — 56 metrics implemented 2
L01 access-1 Percent of keyword “public” to all access statements. percent Div-0
L02 access-2 Percent of keyword “protected” to all access state-
ments.
percent Div-0
L03 access-3 Percent of keyword “private” to all access statements. percent Div-0
L04 brace-pos-1 Percentage of open curly brace on own line to all brace
position placements.
percent Div-0
L05 brace-pos-2 Percentage of open curly brace as the leftmost non-
whitespace character on a line to all brace position
placements.
percent Div-0
L06 brace-pos-3 Percentage of open curly brace on the interior of non-
whitespace characters on a line to all brace position
placements.
percent Div-0
L07 brace-pos-4 Percentage of open curly brace as the rightmost non-
whitespace character on a line to all brace position
placements.
percent Div-0
L08 brace-pos-5 Percentage of close curly brace on own line to all
brace position placements.
percent Div-0
L09 brace-pos-6 Percentage of close curly brace as the leftmost non-
whitespace character on a line to all brace position
placements.
percent Div-0
L10 brace-pos-7 Percentage of close curly brace on the interior of non-
whitespace characters on a line to all brace position
placements.
percent Div-0
L11 brace-pos-8 Percentage of close curly brace as the rightmost non-
whitespace character on a line to all brace position
placements.
percent Div-0
Continued on next page
2Some of these metrics are in the format name-N. Taking line-len-N for example, N represents the normalised
frequency of all recorded line lengths for 0..N characters. Therefore we document these in groups (or classes) for brevity.
In addition, the maximum value for N depends on the data, but we have only implemented thirty metrics from the fourteen
metric classes. We grouped many values of N together to keep the feature space manageable. This process is known as
discretisation.
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ID Code Description Type Notes
L12 comment-1 Percentage of block comments to all comments. percent —
L13 comment-2 Percentage of line comments to all comments. percent —
L14 comment-3 Percentage of JavaDoc comments to all comments. percent —
L15 control-flow-1 Percentage of “for” statement to all control flow state-
ments.
percent Div-0
L16 control-flow-2 Percentage of “foreach” statement to all control flow
statements.
percent Div-0
L17 control-flow-3 Percentage of “while” statement to all control flow
statements.
percent Div-0
L18 control-flow-4 Percentage of “do” statement to all control flow state-
ments.
percent Div-0
L19 control-flow-5 Percentage of “if” statement to all control flow state-
ments.
percent Div-0
L20 control-flow-6 Percentage of “switch” statement to all control flow
statements.
percent Div-0
L21 control-flow-7 Percentage of “throw” statement to all control flow
statements.
percent Div-0
L22 control-flow-8 Percentage of function calls to all control flow state-
ments.
percent Identifier,
Div-0
L23N indent-space-N Normalised frequency of chunks of N spaces for in-
dentation at start of line.
percent N ∈ {0,1− ...}
L24N indent-tab-N Normalised frequency of chunks of N tabs for inden-
tation at start of line.
percent N ∈ {0,1− ...}
L25N inline-space-N Normalised frequency of chunks of N spaces for inter-
nal spacing purposes.
percent N ∈ {1,2− ...}
L26N inline-tab-N Normalised frequency of chunks of N tabs for internal
spacing purposes.
percent N ∈ {1,2− ...}
L27N trail-space-N Normalised frequency of chunks of N spaces at end of
line.
percent N ∈ {0,1− ...}
L28N trail-tab-N Normalised frequency of chunks of N tabs at end of
line.
percent N ∈ {0,1− ...}
L29N period-N Normalised frequency of periods in single logical
identifiers. Example: a.b.c().d().
percent N ∈ {1,2− ...}
L30N underscore-N Normalised frequency of identifiers with N under-
scores.
percent N ∈ {1,2− ...}
L31N switch-N Normalised frequency of “switch” blocks with N
“case” groups.
percent N ∈ {1−2,3− ...}
L32N switch-case-N Normalised frequency of “switch” blocks with N
“case” statements.
percent N ∈ {1−2,3− ...}
L33N line-words-N Normalised frequency of lines with N words. (A word
is a sequence of characters separated by white space.)
percent N ∈ {0−2,3− ...}
L34N word-first-char-N Normalised frequency of identifiers beginning with
the integer value N of the first character. Fifty-four
metrics could be implemented for the applicable char-
acters: {a-z, A-Z, , $}. Our implementation uses four
metrics representing character classes for lowercase
characters (N = 1), uppercase characters (N = 2), un-
derscores (N = 3), and dollar signs (N = 4) to reduce
the number or metrics.
percent N ∈ {1,2,3,4}
L35N word-len-N Normalised frequency of identifiers of length N. percent N ∈ {1−5,6− ...}
Continued on next page
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ID Code Description Type Notes
L36N line-len-N Normalised frequency of lines of length N. percent N ∈ {1−19,20− ...}
K01N commas-N Normalised frequency of lines with N commas. percent N ∈ {0,1− ...}
K02N semicolons-N Normalised frequency of lines with N semicolons. percent N ∈ {0,1− ...}
Elenbogen and Seliya [2008] — 6 metrics implemented
E01 1 Number of lines of code. int —
E02 2 Number of comments. int —
E03 3 Average length of variable names. real —
E04 4 Number of variables. int —
E05 5 Percent of “for” loop constructs to all looping con-
structs. (Assume “while” not counted in “do-while”.)
percent Duplicate: D25
E06 6 Number of bits in the zipped program using WinZip.
We used a Unix-based zip implementation.
int —
Kothari et al. [2007] — 168 metrics implemented
The metric set comprises the normalised frequencies of the 50 most common byte-level n-grams for each author.
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Appendix D
Programming Language Feature Tables
Tables D.1, D.2, and D.3 present operator and keyword tables for C, C++, and Java respectively,
as used for source code features as discussed in Section 5.1.2 (p. 111). Overloaded operators are
only listed once using their most common form. Tables D.4 and D.5 additionally present C lan-
guage input/output keywords, function words, white space tokens, and literal features as discussed in
Section 5.3 (p. 122).
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Operators
( parenthesis != not equals
[ bracket & bitwise and
-> indirect member access ˆ bitwise xor
. member access | bitwise or
++ increment && boolean and
-- decrement || boolean or
! not ? conditional
˜ complement = equals
* multiply += plus equals
/ divide -= minus equals
% modulo *= multiply equals
+ plus /= divide equals
- minus %= modulo equals
<< left shift <<= left shift equals
>> right shift >>= right shift equals
< less than &= bitwise and equals
> greater than ˆ= bitwise xor equals
<= less than equals |= bitwise or equals
>= greater than equals , comma
== equality
Keywords
auto do goto signed unsigned
break double if sizeof void
case else int static volatile
char enum long struct while
const extern register switch
continue float return typedef
default for short union
Table D.1: C language operators and keywords [Kelly and Pohl, 1997] preserved in samples in
Coll-A and Coll-T.
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Operators
->* bind pointer to member by pointer :: scope resolution
.* bind pointer to member by reference
Keywords
asm export private true
bool false protected try
catch friend public typeid
class inline reinterpret_cast typename
const_cast mutable static_cast using
delete namespace template virtual
dynamic_cast new this wchar_t
explicit operator throw
Table D.2: C++ operators [Farrell, 2008] and keywords [International Standardization Organization
and International Electrotechnical Commission, 1998] preserved in samples in Coll-P. This table
does not duplicate operators and keywords that appear in both C and C++ languages as documented
in Table D.1.
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Operators
( parenthesis != not equals
[ bracket & bitwise and
. member access ˆ bitwise xor
++ increment | bitwise or
-- decrement && boolean and
! not || boolean or
˜ complement ? conditional
* multiply = equals
/ divide += plus equals
% modulo -= minus equals
+ plus *= multiply equals
- minus /= divide equals
<< left shift %= modulo equals
>> right shift† <<= left shift equals
>>> right shift‡ >>= right shift equals†
< less than >>>= right shift equals‡
> greater than &= bitwise and equals
<= less than equals ˆ= bitwise xor equals
>= greater than equals |= bitwise or equals
== equality
Keywords
abstract continue float new switch
assert default goto package synchronized
boolean do if private this
break double implements protected throw
byte else import public throws
case enum instanceof return transient
catch extends int short try
char for interface static void
class final long strictfp volatile
const finally native super while
Table D.3: Java operators [Liang, 2006] and keywords [Lindsey et al., 2005] preserved in samples
in Coll-J. (†Right shift with sign extension. ‡Right shift with zero extension.)
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Feature Class 1: Keywords
See Table D.1.
Feature Class 2: Operators
See Table D.1.
Feature Class 3: Input/Output Keywords [Huss, 1997]
BUFSIZ FILE fscanf _IONBF rewind stderr
clearerr FILENAME_MAX fseek L_tmpnam scanf stdin
EOF fopen fsetpos NULL SEEK_CUR stdout
fclose FOPEN_MAX ftell perror SEEK_END tmpfile
feof fpos_t fwrite printf SEEK_SET TMP_MAX
ferror fprintf getc putc setbuf tmpnam
fflush fputc getchar putchar setvbuf ungetc
fgetc fputs gets puts size_t vfprintf
fgetpos fread _IOFBF remove sprintf vprintf
fgets freopen _IOLBF rename sscanf vsprintf
Feature Class 4: Function Words
See Table D.5.
Feature Class 5: White Space Tokens
‘ ’ space ‘\t’ tab ‘\r’ carriage return ‘\n’ new line
Feature Class 6: Literals
Regular expression Literal name Example
[a-z]+ Lowercase literal thisisanexample
[A-Z]+ Uppercase literal THISISANEXAMPLE
[a-z][a-zA-Z]+ Camelcase literal thisIsAnExample
[A-Z][a-zA-Z]+ Titlecase literal ThisIsAnExample
[a-zA-Z_][a-zA-Z0-9_]+ Other literal _this_IS_anEXAMPLE_123
Table D.4: Six feature classes and corresponding features that were used in feature selection experi-
ments in Section 5.3 (p. 122).
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Feature Class 4: Function Words
abort ERANGE isxdigit memcpy strcmp
abs errno jmp_buf memmove strcoll
acos exit labs memset strcpy
asctime EXIT_FAILURE LC_ALL mktime strcspn
asin EXIT_SUCCESS LC_COLLATE modf strerror
assert exp LC_CTYPE NDEBUG strftime
atan fabs LC_MONETARY offsetof strlen
atan2 floor LC_NUMERIC pow strncat
atexit FLT_DIG lconv ptrdiff_t strncmp
atof FLT_EPSILON LC_TIME qsort strncpy
atoi FLT_MANT_DIG LDBL_DIG raise strpbrk
atol FLT_MAX LDBL_EPSILON rand strrchr
bsearch FLT_MAX_10_EXP LDBL_MANT_DIG RAND_MAX strspn
calloc FLT_MAX_EXP LDBL_MAX realloc strstr
ceil FLT_MIN LDBL_MAX_10_EXP SCHAR_MAX strtod
CHAR_BIT FLT_MIN_10_EXP LDBL_MAX_EXP SCHAR_MIN strtok
CHAR_MAX FLT_MIN_EXP LDBL_MIN setjmp strtol
CHAR_MIN FLT_RADIX LDBL_MIN_10_EXP setlocale strtoul
clock FLT_ROUNDS LDBL_MIN_EXP SHRT_MAX strxfrm
CLOCKS_PER_SEC fmod ldexp SHRT_MIN system
clock_t free ldiv SIGABRT tan
cos frexp ldiv_t sig_atomic_t tanh
cosh getenv localeconv SIG_DFL time
ctime gmtime localtime SIG_ERR tm
DBL_DIG HUGE_VAL log SIGFPE tolower
DBL_EPSILON INT_MAX log10 SIG_IGN toupper
DBL_MANT_DIG INT_MIN longjmp SIGILL UCHAR_MAX
DBL_MAX isalnum LONG_MAX SIGINT UINT_MAX
DBL_MAX_10_EXP isalpha LONG_MIN signal ULONG_MAX
DBL_MAX_EXP iscntrl malloc SIGSEGV USHRT_MAX
DBL_MIN isdigit MB_CUR_MAX SIGTERM va_arg
DBL_MIN_10_EXP isgraph mblen sin va_end
DBL_MIN_EXP islower MB_LEN_MAX sinh va_list
difftime isprint mbstowcs sqrt va_start
div ispunct mbtowc srand wchar_t
div_t isspace memchr strcat wcstombs
EDOM isupper memcmp strchr wctomb
Table D.5: “Feature Class 4: Function Words” content [Huss, 1997] referenced in Table D.4 moved
here for space.
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